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STEADIL Y, as the century nears its closing hours, and as the 
first five thousand years of the Kali Yuga draw to their end, 

comes sign after sign that a corner of the veil of ISIS is being 
raised, and that the day of justification approaches for some of the 
minor tenets of the Esoteric Philosophy. One of these many 
straws that show that the wind is blowing from the East is an 
article in the English lI:ft'chamc for June 17th, entitled "Shall we 
ever have a Thought-l\Iachine?" Prof. Edwin J. Houston, "the 
well-known exponent of electrical science in America," has been 
promulgating certain speculations of his, and "as they are based 
upon proper scientific analogies," they "must be taken seriously." 
Theosophical students will find them familiar and even elementary, 
but, as they have often been derided for saying the same thing, they 
may be amused to see their own teachings welcomed with respect 
when they fall from lips scientific. Thought, says the Professor, is 
accompanied by molecular vibrations in the gray matter of the 
brain, and these brain molecules, like everything else, are immersed 
in and interpenetrated by ether; this being so, their vibrations must 
set up wave-motions in the ether and these must spread out from 
the brain in all directions. Further, these brain-waves, or thought
waves being thus sent out into space, will produce some phenQ
mena, and reasoning by analogy we may expect that-as in the case 
of sound-waves-sympathetic vibrations will be set up in bodies 
similar to that which generates the waves, if those bodies are 
attuned to respond. Again reasoning by analogy we may expect
as in electric resonance-that such oscillations would be set up as 
are found when electric waves are sent out and, meeting a circuit 
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in consonance with them, set up in that circuit oscillations like 
their own. 

In view of these facts, which are well ascertained, Prof. Houston considers 
that it does not seem improbable that a brain engaged in intense thought should 
act as a centre for thought~radiation, nor that this radiation, proceeding outwards 
in all directions, should affect other brains on which they fall, pro\'ided that these 
other brains are tuned to vibrate in unison with them, and thus produce in thelD 
sympathetic vibrations resulting in various or similar thought phenomena. 

Dr. Richardson, if his eye falls on Prof. Houston's speculations, 
will certainly come to the conclusion that the Professor's brain is 
tuned to vibrate in unison with his thoughts on nervous ether . 

• • • 
But this is not all. Light waves are etheric vibrations, and it 

would seem that these brain-waves should "partake of the nature 
of light." If so, why should it not be possible to obtain, say, by 
means of a lens, a photographic impression of them? 

Such a thought.record suitably employed might be able to awaken at any sub· 
sequent time in the brain of a person submitting himself to its influence thoughts 
identical to those recorded. 

A person who should, two years ago, have suggested such a 
"thought-phonograph" would have been dubbed a madman, and 
here we have it suggested as among future possibilities . 

• • • 
All these discussions about etheric waves would start frol11 a 

firmer basis if it were generally remembered that such natnes as 
light, sound, electrical disturbance, etc., are all descriptive, not of 
the phenomena, but of their effect upon us. In Nature they are an 
etheric vibrations; translated through our sense-organs they appear 
as many differing sensations. Imagine etheric vibrations passing 
outwards from a centre of disturbance; some of these are translated 
by us into electrical sensations; others, which strike on the eye, we 
call light; others, which dash the air particles against the t)"l11· 
panum, we call sound; and so on. Our differentiated sense-organs 
modify the effects of the etheric waves, and so mask from US the 
identity of external action. Everywhere motion, the coming and 
going of the Life-Breath of the Universe, and we give this motion 
different names as we sense it through the various openings of onr 
"nine-doored house." And so everywhere we are surrounded by 
Maya, illusion, because we do not know the things around us, but 
only the impressions they make on us. And these very things 
themselves, what are they but illusive appearances veiling the One 
Life? Alter our sense-organs and what is now light might beCome 
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sound, fragrance might become visible. And with different ears we 
might listen to the morning stars singing together, and see in 
many-coloured radiance the harmonious concert of the birds . 

• • • 
There is a very terrible fact brought to light by the criminal 

statistics of late years, and attention was drawn to it in a very 
useful article in Science SifNngs some time since. This fact is the 
appearance of a large class of violent and homicidal criminals of 
comparatively tender years. During the last ten years a type has 
appeared in Europe which is new-youths who tnurder in the most 
cold-blooded fashion; the growth of this class of juvenile criminals 
has been marked in Paris, and the unprovoked and brutal violence 
of gangs of youths in such towns as Liverpool is a phenomenon 
with which our Judges seem unable to cope effectually. It is stated 
that alcoholism in the parents tends to reappear as homicidal mania 
in the children, and that the use of the more maddening drinks, 
absinthe, brandies, etc., is "creating a very large and fearfully 
growing class of emotional maniacs....:....sound in will and intellect, 
but as cruel in nature as a drunkard when intoxicated." Dr. Paul 
Garnier, the Chief Medical Examiner of the Prefecture of Police in 
Paris, states that" alcoholic itlsanity is now twice as prevalent. as it 
was fifteen years ago," and a stage on the road to what is recognized 
as insanity is the absence of the moral sense. The following case 
1S glVen: 

A few months ago I was present in Dr. Garnier's consulting room, watching 
the prisoners from the depOt filing past. We were informed that a child had been 
brought in by its parents to be examined. These people belonged to the respect. 
able working class, and were both quiet and well·mannered. The DIan was driver 
of a dray, belonging to one of the railway stations, and had all the appearance of a 
stalwart working man. The boy was barely six years old: be had an intelligent, 
rather pretty face, and was neatly dressed. "See here, Monsieur Ie Docteur," said 
the father, "we have brought you our boy. He alarms us. He is no fool: he 
begin\ to read. They are satisfied with him at school; but we cannot help 
thinking he is insane, for he wants to murder his little brother, a child of two 
years old. The other day he nearly succeeded in doing so. I arrived just in time 
to snatch my razor from his hand." The boy stood listening, with indifference 
and without hanging his head. l'he doctor drew the child kindly toward him and 
inquired: "Is it true that you wish to hurt your little brother?" With perfect 
composure the little one replied: "I will kill him-yes, yes, I will kill him." The 
doctor glanced at the father and asked in a low voice: "Do you drink?" The wife 
indignantly exclaimed: "He, sir! Why be never enters a public.house: and has 
never come home drunk." Nevertheless, the doctor said, "Stretch out your arm." 
The man obeyed: his hand trembled. The story goes on to show that these 
people really intended to tell the truth: but the man was a deliverer of packages, 
and all day, at private houses, he was offered a drink for his trouble. He had 
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become a drunkard without knowing it, and the poison that had entered his blood 
was at that moment filling the head of his little child with the dreams oC an 
assassin. 

There is no doubt that parents poisoned with alcohol build into 
the physical bodies of their children materials soaked with this 
poison, and so provide a "physical basis of mind" of a most evil 
type. The student of the Esoteric Philosophy, however, sees in 
these youthful criminals more than the outcome of a physically. 
poisoned body. Believing in Re'incarnation, he sees that we must 
look for the influx of a numerous and depraved class, from those 
who lived amid the rotting ruins of Roman civilization, the brutal, 
cruel, dissolute youth of Rome, of Constantinople, of Alexandria, 
and of many another city. The thought-bodies then formed are 
the moulds into which will be and are being built the sad prison-
houses of those Egos, and the alcohol-soaked and poisoned materials 
provided by our drunken classes form the fittest bricks for such 
gloomy edifices. Dark are the years that stretch before us as our 
population is recruited from the ranks of those who lived in the 
fourth and fifth and sixth centuries after Christ. Our race-conrses, 
our gambling hells, our gin-palaces, seem fitting environment, alas! 
for such a population. Well is it that nobler, purer types are also 
coming hitherwards, to fight against the evil and strengthen the 
force for good. 

Mr. Sala thinks that 
• • • 

It is high time that the.Home Secretary looked after the mesmerists. At Rhyl 
the other day a youth of sixteen was charged with burglary, and sent to prison for 
fourteen days. It was stated by the defence that the unhappy youth had been 
suffering from mental affliction, as the result of being mesmerized at an entertain. 
ment last year. From this time forward he had manifested a vacant and st.range 
manner; and on this ground the magistrates were urged to take a lenient ,,·iew of 
the case. . . . . If by the exercise of the mystic art candidates are to be pro
duced for the ranks of the criminal classes, the sooner this dangerous form of 
public amusement is prohibited the better. • 

The sooner the better, indeed. Mesmeric entertainments, at 
which volunteers who "go for a lark" are mesmerized and made to 
perform absurd and offensive antics, are a very real source of public 
danger. I1l-balanced minds are peculiarly susceptible to the in
fluence of a strong and steady will, and may easily be thrown off 
such balance as they have when they pass under mesmeric control 
in the excitement of a crowded meeting. Apparently restored to 
themselves as they may be, the harm has been done, and the mes
merizer, going off "to fresh fields and pastures new," leaves behind 
him the seeds of nervous disorder and obscure brain disturbance. 
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Those who know most of the force now known by the name of the 
ill-used Mesmer will be likely to echo most heartily the wish that 
public mesmeric entertainments should be forbidden by law . 

• • • 
Since Balaam amid the anny of Balak, hired to curse remained 

to bless, surely no organization can have been more surprised than 
must have been the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in 
Foreign Parts on the 16th of June, when assembled to listen to the 
Archbishop of Canterbury on the importance of its missionary 
work. The Archbishop boldly told his Christian hearers that 

the religious tone in any nation was the upgrowth of many generations, had 
been gradually formed, and was the offspring of old traditions conveyed by 
teaching and by early habits, 

and that in approaching communities educated in their own various 
forms of belief, missionaries should be very careful how they 
destroyed the religious tone prevalent therein. 

They ought to do their utmost to understand the religions with which they 
had to deal. These religions embodied the best thoughts and feelings and aspira. 
tions of man through many ages, and it was not true that they were wicked, except 
by contrast. 

The last three words were rather a concession to the prejudices 
of his hearers than to truth, for certainly Zoroastrianism, Hindttism, 
and Buddhism do not suffer, either in theory or in practice, by con
trast with Christianity. And this the Archbishop appeared to 
recognize, for he went on; 

There were. as they knew, great wickednesses in connection with all religions, 
and there had been such things in Christianity. In the Christian Church itself 
had been vice and wickedness which had gone far to make Christianity intolerable 
to studcnts and observers. He deprecated very much Christian people setting to 
work-·and he did not believe they would ever succeed if they did set to work-in 
the belief that all the religions which God had allowed to grow up apart from the 
Christian Church until Christianity was ready to approach them, ministered to 
pride and lust and crnelty. 

. These were brave words, spoken to such an audience as listened 
to them, and they hold out the hope of more brotherly sympathy 
than has hitherto been characteristic of Christian Missions. If the 
Christians can learn to respect the philosophical conceptions of 
religions that were in some cases hoary with age ere their own was 
born, a great step forward will have been made in that brotherly 
sympathy and mutual understanding that are far more religious 
than the shibboleths of the creeds . 

• • • 
Meanwhile. all decent persons should discountenance outrages 

such as that recorded in The Beartftgs, an American cycling journal, 
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as perpetrated by a representative of the Kenwood Company, a finn 
manufacturing cycles. This man was at Kamakura, in Japan, and 
managed to paste on the breast of a sacred image-which, standing 
fifty feet high, offered a striking situation for a placard-an ad
vertisement of his wares. He then photographed the image, with 
the vulgar placard on its breast, and pasted some more of his bills 
on the gateway of the Shinto temple. He was caught, and im
prisoned for ten days, and-I rejoice to add--completely failed in 
doing any business, for nobody would have anything to say to him. 
An English cycling paper, the ~Vortht!rn JVhcdcr, rightly charac
terizes the action of the American as "a most outrageous piece of 
barbarism." How far was it from the sympathetic utterance of the 
generous Pagan: "Nothing human is foreign to me." Some day 
we shall all learn tenderness for every thought and symbol which 
has been precious to a human heart or has lightened a human 
sorrow. Cross and Crescent, Buddha and Christ, Isis and Mary, 
Mithra and Fohi: what matters the name, if they ministered to 
humanity in its upward strivings towards the Truth, if they 
lightened its burden, if they were verily the Helpers and Beloved 
of men? 

• •• • 
More skeletons! not hidden in a closet, but wrangled over in a 

Court of Law as though they were family ones. The Court is 
concerned with their ownership; LUCIFER with their antiquity and 
their size. They were found under les Rochers Rouges, near 
Mentone, limestone grottoes that have already contributed other 
skeletons from the past, skeletons buried under stalagmite, twenty
nine feet in thickness. The three, over which the lawyers are 
wagging their learned heads-or at least their wigs-are large 
beyond the measure of ordinary men. One, unfortunately headless, 
yet stands seven feet nine inches high without his cranium; another, 
a woman, stands six feet three inches; the third is that of a lad, 
who promised, had he lived, to have rivalled his elders in stature. 
The skeletons represent well-formed and nobly-proportioned folk, 
and the crania found are of a good type, and they must have 
belonged to a race of high intelligence. It is alleged that they 
cannot be less than eighty thousand years old, and may be a million, 
so that they may belong to the later Atlanteans. Thus from tillle to 
time does Mother Earth give up her dead, to confinn the teachings 
of the Esoteric Philosophy. 

• • • 
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The" Clapham Conference" is an annual gathering of earnest 
but narrow-minded Christians, intent on the "signs of the times" as 
concerned with the "return of our blessed Lord." Among these 
signs of the times are "Theosophy, spiritualism, political anarchy 
and ecclesiastical apostasy." We append the summary of the address 
on Theosophy, as given in the Christian T¥orld, adding a few notes 
thereto: 

WHAT IS THEOSOPHV? WHO PROMULGATED IT? AND TO WHAT 

DOES IT LEAD? 

In reply to the first question, he showed, from the writings of Theosophists 
themselves, that it is "'Visdom Religion," handed down from a succession of 
initiates and adepts all over the world, now for the first time promulgated so as to 
become a subject of common inquiry and discussion. It presents a belief in a 
supreme, inscrutable, all-pervading, and absolute Deity, from which all nature, 
,isible and invisible, proceeds, and unto which it will return; and a belief in man 
as an imperishable entity of Divine origin, and of infinite potentiality as a progres
sive manifestation of the Divine nature (I). In fact, everything is God. Theosophy 
includes also a belief in certain psychical powers in men, connected with celibacy 
and vegetarianism, and in initiations into certain mysteries. In every age these 
mysteries have existed, with a priestly class at their head, from Babel downwards. 
Satan is the real head (2). Under this system Christianity is abominable; the truth 
is to be found with Zoroaster, Buddha, and in the worship of Egypt (3). The 
system was practically promulgated in England by Madame Blavatsky-said to 
have received the teaching from initiates in Thibet -a woman of eccentric habits, 
and connected with impostures detected by the Psychical Investigation Society. 
The English Theosophists avow unquestioning submission to her teaching as 
authoritative and decisive, and declare that her personal character is a matter of 
indifference to them /4}. Theosophy comes into direct collision with the teaching 
of the Bible. God ordains marriage, animal food, and atonement; Theosophy, 
celibacy, vegetarianism, and buman merit. The Scriptures teach that there are 
none righteous, that Christ is the one true light; Tbeo!;ophy, that all are good, 
that Mahomet and others are sources of light. God teaches that Satan is the 
prince of darkness; Theosophy deifies Lucifer, or Satan, as the great source of 
light (s). 

(I) This is a well-worded and correct presentment of the teach
ing of the Esoteric Philosophy on this head, and it is well that such 
a theory as to man should have found place in a gathering to which 
the idea of man's essential divinity would probably be new and 
strange. (2) This is very funny. "Psychical powers connected 
with celibacy and vegetarianism" is a little crude, but perhaps 
some may have pierced to the true idea that if psychical powers 
requiring for manifestation high rates of vibration are to work 
through a physical body, the physical body will probably need 
some special training to enable it to respond. But why should 
Satan bt! the real head of celibates and vegetarians? Licentiousness 
and drunkenness would seem more consonant with the traditional 
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Satan. (3) Here our critic, who began so well, but got a little con
fused in his excursion into the Occult, has quite lost himself. 
Theosophy finds truth in all religious systems, in all overlaid with 
error; Christianity has truth at its core, as have the religions of 
Zoroaster and Buddha, ~ut all have added much error and super
stition to the pure teachings of the Initiates who founded them. 
(4) Poor Psychical Research Society! it will only live by its connec
tion with Mme. Blavatsky, and as the clouds clear away and it is 
seen that she deceived none, its supposed discoveries of imposture 
will become matter for laughter. It is a pity; for it has done some 
useful work, and might have played an admirable part in opening 
the e~'es of materialistic Science to new realms of life and mind. 
Nothing could be more untrue in fact than the second sentence of 
this paragraph j Mme. Blavatsky's teachings are not accepted by 
"English Theosophists" with unquestioning submission, for many 
members of the Society do 110t accept thcm at all j and most cer
tainly few would be found to declare that her personal character is a 
matter of indifference. Those who do accept her teachings affirm 
the purity and honesty of her life, and reverence her character as 

well as her wisdom. (5)" God" and "Theosophy" are here pllt in 
an antithesis that sOllnds strange from the mouth of a believer in 
"God"; Theosophy, however, does not ordain celibacy and "ege
tarianis111; in some Occult researches these are necessary, bllt the 
general Theosophical teaching urges self-control and temperance, 
not asceticism. "Lucifer" is the star of the morning, a title gi"en 
in RC'l){'la/t(J1l to J estls, so that our critic is acting rather rashly in 
identifying it with Satan; further, in the Old Tt's/ament, Satan is 
God's great Angel of Judgment, and he is even identified with Jah
veh on one famous occasion. So one might point out as to the 
"teaching of the Bible," that both J eSllS and Paul put celibacy 
above marriage, and that animal food was not "ordained" until the 
time. of Noah, who also seems to have introduced dnmkenness, so 
that animal food and alcohol came in together. If men are going 
to found themselves exclusively on the literal meaning of the 
Hebrew and Christian Bible, they should not ignore all the passages 
from which they dissent. 
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~lb ,hilosnphtrs nnb gtobtrn mritics. 
[The following article was written by H. P. Blavatsky at the beginning of 1891' 

She incorporated in it, as students will see, much matter from Isis Unveiled, but 
the large additions and corrections give it an independent value.-ED.] 

IN one of the oldest philosophies and religious systems of prehistoric 
times, we read that at the end of a Maha-Pralaya (general dissolu

tion) the Great Soul, Param-Atma, the Self-Existent, that which can be 
.. apprehended only by the suprasensual," becomes "manifest of il.selj."l 

The Hindus give this" Existence" various names, one of which is 
Svayambhu, or Self-Existent. This Svayambhu emanates from itself 
the creative faculty, or Svayambhuva-the "Son of the Self-Existent" 
-and the One becomes Two; this in its turn evolves a third principle 
with the potentiality of becoming Matter which the orthodox call Viraj, 
or the Universe.' This incomprehensible Trinity became later anthro
pomorphized into the Trimurti, known as Brahma, Vishnu, and Shiva, 
the symbols of the creative, the preservative, and the destructive powers 
in Nature-and at the same time of the transforming or regenerating 
forces, or rather of the three aspects of the one Universal Force. It is 
the Tridanda, the triply manifested Unity, which gave rise to the 
orthodox AUM, which with them is but the abbreviated Trimurti. It 
is only under this triple aspect that the profane masses can comprehend 
the great mystery. When the triple God becomes Shilrira, or puts on 
a visible fornI, he typifies all the principles of Matter, all the germs of 
life, he is the God of the th~ee visages, or triple power, the essence of 
the Vedic Triad. "Let the Brahmans know the Sacred Syllable 
[Aum], the three words of the Silvitri, and read the Vedas daily."· 

After having produced the universe, He whose power is incomprehensible 
vanished again, absorbed in the Supreme Soul. . . . Having retired into the 
primitive darkness, the Great Soul remains within the unknown, and is void of all 
form .... 

\Vhen having again reunited the subtile elementary principles, it introduces 
itself into either a vegetable or animal seed, it assumes at each a new form. 

It is thus that, by an alternative waking and rest, the Immutable Being causes 
to revive and die eternally all the existing creatures, active and inert .• 

He who has studied the speculations of Pythagoras on the Monad, 
which, after emanating the Duad, retires into silence and darkness, 
and thus creates the Triad, can realize whence came the Philosophy of 
the great Samian Sage, and after him that of Socrates and Plato. The 

1 See Mti"a'VQ DluJrllla Sh4.tra (Laws of Ma, ... ),!. S, 6,7. 8. ~t se'l. 
I Every student of Theosophy will recognize in these three consecutive emanations the three 

Logo! ofthe Secrd Doctrine and the Theosophic:al Scheme. 
S Compare Ma ..... iv. 12S . 
• Compare Ma .. ". !. SO. and other shlokas. 
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mystic Decad (1+2+3+4=10) is a way of expressing this idea. The 
One is God; the Two, Matter; the Three, combining )Ionad and 
Duad and partaking of the nature of both, is the phenomenal World; 
the Tetrad. or form of perfection, expresses the emptiness of all; and 
the Decad, or sum of all, involves the entire Kosmo:'. 

Let us see how the Brahmanical ideas tally with pre-Christian 
Pagan Philosophies and with Christianity itself. It is with the Platonic 
Philosophy, the most elaborate compelld of the abstruse systems of 
ancient India, that we had better begin. 

Although twenty-two and a half centuries have elapsed since the 
death of Plato, the great minds of the world are still occupied with ltis 
writings. He was, in the fullest sense of the word. the world's inter· 
preter. And the greatest Philosopher of the pre-Christian era faith fully 
mirrored in his works the spiritualism of the ,"cdic Philosophers, who 
lived thousands of years before himself, with its metaphysical expres
sion. V:rasa, J aimini, Kapila, Patanjali, and many others. "ill be 
found to have transmitted their indelible imprint through the inter
vening centurie+1. by means of Pythagoras, upon Plato and his school. 
Thus is warranted the inference that to Plato and the ancient Hindu 
Sages the same wisdom was alike revealed. And so suryi\ing the 
shock of time, what can this wisdom be but divine and eternal? 

Plato taught of justice as subsisting in the soul and as being the 
greatest good of its possessor. .. Men. in proportion to their intellect. 
have admitted his transcendent claims"; yet his commentators, almost 
with one consent, shrink from every passage which implies that 
his Metaphysics are based on a solid foundation, and not on ideal 
conceptions. 

But Plato could not accept a Philosophy destitute of spiritual 
aspirations; with him the two were at one. For the old Grecian Sage 
there was a single object of attainment: REAL KNOWLEDGE. He con
sidered those only to be genuine Philosophers. or students of truth. who 
possess the knowledge of the really-existing, in opposition to mere 
objects of perception; of the always-existing, in opposition to the 
transitory; and of that which exists permanently. in opposition to that 
which waxes, wanes, and is alternately developed and destroyed. 

Beyond all finite existences and secondary causes, all laws; ideas, and principles. 
there is an INTELLIGENCE or MIND [Not~, NottS. the Spirit]. the first principle of 
all principles, the Supreme Idea on which all other ideas are grounded; the ulti· 
mate substance from which all things derive their being and essence. the first aDd 
efficient Cause of all the order, and harmony, and beauty, and excellency. and 
goodness, which pervade the universe-who is called, by way of preeminence and 
excellence, the Supreme Good, the God (b 8(~), "the God over all" (b hi 
1rWTt 8(~).1 

It is not difficult for a Theosophist to recognize in this "God" 
(a) the UNIVERSAL MIND in its cosmic aspect; and (6) the Higher 

1 Coc:k~r. C",.;slit",iI7 a"d G,.NIt. /'AilosDl"7. xl. 377. 
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Ego in man in its microcosmic., For, as Plato says, He is not the 
truth nor the intelligence, "but the Father of it"; i.e., the" Father" of 
the Lower Manas, our personal "brain-mind," which depends for its 
manifestations on the organs of sense. Though this eternal essence of 
things may not be perceptible by our physical senses, it may be appre
hended by the mind of those who are not wilfully obtuse.1 \Ve find 
Plato stating distinctly that t!\·erything visible was created or evolved 
out of the invisible and eternal \VILL, and after its fashion. Our 
Heaven-he says-was produced according to the eternal pattern of 
the .. Ideal 'Vorld," contained, like everything else, in the dodecahe
dron, the geometrical model used by the Deity.2 With Plato, the 
Primal Being is an emanation of the Demiurgic Mind (Nous), which 
contains within itself from eternity the" Idea" of the "to-be-created 
world," and this Idea it produces out of itself.s The laws of Nature 
are the established relations of this Idea to the forms of its manifesta
tions. Two thousand years later, we find the great German philo
sopher Schopenhauer borrowing this conception when stating that: 

These forms are time, space and causality. Through time and space the idea 
varies in its Ilumberless manifestations. 

Thus, if Theology has often disfigured ancient Theosophy, Modern 
Psychology and Modern Science have disfigured Ancient Philosophy. 
Both borrowed without any acknowledgment from the Ancient 
Wisdom and reviled and belittled it whenever they could. But, for 
lack of comprehension of the great philosophical and theosophical 
principles, the methods of Modern Science, however exact, must end in 
nullity. In no one branch can it demonstrate the origin and ultimate 
of things. Instead of tracing the effect from its primal source, its 
progress is the reverse. Its higher types, it teaches, are all evolved 
from antecedent lower ones. It starts from the bottom of the cycle, 
led on step by step in the great labyrinth of Nature, by a thread of 
Matter. As soon as this breaks, the clue is lost, and it recoils in 
affright from the Incomprehensible, and confesses itself powerless. 
Not so did Plato and his disciples. With them, as with us, Ihe lower 
IJ'Pes were bullhe C01Zcrete images of Ihe Izigher abslraclIJ'Pes. The Spirit, 
which is immortal, has an arithmetical, as the body has a geometrical, 
beginning. This beginning, as the reflection of the great universal 
Archreus, is self-moving, and from the centre diffuses itself over the 
whole body of the microcosm. 

Is it the sad perception of this truth, the recognition and the 
adoption of which by any man of Science would now prove suicidal, 
that makes so many Scientists and famous scholars confess how power
less is Physical Science, even over the world of Matter? 

1 Thla" God .. Is the Unlvel'!l8l Mind, Alaya, the source frolll which the" G.)d .. in each one of us 
.... emanated. 

II Compare r;",tzNS LocrlNS, p. 97 • 
• See Movent' Ex/laMtions, p. 268. 
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Almost a century separated Plato from Pythagoras.1 so that they 
could not have been acquainted with each other. But both were 
Initiates, and therefore it is not surprising to find that both teach the 
same doctrine concerning the Universal Soul. Pythagoras taught his 
disciples that God is the Universal Mind diffused through all things, 
and that this Mind by the sole virtue of its universal sameness could 
be communicated from one object to another, and be made to create 
all things by the sole will-power of man. With the ancient Greeks, 
too, Kurios was the God-Mind (Nous). "Now Koros (Kurios) signifies 
the pure and unmixed nature of intellect-wisdom." says Plato in the 
Crary/us. Thus we find all the great philosophl!rs. from Pythagoras 
through Timreus of Locris and Plato down to the Neo-Platonists, 
deriving the Mind-Soul of man from the Universal Mind-Soul. 

Of myths and symbols, the despair of modern Orientalism, Plato 
declares, in the Gorgias and PhtFdo, that they were the vehicles of 
great truths well worth the seeking. But commentators are so little 
en rapport with the great Philosopher as to be compelled to acknow, 
ledge that they are ignorant where "the doctrinal ends. and the 
mythical begins." Plato put to flight the popular superstitions con
cerning magic and dremons. and developed the exaggerated notions of 
the time into rational theories and metaphysical conceptions. Perhaps 
these would not quite stand the inductive method of reasoning estab
lished by Aristotle; nevertheless they are satisfactory in the highest 
degree to those who apprehend the existence of the higher faculty of 
insight or intuition, as affording a criterion for ascertaining truth. 
For there are few myths in any religious system but have an historical 
as well as a scientific foundation. Myths, as Pococke ably expresses it, 

Are now proved to be fables. just in proportion as we misunderstand thew; 
truths. in proportion as they were once understood. Our ignorance it is which has 
made a myth of history; and our ignorance is an Hellenic inheritance, much of it 
the result of Hellenic vanity" 

Basing all his doctrines upon the presence of the Supreme Mind, 
Plat~ taught that the Nous. Spirit, or Rational Soul of man, being 
"generated by the Divine Father," possessed a nature kindred to, or 
even homogeneous with. the Divinity, and capable of beholding the 
eternal realities. This faculty of contemplating reality in a direct and 
immediate manner belongs to God alone; the aspiration for this knoW
ledge constitutes what is really meant by Philosophy-the love of 
wisdom. The love of truth is inherently the love of good; and pre
dominating over every desire of the soul, purifying it and assimilating 
it to the divine, thus governing every act of the individual, it raises 
man to a participation and communion with Divinity, and restores 
him to the likeness of God. Says Plato in the Them/c/liS: 

----------------------------------------------------------
I Pythagoru was bom in S80 and Plato in 430 B.C. I b.dia ill G~eeu, Preface, p. is. 
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This flight consists in becoming like God, and this assimilation is the becoming 
just and holy with wisdom. 

The basis of this assimilation is always asserted to be the pre
existence of the Spirit or Nous. In the allegory of the chariot and 
winged steeds, given in the PhO!drus, he represents the psychical 
nature as composite or two-fold: the Ihumos, or epithumetic part, 
formed from the substances of the world of phenomena; and the 
thumoeides (8vp.on8(~), the essence of which is linked to the eternal 
world. The present earth-life is a fall and a punishment. The Soul 
dwells in "the grave which we call the body," and in its incorporate 
state, and previous to the discipline of education, the noetic or spiritual 
element is "asleep." Life is thus a dream, rather than a reality. Like 
the captives in the subterranean cave, described in the Republic, our 
backs being turned to the light, we perceive only the shadows of 
objects, and think them the actual realities. Is not this the idea of 
Maya, or the illusion of the senses in physical life, which is so marked 
a feature in Hindu Philosophy? But these shadows, if we have not 
given ourselves up absolutely to the sensuous nature, arouse in us the 
reminiscence of that higher world that we once inhabited. 

The interior spirit has some dim and shadowy recollection of its ante· natal 
state of bliss, and some instinctive and proleptic yearnings for its return. 

It is the province of the discipline of Philosophy to disenthral the 
Soul from the bondage of sense, and to raise it into the empyrean of 
pure thought, to the vision of eternal truth, goodness, and beauty, thus 
uniting it to Spirit. 

The soul cannot come into the foml of a man if it has never seen the truth. 
This is a recollection of th05e things which our soul formerly saw when journeying 
with Deity, despising the t11ings which we now say are, and looking up to that 
which really is. Wherefore the nous, or spirit, of the Philosopher [or student of 
the higher truth] alone is furnished with wings; because he, to t11e best of his 
ability, keeps these things in mind, of which the contemplation renders even Deity 
itself dh'ine. By making the right use of these things remembered froUl the former 
life, by constantly perfecting himself in the perfect mysteries, a man becomes truly 
perfect-an initiate into the diviner wisdom. 

The Philosophy of Plato, we are assured by Porphyry of the N eo
platonic School, was taught and illustrated in the' MYSTERIES. I Many 

I "The accusations of atheism, the introducing of foreign deities, and corrupting of the Athenian 
youth, which were made against Socrates, affiJr<\ed ample j uslification for Plato to conceal the arcane 
preaching of his doctriue.. Doubtle .. the peculiar diction or 'jargon' of the alchemists was 
employed for a like purpose. The dungeon. the rack, and the faggot were employed without scruple 
by Chri.tians of evet)· .hade, the Roman Catholics especially, against all who taught e,'en natural 
science contrary to the theories entertained by the Church. Pope Gregory the Great e\'en inhibited 
the gran.matical use of Latin as heatheni.h. The offence of Socrates consisted in unfolding to his 
discipleA the arcane doctrine concerning the gods, which was taught in the !\Iysteries and was a 
capital crime. He was also charged by Aristophanes with introducing the new god Dinos into the 
republic as the rlemiurgos or artificer, and the lord of the solar unh·t:rse. The Heliocentric system 
was also a doctrine of the llysteries; and hence, when Ari.tarchus the Pythagorean taught it openly, 
Cleonthes declared that the Greeks ought to ha\'e called hilll to account and condemned him for 
blasphemy against the gods." But Socrates had ne\'cr been initiated, and hence dh'ulged nothing 
which had ."..,r been imparted to him. 
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have questioned and even denied this; and Lobeck. in his Aglaopho711us, 
has gone to the extreme of representing the sacred festivals as little 
more than an empty show to captivate the imagination. As though 
Athens and Greece would for twenty centuries and more have repaired 
every fifth year to Eleusis to witness a solemn religious farce! Augus
tine, the Bishop of Hippo, has exploded such assertions. He declares 
that the doctrines of the Alexandrian Platonists were the original 
Esoteric doctrines of the first followers of Plato, and describes Ploti 11. us 
~s a Plato re'incarnated. He also explains the motives of the great 
Philosopher for "eiling the interior sense of what he taught. 

Hence we may understand why the sublimer scenes in the Mysteries 
were always in the night. The life of the interior Spirit is the death of 
the external nature; and the night of the physical world denotes the 
day of the spiritual. Dionysus, the night-sun, is, therefore, worshipped 
rather than Helios, orb of day. In the Mysteries were symbolized the 
preexistent condition of the Spirit and Soul, and the lapse of the latter 
into earth· life and Hades, the miseries of that life. the purification of 
the Soul, and its restoration to divine bliss, or reunion with Spirit. 
Theon, of Smyrna, aptly compares the philosophical discipline to the 
mystic rites, and his views may be summarized from Taylor as follo'w5: 

Philosophy may be called the initiation into the true arcana, and the ins~ruc· 
tion in the genuine lIysteries. There are fi"e parts of this initiation: I. the 
previous purification; II. the admission to participation in the arcane rites; I I I. 
the epoptic revelation; IV, the im'estiture or enthroning; V.-the fifth, which is 
produced from all these, is friendship and interior communion with God, and the 
enjoyment of that felicity which arises from intimate converse with divine beingS. 
. . . Plato denominates the t'/>oplda, or personal view, the perfect contemplation 
of things which are apprehended intuitively. absolute truths and ideas. He a~so 
considers the binding of the head and crowning as analogous to the authOrtty 

which anyone recein's from his instructors, of leading others into the same coP -

templation. The fifth gradation is the most perfect felicity arising from hepce, 
and, according to Plato, an assimilation to dh'inity as far as is possible to hu1PaJl 

beings.1 

Such is Platonism. "Out of Plato," says Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
"come all things that are still written and debated among men of 
thought." He absorbed the learning of his time-that of Greece frow 
Philolaus to Socrates; then that of i~ythagoras in Italy; then what he 
could procure from Egypt and the East. He was so broad that all 
Philosophy, European and Asiatic, was in his doctrines; and to culture 
and contemplation he added the nature and qualities of the poet. 

The followers of Plato generally adhered strictly to his psychO
logical theories. Several, however, like Xenocrates, ventured into 
bolder speCUlations. Speusippus, the nephew and successor of the 
great Philosopher, was the author of the Numerical A 11a/;'sis, a treatise 
on the Pythagorean Numbers. Some of his speCUlations are not found 
--------------------------------------------------------------

1 Thotnas Taylor, Elcusinian and Bacchie ftl)'SIN'i,., p. 47 • 
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in the written Dialogues.. but as he was a listener to the unwritten 
lectures of Plato, the judgment of Enfield is doubtless correct, that he 
did not differ from his Master. Though not named. he was evidently 
the antagonist whom Aristotle criticized. when professing to cite the 
argument of Plato against the doctrine of Pythagoras, that all things 
were in themselves numbers. or rather, inseparable from the idea of 
numbers. He especially endeavoured to show that the Platonic doc
trine of ideas differed essentially from the Pythagorean, in that it pre
supposed numbers and magnitudes to exist apart from things. He also 
asserted that Plato taught that there could be no real knowledge, if the 
object of that knowledge was not carried beyond or above the sensible. 

But Aristotle was no trustworthy witness. He misrepresented 
Plato, and he almost caricatured the doctrines of Pythagoras. There is 
a canon of interpretation, which should guide us in our examination of 
e\'ery philosophical opinion: "The human mind has, under the neces
saryoperation of its own laws, been compelled to entertain the same 
fundamental ideas, and the human heart to cherish the same feelings 
in all ages." It is certain that Pythagoras awakened the deepest intel
lectual sympathy of his age, and that his doctrines exerted a powerful 
influence upon the mind of Plato. His cardinal idea was that there 
existed a permanent principle of unity beneath the forms, changes, and 
other phenomena of the universe. Aristotle asserted that he taught 
that "numbers are the first principles of all entities." Ritter has 
expressed the opinion that the fommla of Pythagoras should be taken 
symbolically, which is entirely correct. Aristotle goes on to associate 
these numbers with the "forms" and "ideas" of Plato. He even 
declares that Plato said: "forms are numbers," and that "ideas are 
substantial existences-real beings." 'Xet Plato did not so teach. He 
declared that the final cause was the Supreme Goodnes5-TO d:ya6ov • 
.. Ideas are objects of pure conception for the human reason, and they 
are .attributes of the Divine Reason."! Nor did he ever say that" forms 
are numbers." What he did say may be found in the Til1UEltS: "God 
[the Universal Nous or Mind] formed things as they first arose accord
ing to forms and numbers." 

It is recognized by Modern Science that all the higher laws of 
Nature assume the form of quantitative statement. What is this but 
a fuller elaboration or more explicit affirmation of the Pythagorean 
doctrine? Numbers were regarded as the best representations of the 
laws of harmony which pervade the Kosmos. In Chemistry the doc
trine of atoms and the laws of combination are actually, and, as it 
were, arbitrarily defined by numbers. As Mr. W. Archer Butler has 
expressed it: 

The world is, then, through all its departments, a living arithmetic in its 
development, 'a realized geometry in its repose. 

-----------------------
! History of Philosoph)', by Cousin, I, p, ix, 
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The key to the Pythagorean dogmas is the general formula of unity 
in multiplicity, the One evoh,jng 'he many ami perz,'adi1zg tlu man)'. This 
is the ancient doctrille of emanation ill ./tow words. Even the apost.le 
Paul accepted it as true. "'E~ am-av, Kat 8,' am-av, Kat €if avrov ,.a rami. "_ 

Out of him and through him a"d for him all things arc-though t.he 
pronoun "him" could hardly have been used with rega·rd to the Uni
versal Mind by an Initiate-a "Master Builder." 

The greatest ancient Philosophers are accused of shallowness and 
of superficiality of knowledge as to those details in exact Science of 
which the modems boast so much; and Plato cannot escape the 
common fate. Yet, once more his modem critics ought to bear in 
mind, that the Sodalian Oath of the Initiate into the Mysteries pre
vented his imparting his knowledge to the world, in so many plain 
words. As Champollion writes: 

It was the dream of his [Plato'S) life to write a work and record in it, in full, 
the doctrines taught by the Egyptian kierophants; he often talked of it, but 
found himself compelled to abstain on account of the solemn oath. 

Plato is declared by his various commentators to have been utterly 
ignorant of the anatomy and functions of the human body; to have 
known nothing of the uses of the nerves for conveying sensations; 
and to have had nothing better to offer than vain speculations concern
ing physiological questions. He has simply generalized the divisions 
of the human body, they say, and given nothing reminding US of 
anatomical facts. As to his own views on the human frame, the 
Microcosmos being, in his mind, the image in miniature of the Macro· 
cosmos, they are much too transcendental to obtain the least attention 
from our exact and materialistic sceptics. The idea of this frame 
being formed out of triangles, like the universe, seems preposterously 
ridiculous to several of his translators. Alone of the latter, Professor 
Jowett, in his introduction to the Tinurus, honestly remarks that the 
modem Physical Philosopher 

hardly allows to his notions the merit of being" the dead mell's bones" ont of 
which he has himself risen to a higher knowledge; 1 

forgetting how much the Metaphysics of olden times have helped the 
"physical" Sciences of the present day. If, instead of quarrelling with 
the insufficiency and at times the absence of strictly scientific termS 
and definitions' in Plato's works, we analyze the"xn carefully, the 
Timtrtts alone will be found to contain within its limited space the 
germs of every new discovery. The circulation of the blood and the 
law of gravitation are clearly mentioned, though the fornler fact, it tIIay 
be, is not so clearly defined as to withstand the reiterated attacks of 
Modem Science; for, according to Prof. Jowdt, the specific discorerr 
that the blood flows out from one side of the heart through the artene.: 

1 Jowett, Th~ Dialog,us of Plato, ii. 50S. 
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and returns to the other through the veins, was unknown to him, 
though Plato was perfectly aware "that blood is a fluid in constant 
motion." 

Plato's method, like that of Geometry, was to descend from uni
versals to particulars. Modem Science vainly seeks a First Cause 
among the permutations of molecules; but Plato sought and found it 
amid the majestic sweep of worlds. For him it was enough to know 
the great scheme of creation and to be able to trace the mightiest 
movements of the Universe through their changes to their ultimates. 
The petty details, the observation and classification of which have so 
taxed and demonstrated the patience of modem Scientists, occupied 
but little of the attention of the old Philosophers. Hence, while a 
fifth-form boy of an English school can prate more learnedly about the 
little things of Physical Science than Plato himself, yet, on the other 
hand, the dullest of Plato's disciples could tell more about great 
cosmic laws and their mutual relations, and could demonstrate a greater 
familiarity with and control over the Occult Forces which lie behind 
them, than the most learned professor in the most distinguished 
Academy of our day. 

This fact, so little appreciated and never dwelt upon by Plato's 
translators, accounts for the self-laudation in which we modems 
indulge at the expense of that Philosopher and his compeers. Their 
alleged mistakes in Auatomy and Physiology are magnified to an in
ordinate extent in order to gratify our self-love, until, in acquiring the 
idea of our own superior learning, we lose sight of the intellectual 
splendour which adorns the ages of the past; it is as if one should, in 
fancy, magnify the solar spots until he should believe the bright 
luminary to be totally eclipsed. 

The wholesale accusation that the ancient Philosophers merely 
generalized, and that they practically systematized nothing, does not 
prove their .. ignorance," and further it is untrue. Every Science 
having been revealed in the beginning of time by a di'vine Instructor, 
became thereby sacred, and capable of being imparted only during the 
Mysteries of Initiation. No initiated Philosopher, therefore-such as 
Plato-had the right to reveal it. Once postulate this fact, and the 
alleged "ignorance" of the ancient Sages and of some initiated classic 
authors, is explained. At any rate. even a correct generalization is 
more useful than any system of exact Science, which only becomes 
rounded and completed by virtue of a number of "working hypotheses" 
and conjectures. The relative practical unprofitableness of most 
modem scientific research is evinced in the fact that while our 
Scientists have a name for the most trh'ial particle of mineral, 
plant, animal, and man, the wisest of them are unable to tell us 
anything definite about the Vital Force which produces the changes 
in these several kingdoms. It is l111necessary to seek further than 
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the works of our highest scientific authorities themselves for corrobo· 
ration of this statement. 

It requires no little moral courage in a man of eminent professional 
position to do justice to the acquirements of the Ancients. in the face 
of a public sentiment which is content with nothing less than their 
abasement. When we meet with a case of the kind we gladly give the 
bold and honest scholar his due. Such a scholar is Professor Jowett, 
Master of Baliol College, and Regius Professor of Greek in the Unin:r· 
sity of Oxford, who, in his translation of Plato's works, speaking of 
"the physical philosophy of the ancients as a whole;' gin!s them the 
following credit: I. "That the nC'bular theory was the received helief 
of the early physicists." Therefore it could not ha\'e rested, as Draper 
asserts,! upon the telescopic discovery made by Herschel 1. z. "That 
the development of anil:lals out of frogs who came to land, and of 
man out of the animals, was held by Allaximenes in the sixth century 
before Christ." Professor Jowett might have added that this theor~· 
antedated Anaximenes by many thousands of years, as it was an 
accepted doctrine among the Chaldeans, who taught it cxolmcal(I', as 
on their cylinders and tablets, and cs('It'rica/~I' in the temples of Ea and 
~ ebo-the God, and prophet or revealer of the S~cret Doctrine.' But in 
both cases the statements are bli1lds. That which Anaximenes-the 
pupil of Anaximander. who was himself the friend and disciple of 
Thales of Miletus, the chief of the .. Seven Sages," and therefore an 
Initiate as were these two ~Iasters-that which Anaximenes meant hy 
"animals" was something different from the animals of the modern 
Darwinian theory. Indeed the eagle-headed men, and the animals of 
various kinds with human heads, mar point two ways; to the descent 
of man from animals, and to the descent of animals from man, as in 
the Esoteric Doctrine. At all events, even the most important of the 
present day theories is thus shown to be not entirely original with 
Darwin. Professor Jowett goes on to show "that, even by Philolaus 
and the early Pythagoreans, the earth was held to be a body like the 
other stars resolving in space." Thus Galileo-studying some pytha
gorean fragments, which are shown by Reuchlin to ha,"e still existed 
in the days of the Florentine mathematician; 8 being, moreover, fal11iliar 
with the doctrines of the old Philosophers-but reasserted an astro
nomical doctrine which prevailed in India in the remotest antiquity. 

-----------------
1 Cooljficl lul"'~m Religion and ScieOlu, p. 240. • 

2 .. The Wisdom of Xebo, of the God my instnletor, all.delightful," says verse 7 on the first 
tablet. which gives the description of the generation of the Gods and creation. . 

8 Sonle Kabalistic scholars assert that the original Greek Pythagoric sentences of Sextus, ~hl: 
are now said to be lost, existed at that time in a convent at Florence, and that Galileo was acqUaint 
with these writings. They add. moreover, that a treatise on Astronomy. a manuscript by ArCb)-taS. 
a dirc.-ct disciple of Pythagoras, in which were noted all the most important doctrines of their school: 
was in th .. possession of Galileo. Had some Rufinus got hold of it, he would no doubt h8'''' ~ 
verted it. as l're.bvtcr Rufinu. has perverted the above-mentioned sentences of Srxtus, rql18cillJ 
thelll \\;th a fraudulent V .. ,.,.i011, the authorship of which he sought to ascribe to a certain JjisltGP 
Sextus. See Taylor's Introduction to lamblichus' Life of Pyt"ago~as, p. x\ii. 
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4. The Ancients "thought that there was a sex in plants as well as in 
animals." Thus our modern Naturalists had but to follow in the steps 
of their predecessors. 5. "That musical notes depended on the relative 
length or tension of the strings from which they were emitted, and 
were measured by ratios of number." 6. "That mathematical laws 
pervaded the world and even qualitative differences were supposed to 
have their origin in number." 7. "That the annihilation of matter 
was denied by them, and held to be a transformation only." "Although 
one of these discoveries might have been supposed to be a happy 
guess," adds Prof. Jowett. "we can hardly attribute them all to mere 
COIncidences." \Ve should think not; tor, from what he says else
where, Prof. Jowett gives us a full right to believe that Plato indi
cates (as he really does) in Ti11ltl'lls, his knowledge of the indestntc
tibility of Matter, of the conservation of energy, and the correlation 
of forces. Says Dr. Jowett: 

The latest word of modern philosophy is continuity and (:evelopment, but to 
Plato this is the begi1l11ing of a11d fOll1ldtlli011 of Sdt·llCl·. 1 

In short, the Platonic Philosophy was one of order, system, and 
proportion; it embraced the e\'olution of worlds and species, the cor
relation and consen'ation of energy, the transmutation of material 
form, the indestntctibility of l\[atter and of Spirit. The position of 
the Platonists in the latter respect was far in a(l\'ance of Modern 
Science, and bound the arch of their philosophical system with a 
keystone at once perfect and immo\'able. 

Finally few will deny the enormous influence that Plato's views 
have exercised on the formation and acceptance of the dogmas of 
Christianity. But Plato's views were those of the ~Iysteries. The 
philosophical doctrines taught therein are the prolific source from 
which sprang all the old exoteric religions, the Old and partially the 
A'ttL' Tt'stalJlmt included, belonging to the most advanced notions of 
morality, and religious" revelations," \Vhile the literal meaning was 
abandoned to the fanaticism of the' unreasoning lower classes of 
society, the higher classes, the majority of which consisted of Initiates, 
pursued their studies in the solemn silence of the temples, aud also 
their worship of the One God of Heayen. 

The speCUlations of Plato, in the Ballqud, on the creation of the 
primordial men, and the essay 011 Cosmogony in the TimtCtfs, must be 
taken allegorically, if we accept them at all. It is this hidden Pytha
gorean meaning in Tillul'1ts, Cralylus and Parmmidcs, and other trilo
gies and dialogues, that the Neo-Platonists ventured to expound, as 
far as the theurgical vow of secrecy would allow them. The Pytha
gorean doctrine that God is Ihe Ulliz'ersal Jlind diffused through all 
things, and the dogma of the soul's immortality, are the leading features 

-- -----------

1 Introductiotl to Tima'us, Dialogllu of Pta/o, i. 590. 
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in these apparently incongruous teachings. Plato's piety and the great 
veneration he felt for the Mysteries, are sufficient warrant that he would 
not allow his indiscretion to get the better of that deep sense of reo 
sponsibility which is felt by every Adept. "Constantly perfecting 
himself in perfect Mysteries, a man in them alone becomes truly 
perfect," says he in the Plur.drus.1 

He took no pains to conceal hi .. displeasure that the Mysteries had 
become less secret than they were in earlier times. Instead of profan. 
ing them by putting thelll within the reach of the multitude, he would 
have guarded them with jealous care against all but the most earnest 
and worthy of his disciples.' While mentioning the Gods on every 
page, his .. Pantheistic Monism" is unquestionable, for the whole 
thread of his discourse indicates that by the term .. Gods" he means 
a class of beings far lower in the scale than the One Deity, and but 
one grade higher than external man. Even Josephus perceh'ed and 
acknowledged this fact, despite the natural prejudice of his race. In 
his famous onslaught upon Apion, this historian says: 

Those, however, among the Greeks who philosophized in accordance \lith 
truth, were not ignorant of anything . . . 1I0r did they fail to perceh-e the 
chilling superficialities of the mythical alleRories, on which account they justly 
despised them. . . . By which thinR Plato. heing moved, says it is not neces· 
sary to admit anyone of the other poets into the "Commonwealth," and be dis
misses Homer blandly, after having crowned him and pouring unguent upon him, 
in order that indeed he should not destroy, by his myths, the orthodox belief 
respecting the One [Deity). 9 

Those, therefore, who can discern the true spirit of Plato's Philo· 
sophy, will hardly be satisfied with the estimate which Prof. Jowett. 
in another part of his work, lays before his readers. He tells us that 
the influence exercised upon posterity by the Timtrlls is partly due to 
a misunderstanding of the doctrine of its author by the Neo-Platonists. 
He would have us believe that the hidden meanings which they found 
in this Dialogue, are "quite at variance with the spirit of Plato." This 
is equh'alent to the assumption that Prof. Jowett understands what 
this spirit r~allY was; whereas his criticism UpOIl this particular topic 
rather indicates that he does not penetrate it at all. If, as he tells us, 
the Christians seem to find in his work their Trinity, the Word, the 
Church, and the creation of the \Vorld. in a Jewish sense, it is because 
all this is there. and therefore it is but natural that they should ha,'e 
found it. The outward building is the same; but the spirit which 
animated the dead letter of the Philosopher's teaching has fled, and we 

-- --------------
I Cory. Plltzdrll •. i. 32H• nn<" 
~ This assertion is clearly corroborated by Plato hinlself, who say.: .. You say that. in nlY fo .. 

discourse, I have not sufficiently explained to you the nature of the n°'.,I. I pUl'{JOS"ly spokeenlll• 
matically, that in case the tablet should ha"" happened "ith any Reddent. "ither by land or .... • _ 
perl'On, without some P"'\;OIlS knowledge of the suhject. might 1101 he :!hle to nnderstand Its con 
tents .. (Plato. Ep. ii. p. 312: Cory. A IId,.,,/ F,aglllell/s. p. 304" 

• Josephus. Aga;,lS/ Apioll, ii. p. lOi-l. 
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would seek for it in vain through the arid dogmas of Christian theology. 
The Sphinx is the same now, as it was four centuries before the Chris
tian era; but the <Edipus is no more. He is slain because he has 
given to the world that which the world was not ripe enough to receive. 
He was the embodiment of truth, and he had to die, as every grand 
truth must, before, like the Phcenix of old, it revives from its own 
ashes. Every translator of Plato's works has remarked the strange 
similarity between the Philosophy of the Esoteric and the Christian 
doctrines, and each of them has tried to interpret it in accordance with 
his own religious feelings. So Cory, in his Ancient Fragments, tries to 
prove that it is but an outward resemblance; and does his best to lower 
the Pythagorean Monad in the public estimation and exalt upon its 
ruins the later anthropomorphic deity. Taylor, advocating the former, 
acts as unceremoniously with the Mosaic God. Zeller boldly laughs at 
the pretensions of the Fathers of the Church, who, notwithstanding 
history and chronology, and whether people will have it or not, insist 
that Plato and his school have robbed Christianity of its leading fea
tures. It is as fortunate for us as it is unfortunate for the Roman 
Church that such clever sleight-of-hand as that resorted to by Eusebius 
is rather difficult in our century. It was easier to pervert chronology, 
.. for the sake of making synchronisms," in the days of the Bishop of 
Cresarea, than it is 110W, and while history exists, no one can help 
people knowing that Plato lived six hundred years before Irenreus 
took it into his head to establish a IUW doctrine from the ruins of 
Plato's older Academy. 

H. P. B. 

(To be concluded.) 

~·--~"_"'IiiIi&O'J''7''·-

~elf-Qfbibtnt ~tnth5 nnb 1!ogical ~tbudilln5. 
No man call be self-conscious of atty otker state of cnstclue tkall tke 

OtU itt whick he for tke lime beitlg exists. 
By means of perceiving with our external or internal senses we 

may become conscious of the presence of beings differing in their 
qualities from our own, but we cannot be self-conscious of the true 
nature of their existence unless we ourselves enter the state in which 
they exist. The animal elements in man can realize nothing above the 
animal plane of existence until they cease to be animal and become 
human or divine; only the human elements in the constitution of man 
can form a true conception of humanity; only the divine principle in 
man can become self-conscious of that which is divine, because it 
exists itself in that state. 

4 
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Anyone may form :tn opinion about that which is abo\'e his 
knowledge; but to obtain self-consciousness and self-knowledge of a 
higher state of existence there is no other way but to enter that state; 
and no one enters a higher state as long as he remains in a lower one, 
nor can anyone enter a higher state unless he has the power to do so. 
To merely imagine that one knows a thing is not actual knowledge; to 
fancy that one is united with Brahm is not actual conscious unification 
with Him. A merely imaginary state may appear to be a realit~·, but 
it is nevertheless imaginary after all. 

NOTE.-By the sense of sight we may perceh'e the forms and 
external qualities of beings that approach us or come within our 
sphere. but only by the sense of interior feeling can we become self· 
conscious of their true nature. ""e may become conscious of beat, 
light. sound, electricity. magnetism. life: thought. will. etc .• becaU5e 
these acth'ities existing beyond our sphere may induce corresponding 
vibrations within our OW11 organism. There are sensith'e persons wbo 
can feel the presence of a mineral or metal, because the same mineral· 
or metal-principles exist in their own constitution; there are others in 
whom the animal elements may feel the presence of a corre,;ponding 
ani mal e\'en in the dark; in a sensitive person the unSf'en presence of 
another person may induce sympathetic or antipathetic vibrations that 
may come to his consciousness; the evil elements in man wiII co· 
vibrate in the presence of evil. and tbat whicb is divine in man can 
recognize that which is divine in all things. Lon: or hate may induce 
vibrations of 10ye or hate in another person; the thoughts of o~e 
person may induce similar thoughts in the mind of another who is 1D 

harmonious relation with him. the life of a healthy person may ind~lce 
healthy life-action in another. and the will of one may give a simIlar 
direction to the will of another. Each particle of the microcos~ of 
man has its own state of being. either unconscious. semi-conscl~us. 
conscious, or self-conscious, and the sum and substance of these vanous 
states of consciousness produce the ever-changing and illusive self· 
consciousness of indh'idua1 man; but the real universal self-conscious
ness, that can be realized only by those who have become regenerated 
in the spirit, is beyond the comprehension of those elements in ?tan 
which have not yet attained that state. He who has not yet attal~ed 
conscious immortality asks for logical proofs why he should believe 
that the s'pirit of man is immortal. He 111 whom the spirit has become 
self-conSCIous of its own immortality requires no other proof; he knoWS 
that he is immortal because he is in possession of such a knowledge, he 
knows that truth which is self-existent in him. But man does not 
obtain conscious immortality by merely imagining that he is in poST 
session of it, nor does be acquire any spiritual powers by fancying that 
he has them already acquired. Imaginary knowledge, love, will, etc'j 
are not real things, they exist merely in the imagination. ~ea 
spiritual powers are self-existent and independent of the imagination 
of man. . Such powers are love, faith, hope, patience, free will, etc., ~ 
culminatmg in dh'ine wisdom; they are not created, but may 
obtained by man by spiritual exercise, and spiritual exercise mean.s the 
exercise of these spiritual powers. The exercise of an imaginarY 
power can have only an imaginary result. True spiritual J>Owers 
produce true results, but they cannot be effectually used by man before 
he has attained possession of them. 

No one is in possession of any olher power but Ikal which he poss(SSts. 
Not in the shadowy realm of external or internal illusions, only 
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at tne innermost centre of our OWll being can we find the divine power 
from \vhich all our powers originate. Not in temples and sacred books 
must we look for the knowledge of God. He in whol11 the divine 
spirit has attained self-knowledge will recognize God in e\'erything; 
he who cannot find God within his own self will find Him nowhere in 
the universe. 

To know the powers that exist in ourselves we must look for them 
within ourselves; no one can find his own perfection anywhere but 
within himself; only when he has attained a certain degree of perfec
tion can he recognize in others the same degree. It is far more 
important to attain self-knowledge than to attempt to borrow the know
ledge of others. Why should ,,'e trouble ourselves so much to learn 
whether a man is perfect or imperfect, as long as we have no perfection 
ourseh'es? \n~y should we be so anxious to know what this or that 
man knows or is imagined to know, as long as we do not know our
seh'es? Only that which we realize ourselves constitutes our real 
self-knowledge. 

NOTE.-All natural forms grow from a centre, all powers have one 
common origin. That which exists beyond us does not belong to us as 
long as it has not come into our possession. From the spark of divine 
fire existing in the centre of man's constitution originate all his powers, 
intellectual. emotional and physical motion. Money, fame, social posi
tion and other external things do not constitute the real power of man; 
it is they who exercise their powers through him who enters into their 
possession. By their connection with him they endow him temporarily 
with certain powers, which he imagines to be his own; but if that con
nection is broken, that imaginar~' power departs, He who depends for 
power on external conditions is dependent on these conditions; he who 
can unconditionally control the powers that exist in himself is in 
possession of real power; he is his own master and free. Real know
ledge is independent of the opinions of others; free will is one with 
the law; real love is always free and not bound by any selfish desire; 
real patience does not need to be kept alive with false hopes, and real 
hope and faith are coexistent with knowledge. 

There are very few people who are in possession of knowledge, the 
va5t majority imagine they know, but live only in the realm of opinion. 
Our age claims to treat mere belief with contempt, and nevertheless 
nearly all its so-called knowledge is nothing else but belief, resting 
upon certain theories which are accepted as being self-evident. 

Scinzcc says: There are certain things which you cannot see, and 
which we ask you to believe. We give you certain reasons why you 
should believe what we say; we give you logical deductions in the place 
of direct perception. \Ve give you reasons why you should believe in 
the existence of truths which you cannot know by the power of direct 
perception, because you do not possess that power. 

One of the fundamental doctrines upon which our science is based, 
is that things actually are what they appear to be. We know of no 
other world but the world of phenomena, and imagining these pheno
mena to be realities we believe ourselves to be in the possession of real 
knowledge. 

ReliJrion says: We ask you to believe what we say, and we decline 
to give you any satisfactory reasons for it, because the things in which 
we ask you to believe are beyond your understanding. As God has 
not revealed Himself to you, you must believe in Him because it is said 
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that He has revealed Himself to others. To believe in God it is neces· 
sary that you should believe in the veracity of our statement. Your 
faith in God depends on the amount of faith you put in the trust· 
worthiness of vour minister. 

Wisdom says: I teach you nothing except my own being. Take 
me in your possession and you will know all that is worth knowing. 
If you are now blind and in darkness. try to open your eyes and to see 
for yourself; the light is around you and in you and everywhere; all 
that you have to do is to make yourself receptive for it. Let the truth 
identify itself with your being; you will then know it and be able to 
dispense with your logic; learn to see by the light of reason. and your 
speculation and theories will become useless to you; if the eternal 
truths are now beyond your understanding, learn to know that which 
is divine and eternal in yourself, and through it you will come to its 
understanding. 

Words and letters are shadows; wisdom is light. He who speaks 
much wastes much force; he who absorbs wisdom gains power. The 
intellect is the shadow of the light of intelligence. it deals only with 
shadows as long as it is not illuminated by wisdom. Reason requires 
no arguments, it knows because it is, and it is because it knows itself. 

To be pofeet, Ihal 'which is already peifect requires no change, but tllal 
which is impeifect requires 10 be changed. 

God, i.e., Ihe absolute in its aspect as absolute perfection is what 
it is and does not need to become. Being self-existent, eternal and 
universal, it is independent of any external conditions, if such con
ditions were imaginable where God includes the all and where there 
can therefore be nothing external. The one is the all in which every
thing exists and there can be no outside to it, for if there were an)1hing 
outside the all, the all would not be what it is. Everything exists in 
the one and is a manifestation of the one beyond which nothing exists; 
but not in everything is a manifestation of the absolute perfection of 
the one, because perfection cannot manifest itself fully in imperfect 
forms. The absolute is independent of conditions, but its manifesta
tions depend on conditions. The one manifests itself in a stone as a 
stone, in a plant as a plant, in an animal as an animal, in a man as a 
man, in a God as a God, in a devil as a devil. The one in its own 
essence is unchangeable, but the forms of his activities and manifesta
tions are subject to change, and a higher activity requires for its 
manifestation a more perfect form. Forms and activities change, but 
the centre in which is rest remains for ever unchanged. 

NOTE.-lf all that exists is one, then everything that exists in the 
one and seems to differ from other things therein can be nothin~ else 
but modifications of the original activity in the one within Itself. 
These modifications are exceedingly numerous, and may take place 
unconsciously, consciously, or with self-consciousness, according to the 
conditions in which they are manifesting themselves; they may pro
ceed in straight or curved lines, in circles or spirals, and in an endle~s 
varietv of vibrations such as constitute the various unconscious, semI
conscious, conscious, and self-conscious forces in nature: motion, heat, 
light, sound, electricity, magnetism, life, thought, will, love and 
wisdom, with all their inter-relations and correspondences. If a pro
gressive vibration meets with an obstacle, its direction will be changed, 
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and if it is surrounded by obstacles from all sides, it will then neces
sarily move around its own centre and constitute a stationary vibration 
of the same eternal and universal substance, that is to say, an atom of 
matter. 

A great many misconceptions arise continually from the old habIt 
of looking upon matter and motion as if they were two essentially 
different things, instead of merely two aspects of the eternal one. 
Absolute rest is as unthinkable as absolute motion. Matter without 
motion is to the philosophically thinking mind as inconceivable as 
motion without substance. Matter, motion, and space cannot be 
conceived one without the other; they are eternally one; even the 
smallest atom of matter must have motion and extension and is subject 
to laws; or to express it in other words, even the smallest atom, as well 
as the greatest solar system, is an organized whole in which the eternal 
one manifests itself, and there can be nothing dead or immovable in 
the universe. There can be no absolute death or annihilation, for 
motion can never cease; it is self-existent with matter and space. 

All forces in nature are modifications of that manifestation of the 
one which is called .• motion"; all substances are modifications of that 
manifestation of the one which is called "matter." All forms are 
instruments in and through which the one is manifesting itself. In an 
unconscious form the one manifests itself in an unconscious state, in a 
form capable to live as a living power, in a sensitive form as emotion, 
in the intellect as intelligence, in the wise as the light of wisdom. By 
improving the form we do not create a new force, we merely establish 
conditions under which the eternal one may manifest itself in a higher 
mode of action. The eternal one which may manifest itself as heat in 
a stone, as light in the fire. as magnetism in iron, may manifest itself 
as emotion in the soul, as thought in the mind, as self-knowledge in 
the spirit. All is essentially one, from mechanical motion up to in
telligence and divine wisdom, only the modes of its manifestation differ 
from each other according to the prepared conditions. God is one 
and cannot be changed or improved by man, but man may prepare 
within himself the conditions so that God may manifest His divine 
power in him. For a higher manifestation of power a more perfect 
form is required, and therefore imperfect forms die, but that which is 
eternal and self-existent remains, because it is not its existence but 
merely its manifestation that depends on condition; it is itself un
conditional, universal, and permanent. 

F. HARTMANN, M.D., F. T. S. 

THIS Path passes along under a sky and in a clime where every weed grows a 
yard in the night. It has no discrimination. Thus even after weeks or months of 
devotion, or years of work. we are surprised at small seeds of vanity or any other 
thing which would be easily conquered in other years of inattentive life, but which 
seems now to arise as if helped by some damnable intelligence. This great power 
of self·illusion is strong enough to create a roaring torrent or a mountain of ice 
between us and our Masters.-Ldlers that haz'e Helped Ale. 
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"c[:ht wllrb." 
.. I am the way. the truth and the life: no man cometh unto the Father. but by me."-SI. , .... xi •. 6. 

SYMBOLS and parables· have e,-er been a much favoured mode of 
imparting a deeper knowledge of religious truths. By addressing 

itself directly to the reflective powers and thus often leading the in· 
quiring mind to an intuitive perception of the subject, this method 
attains its aim by a shorter and more certain way than by the alternatire 
of many lengthy dissertations. The student's sympathy with his work 
is quickly awakened and rapidly stimulated by the consummate judg· 
ment shown in the choice of representative signs, whose appropriate 
fitness never ceases to be a source of growing amazement to him. On 
<:loser examination it will be found that the wisdom displayed in the 
selection of these allegorical glyphs is greatly assisted by the fact, that 
a perfect correspondence exists between the effects produced by cosmic 
forces at work on different, but parallel lines of the universe, and that 
in consequence, ideas arising on the various evolutionary planes can be 
expressed with an astonishing amount of analogy, which finds itself 
only checked by the limits a denser medium imposes on more ethereal 
projections, and acts as a reminder that reasoning ought not to trans· 
gress its legitimate bounds. 

The gradual evolution of the "Word" has often been selected by 
ancient writers for expressing highly metaphysical operations. Thus 
Indian philosophy teaches that the "Word" or "Vach," in its Para, 
Pashyanti, Madhyama and Vaikhari forms can be likened to the most 
abstract stages of divine emanation and differentiation the human mind 
dare approach, and hence, through this channel an unlimited field for 
abstruse speCUlation is thrown open. But likewise, and more urgently 
for our present purpose, does the complex constitution of the ordinary 
or human" word" demand our consideration before we may attempt to 
trace the parallel meanings of its symbolical value on any higher lines. 
Starting with the above Indian classification we may roughly adapt it 
to the "word" in its various phases of origin, birth and growth, as 
"Ialml," "snowing symptoms of life," "exislillg in t"ought" and" 1IIall;' 

fesling in aclual speech." Our attention will now only be directed to 
the two latter stages, when the "word," issuing from thought and 
impinging on our senses, gains access to our consciousness. 

Before the invention of any kind of writing, the only way of con
veying a "word," to any fellow-creature was necessarily by sound, and 
to this day speech remains the simplest, as well as the most effective, 
mode of expression. None the less can a "word" equally appeal to 
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our sight by letters and images, which, when rendered with a raised 
surface, can be brought to the cognition of the blind. Further, it will 
require but a slight effort of imagination, to suppose the existence of a 
code of particles and essences, by which a "word" could be made 
accessible to our senses of taste and smell; and however circuitous this 
process might appear to us, in comparison with the known and therefore 
simpler methods, the fact would be established that so SOOI1 as our 
senses are" opened," or qualifit:d, the .. word" in one way or another 
becomes the vehicle for the transmission of a mental vibration to our 
physical organism. Hence the .. word" appears to llS as a stepping
stone for the transfer of a higher life-impulse to one of lower grade; 
but if so, it can likewise be used for an ascent from below; indeed the 
perceiving mind may ascertain more than the superficial sense of the 
message, by trying to follow it towards it~ inner source. \Vhen familiar 
to us, a .. word" will be instantly com'eyed to our brain by our senses; 
if the reverse, it will strike us as mere empty sound and fail to deliver 
its intellectual gift. This occurs, when a "word" is spoken in a, to 
us, foreign tongue, and we have to seek outside help to assist our 
efforts at comprehension until. should we wish to master the new 
"word" in all its hidden potentialities, we succeed in overcoming the 
obstacles in our way by familiarizing ourselves with its pronunciation, 
till our utterance of it becomes perfect in ease and purity, when by 
analyzing its etymological values, and by grasping it like the guiding 
thread in an intricate maze, we may be enabled to wrest from it its 
esoteric secrets of sound and meaning. 

The importance of the symbol consists therefore, besides the link 
it forms between subjective Thought and objective Matter, in being 
more than an intellectual flash proceeding from a higher plane, being 
indeed a call addressed to our inner energies to arouse themselves to 
their utmost extent. 

The" Vach " of the Indians, the" Logos" of the Gnostics, and the 
.. Word" of the Christians, are analogous. if not identical, in their 
meaning, as they all embody the idea of the mystic Christos; and 
although this doctrine possesses a universal character. it will be un
necessary to examine it here from other than a purely Western or 
Christian standpoint. 

The Christian Church identifies the "Word" with Jesus, but having 
lost the key to the dogma of Christhood, fails to furnish a satisfying 
explanation for the same mystery in another form, and if elucidation of 
the enigma be desired, we must apply for light to Esoteric Wisdom. 

The .. Word" or the co Christ" are designations for the divine 
Spirit under its aspect of manifestation within the highest regions of 
the human or rational soul, which under the symbol of II Jesus" repre
sents the required conditions of purity and power for receiving the 
spirituallight from above or within. In Jesus we have to see not only 
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the purified type which our race may hope to emulate in ages to come, 
but also the rare instance when individual man proves, by his own 
life, that the union of ,the human with the divine is within the reach of 
those very few who even now may be fully prepared for the stupendous 
task. 

The difficulty for the \Vestem mind to comprehend the true nature 
of Jesus is created less by the sceptics in their denial of any gifts and 
powers of a transcendental kind which pass the limits of their circum
scribed mental horizon, than by the injudicious zeal of his followers, 
who, at a loss to find for him a location sublime enough to accord with 
their emotional faith, identify him with the Almighty himself. It may 
be acknowledged that Jesus, proclaimed by a "voice from hea"en" as 
.. my beloved son," raising the dead, healing the sick, an,d performing 
other miraculous acts, crucified for our sakes, suffering ignominious 
death, and being raised again to life, calls forth such deep sensations 
of admiration and devotion, that fervour is not to be restrained by 
reason. It may also be granted that the language of most writers on 
mysticism, always misunderstood by the uninitiated reader, is apt to 
mislead unless carefully checked and interpreted by a true knowledge 
of the diverse potentialities in man. It is not only by a close and dis
criminating examination, but by the opening of our inner under
standing, that we gain a clearer view of the nature of Jesus, and are 
forced to the conclusion that even lze was subject to the universal law 
of evolution, and that only by conquering the last faint traces of his 
lower self under the ordeal of suffering, was he rendered fit to reach 
the perfection of his spiritual altitude. Though Jesus was bathed in 
the heavenly light, he was not yet self-luminous; though he spoke 
with divine voice, he was not yet the" Word"; and though his standard 
was immeasurably above that of any of his fellow-men, he had yet to 
ascend to the more ele,-ated grade, whither his disciples could not 
follow him. Only when "Judas" departed into the darkness of "the 
night" was Jesus enabled to become glorified,! while the temporary 
nature of this condition is attested by his prayer later on for 
glorification.2 

The scene of anguish in the Garden of Gethsemane likewise bears 
witness that some small remnants of his human self still adhered to 
him, and could only be radically remo"ed by the destruction of bis 
"body." 

If it be conceded that J eslts started on his life-journey from the 
highest human level, richly equipped with all the required qualifications 
for his mighty task, and upheld by an unequalled determination to 
reach the desired goal, we shall secure a coign of vantage whence.a 

clearer comprehension will be gained of the culminating phases of hIS 

career in their connection with the subject under consideration. 
--------------------------------~------------------------

1 St. Joh .. , xiii. 30. 31. i SI.Joh ... xvii. I. S. 
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By his crucifixion, death and resurrection. Jesus reaches the final 
stages of his upward course, and receiving the crown of Christhood as 
the reward or result of his arduous struggle, his human nature under
goes a "God-like" conversion. The work of regeneration is accom
plished, the "new birth" on the spiritual plane has taken place, and 
his ardent aspirations for the divine are realized in the act of possession; 
for merging his spirit completely into. the condition of the Christ, he 
becomes the Christ, is the "Word," and within a short interval will 
ascend to the" Father in heaven." 

To speak of stages and degrees of development may be somewhat 
misleading, but we have to do so in order to humour our intellect, 
which can only discern evolution and growth by marked results, as 
milestones assist the wayfarer in ascertaining the extent of his progress 
on his journey. The divine light that abode in Jesus, ever since it 
gained access to his responsive soul, permeated him with increasing 
ir.tensity as he advanced towards the central source of all life; it gave 
him occasional glimpses of his future glory, and endowed him tem
porarily and by anticipation, so to speak, with those high attributes 
that fell with1l1 his grasp in all their fulness when he became the 
"Christ." Thus a radiance spreading oYer the whole life of Jesus 
and corresponding in effulgence with the growth of his spirituality, 
marks him already on earth with the dh'ine impress, and it is under 
this aspect that he appears to us as the "Christ" manifest in man, or 
the "\Vord made flesh." 

Moreover, though we can distinguish the principle from the in
dividual, before they are joined in union, we can no longer separate 
the individual from the principle after they have coalesced. \Ve can 
trace Jesus through hi~ progress upwards from purely human be
ginnings, but so soon as he has gained the supreme spiritual condition 
by right of conquest, we are unable in our mind to remove him from 
that plane of consciousness which henceforth must form the permanent 
abode of his spirit. 

The value accruing from this point of ,'iew, namely, of following 
the natural growth of Jesus towards his spiritual height, consists in the 
ideal it places before us, which though far beyond our present reach, is 
yet not altogether excluded from the possibilities the inner eye of faith 
may be able to discern in the faint distance of the future. Between our 
present lowly starting point, and every advanced station on the road 
leading towards the heavenly goal, Jesus forms the link without whose 
aid our vision would have remained closed, and our aspirations lifeless. 
He not only built the bridge that spans the vast gulf dividing the 
human from the spiritual sphere, but becomes the indispensable guide 
whose trusty hand we require to lead us across in safety. 

The one pass-word he requires is the true imitation of the example 
he himself has set. 
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Unless our whole nature, in all its physical and mental sluggish
ness, be liftcd up to a gradually rising standard of purity and spiritu
ality, unless our unflagging efforts be directed towards leading an 
altruistic, self-sacrificing life, and unless in truth we become "Jesus· 
like" as much as it lies within our feeble power to approach so ideal a 
prototype, the key must e\"l:r be withheld that opens the gate to the 
Beyond. All teachings of Jesus on this point are characterized by 
excessive clearness and directness. 

Once the divine germ awakened in the human soul by his call, the 
road of regeneration can only be trodden by the purified and reformed 
man, who only by complete assimilatioll to the mediator, or by identi
fication with the "\Vord," call hope to scale the clear heights, wbence 
the "promised land" appears in view. Thus Jesu~, or "the Word," is 
the way, the door, the only channel for access to the" Father," the 
vine who,e "ivifying sap alone produces fruit, the heavenly food on 
which we have to build up our spiritual frame. 

This is the celestial message e,'er proceeding from its living ,ource, 
perpetually trying to penetrate into the human heart, and to fan into 
a bright flame the latent spark of the divine essence. This is the 
spiritual thrill whose growth we have to foster by "practising" "the 
Word" and who!'e guiding ray we have to follow into the higher regions 
whence it descended. 

With the advancing perfection of our spiritual nature, we may 
then hope to draw clm:er within the radiance of that divine light, 
which forms the centre of energy and attraction called" the Word." 

~imon glagu5. 
(Continlled from page 3.:?j.j 

PART 1. 
SOURCES OF INFORMATION. 

11.- The 5jimoll I?l the Fathers. 

H. A. Y. 

v. [Hippolytus (?)~ (Phi/c1sl'j>hu1II0ia vi. 7-20). (Col1limlt'd.) 
12. For, he says, he considered that all the parts of the Fir~, bot.h 

visible and invisible, posse!'sed perception 1 and a portion of 11lte~h
gence. The gellerable COS11l0~, therefore, was generated from t~le III

generable Fire. And it commenced to be generated, he says, In ~he 
following way. The first six Roots of the Principle of generatIOn 
which the generated (sc., cosmos) took, were from that Fire. And the 
Roots, he says, were generated from the Fire in pairs,' and he calls 
these Roots Mind and Thought, Voice and Name, Reason and Reflec
tion, and in these six Roots there was the whole of the BOllndless 
Power together, in potentiality, but not in actuality. And this Bound-

1 CPPOV7JULt:;, consciouslU.'ss i- ~ Syzygies. 
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less Power. he says, is He who has stood, stands and will stand; who, if 
his imaging is perfected while in the six Powers, will be, in essence, 
power. greatness and completeness, one and the same with the ingener
able and Boundless Power, and not one single whit inferior to that 
ingenerable. unchangeable and Boundless Power. But if it remain in 
potentiality only. and its imaging is not perfected, then it disappears 
and perishes. he says, just as the potentiality of grammar or geometry 
in a man's mind. For potentiality when it has obtained aI:t becomes 
the light of generated things, but if it does not do so an absence of 
art and darkness ensues, exactly as if it had not existed at all; and on 
the death of the man it perishes with him. 

13. Of these six Powers and the seventh which is beyond the six, 
he calls the first pair Mind and Thought, heaven and earth; and the 
male (heaven) looks down from above and takes thought for its co
partner, while the earth from below receives from the heaven the intel
kctual fruits that come down to it and are cognate with the earth. 
V/herefore, he says. the \Vord ofttimes steadfastly contemplating the 
things which have been generated from Mind and Thought, that is 
from heaven and earth, says: "Hear. 0 hem'en, and give ear, 0 earth, 
for the Lord hath said: I have generated sons and raised them up, but 
they have set me aside."1 

- And he who says this, he says, is the seventh Power, He who has 
stood. stands and will stand, for He is the cause of those good things 
which Moses praised and said they were very good. And (the second 
pair is) Voice and Name, sun and moon. And (the third) Reason and 
Reflection, air and water. And in all of these was blended and mingled 
the Great Power, the Boundless, He who has stood, as I have said. 

14. And when Moses says: "(It is) in six days that God made the 
heaven and the earth, and on the seventh he rested from all his works," 
Simon arranges it differently and thus makes himself into a god. 
When, therefore, they (the Simonians) say, that there are three days 
before the generation of the sun and moon, they mean esoterically 
Mind and Thought-that is to say heaven and earth-and the seventh 
Power, the Boundless. For these three Powers were generated before 
all the others. And when they say, "he hath generated me before all 
the JEans," the words, he says, are used concerning the seventh Power. 
Now this seventh Power which was the first Power subsisting in the 
Boundless Power, which was generated before all the JEans, this, he 
says, was the seventh Power, about which Moses says: "And the spirit 
of God moved over the water," that is to say, he says, the spirit which 
hath all things in itself, the Image of the Boundless Power, concerning 
which Simon says: "The Image from the incorruptible Fonll, a/o1le order
ing all things." For the I>ower which moves above the water, he says, 
is generated from an imperishable Form, and alone orders all things. 

N ow the constitution of the world being with them after this or a 
similar fashion, God, he says, fashioned man by taking soil from the 
earth. And he made him not single but double. according to the 
image and likeness. And the Image is the spirit moving above the 
water. which, if its imaging is not perfected, perishes together with 
the world, seeing that it remains only in potentiality and does not 
become in actuality. And this is the meaning of the Scripture, he 
says: "Lest we be condemned together with the world.'" But if its 
imaging should be perfected and it should be generated from an 
indivisible point, as it is written in his .RC1xlalio1l, the small shall 
become great. And this great shall continue for the boundless and 
changeless eternity (reon), inasmuch as it is no longer in the process 
of becoming.8 

1 Isaia", i. 2. 2 I Corintll., xi. 3"2. 
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How and in what manner, then, he asks, does God fashion man? 
In the Garden (Paradise), he thinks. \Ve must consider the womb a 
Garden, he says, and that this is the case, the Scripture tells us when 
it says: .. I am he who fashioned thee in thy mother's womb," I for he 
would have it written in this way. In speaking of the Garden, he 
says, Moses allegorically referred to the womb, if we are to believe 
the Word. 

And, if God fashions man in his mother's womb, that is to say in 
the Garden, as I have already said, the womb must be taken for' the 
Garden, and Eden for the region (surrounding the womb), and the 
." river going forth from Eden to water the Garden," I for the navel. 
'This navel, he says, is divided into four channels, for on either side of 
the navel two air-ducts are' stretched to convey the breath, and two 
veins" to convey blood. But when, he says, the navel going forth from 
the region of Eden is attached to the fcetus in the epigastric region, 
that which is commonly called by everyone the navel' . . . . 
and the two veins bv which the blood flows and is carned from the 
Edenic region through what are called the gates of the liver, which 
nourish the fcetus. And the air-ducts, which we said were channels 
for breath, embracing the bladder on either side in the region of the 
pelvis, are united at the great duct which is called the dorsal aorta. And 
thus the breath passing through the side doors towards the heart 
produces the movement oi the embryo. For as long as the babe is 
being fashioned in the Garden, it neither takes nourishment through 
the mouth, nor breathes through the nostrils. For seeing that it is 
surrounded by the waters (of the womb), death would instantly 
supervene, if it took a breath; for it would draw after it the waters and 
so perish. But the whole (of the fcetus) is wrapped up in an envelope, 
called the amnion, and is nourished through the navel and receives 
the essence of the breath through the dorsal duct, as I have said. 

15. The river, therefore. he says, which goes out of Eden. is 
dh'ided into four channels, fGur ducts, that is to say; into four senses 
of the fcetus: sight, (hearing)," smelling, taste and touch. For these 
are the only senses the child has while it is being formed in the 
Garden. 

This, he says, is the law which Moses laid down, and in accordance 
with this very law each of his books was written, as the titles ~how. 
The first book is Gmcsis, and the title of the book, he says, is sufficient 
for a knowledge of the whole matter. For this Gencsis, he says, is 
sight, which is one division of the river. For the world is perceived 
by sight. 

The title of the second book is Exodus. For it was necessary for 
that which is born to travel through the Red Sea, and pass towards the 
Desert-by Red the blood is meant, he says-and taste the bitter water. 
For the "bitter," he says, is the water beyond the Red Sea, inasmuch 
as it is the path of knowledge of painful and bitter things which we 
travel along in life. But when it is changed by Moses, that is to say 
by the Word, that bitter (water) becomes sweet. And that this is so, 
all may hear publicly by repeating after the poets: 

"In root it was black, but like milk was the flower. Mol\' the Gods 
call it. For mortals to dig it up is difficult; but Gods can do all 
things."" 
-----------------------------------

1 SeeJeN'miall, i. 5. 
2 (;01('.\'''.\, ii. 10. 

M VdllS Hud artlrilS are ~aid 1Iot to haye helll distinguished hy ancient p]lysio]og1.sts. 
4 A Incul;n Ul1forttltllltely occurs hert" in the text. The rui~~ing words probably idt-ntified .. that 

whkh'i~ cCl1ll11only ennuI hy evttyoue the navel!" with the utnbilical cord. 
;, This is otuitkd hy ltiller in the first Oxrord edition. 
t.i Oc.()·SS(l', X. 30~, Jt'qq. 
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16. Sufficient, he says, is what is said by the Gentiles for a know
ledge of the whole matter, for those who have ears for hearing. For he 
who tasted this fruit, he says, was not only not changed into a beast by 
Circe, but using the virtue of the fruit, reshaped those who had been 
already changed into beasts, into their former proper shape, and re
struck and recalled their type. For the true man and one beloved by 
that sorct:ress is discovered by this milk-white divine fruit, he says. 

In like manner Lezilieus, the thir{l_ book, is smelling or respiration. 
For the whole of that book treats of sacrifices and offerings. And 
wherever there is a sacrifice, there arises the smell of the scent from 
the sacrifice owing to the incense, concerning which sweet smell the 
sense of smell is the test. 

Numbers, the fourth book, signifies taste, wherein speech (or the 
Word) energizes. And it is so called through uttering all things in 
numerical order. 

Deuteronom)', again, he says, is so entitled in reference to the sense 
of touch of the child which is formed. For just as the touch by contact 
synthesizes and confirms the sensations of the other senses, proving 
objects to be either hard, warm, or adhesive, so also the fifth book of 
the Law is the synthesis of the four books which precede it. 

All ingenerables, therefore; he says, are in us in potentiality but 
not in actuality, like the science of grammar or geometry. And if 
they meet with befitting utterance! and instruction, and the "bitter" is 
turned into the "sweet"-that is to say, spears into reaping hooks and 
swords into ploughshares 2-the Fire will not have born to.it husks and 
stocks, but perfect fruit, perfected in its imaging, as I said above, equal 
and similar to the ingenerable and Boundless Power. .. For now," says 
he, .. the axe is nigh to the roots of the tree: every tree," he says, "that 
bringeth not forth good fruit, is cut down and cast into the fire.'" 

17. And so. according to Simon. that blessed and imperishable 
(principle) concealed in e\·erything. is in potentiality, but not in 
actuality, which indeed is He who has stood, stands and will stand; 
who has stood above in the ingenerable Power, who stands below in 
the stream of the waters, generated in an image, who shall stand abo\'e, 
by the side of the blessed and Boundless Power, if the imaging be 
perfected. For three, he says. are they that stand. and without there 
being three standing JEons, there would be no setting in order' of the 
generable which, according to them, 1110ves on the water, and which 
is fashioned according to the similitude into a perfect celestial. be
coming in no whit inferior to the ingenerable Power, and this is the 
meaning of their saying: "TllOu alld I, lIIe one thill£[; bt/or,: lilt'. lllOu; 
that ajler th(t', I." ~ -

This, he says, is the one Power. separated into the abo\'e and 
below. generating itself, increasing itself, seeking itself. finding itself. 
its own mother, its own father. its sister. its spouse; the daughter. son, 
mother, and father of itself; One. the Cni\'ersal Root. 

And that, as he says. the heginning of the generation of things 
which are generated is from Fire. he understands ;;omewhat in this 
fashion. Of all things of which there i;; generation, the beginning of 
the desire for their generation is from Fire. For, indeed, the desire 
of mutable generation is called .. being on fire." And though Fire is 
one, yet has it two modes of mutation, For in the man, he says, the 
blood, being hot and yellow-like fire when it takes form-is turned 
into seed, whereas in the woman the sallie blood (is changeel) into milk. 
And this change in the male becomes the faculty of generating. while 
that in the female (becomes) nourishlllen t for the child, This, fIe says, 
is "the flaming sword that is turned about to keep the way of the tree 

! AO'Y0~' • Cf. [,aiah. iL 4- 8 Cf. Litke. iii. 9- • Or aliurning. 
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of life."! For the blood is tumed into seed and milk: and this Power 
becomes mother and father, father of those that are bom, and mother 
of those that are nourished, standing in want of nothing, sufficient 
unto itself. And the tree of life, he says, is guarded by the fiery sword 
which is tumed ahout, (which tree), as we have said (is) the seventh 
Power which proceeds from itself, contains all (in itself), and is stored 
in the six Powers. For were the flaming sword not tumed about. tl1at 
fair tree would be destroyed and perish: but if it is turned into seed 
and milk, that which is stored in them in potentiality. ha\"ing obtained 
a fitting utterance, ~ and an appointed place in which the utterance 
may he de\·eloped. starting as it were from the smallest spark, it will 
incre'lse to all perfection, and expand, and he an infinite power, un
changeable, equal and similar to the unchangeable .Eon, which is no 
more generated for the boundless eternity. 

IS. Conformably, therefore. to this reasoning, for the foolish, 
Simon was a god, like that Libyan Apsethus: (a god) suhject to gener
ation and suffering. s:} long as he remained in pot(·ntiality. hut freed 
from the bonds of suffering and birth, as soon a..; his imaging forth 
was accomplished, and attaining perfection he passed forth from the 
first two Powers, to wit hea\"en and earth. For Simon speaks distinctly 
concerning this in his Rc .. '('/alioll as follows: 

.. To )'Oll, therc:/i.re, I sa)' .chat I sa)', alltl ,,'rile ,chat I,critt" Allii 
Ihe ,crilill.f{ h' this . 

.. q/ Ih~ llllh'ersal .,,-'{OIlS Iherl' arc I<co shools. 't'ithollt hq;illllill,tr or 
Old, sprillgillg/rolll Oil,' RI'ol, 7t'hkh is the PMi'er im.'isihk, illtlpprt:hmsib/t 
SiIOlc,'. Of tI/Cse shools tlllt' is ma1l~';'"tl'd ./i...,11 abo.'c, "'hieh is the Grcat 
P".ct'r. thc' Ull;"ersal .Jlind ,'rd(rill~' all Ihi1ll::'. lilt/it-. alld thc oth(r, (is 
lIIall~lestcd}j;'om bdo';.', thc' Grmt Th"Il/.tht,./ollalt-. producillg all thiugs. 

"lima' pairillf{ .,'ilh eMh olhl'l'." Ihc,y 1mite alld 11Iall~/cst the .Jliddlc 
f)islallu, ille011lpn'hl'1lsiblc o,iir, •• 'ilhtlltl blgillnil1g or md. III Ihis is llu 
Falher 'it'ho sustaills all thillgs. aNd 1Iourishes Ihost' Ihill.!{S ,"/Iich hao'c a 
begillning awl md . 

.. This is lie 7.,'htl has ,'i/.,tld. slallcis alld ,,'ill slalld. a lIIait-:/cmalf p071:cr 
like Ihe prci':rislillg Bottlldlt-ss P,',,'cr •• t'nich has 7leilhc'r bcgillning lIor {'tui, 
existing ill Ollt'liess. For it is jimll this thai I/It' Thoug/lt in the (lllcness 
prot't't'dcd alld became lu'o. 

"SO 1ft'· 7.l'as Ollt'; /01' ha,'i1lf{her 3 ill himsd/; he ,,'asaIOlIt', 1I0t lto,U'i'er 
firsl, altholl.f{h prt'tristiilg, but bc:illg mOlli,t'stt'd :,i'0111 himse!f to himu(f. ~e 
bc'clIlIle see"lId. ]\'01' 7caS he called Falhtr bc"lm' (Thought) called htm 
Falher. 

"As, Iht're/ore, producillg hilllse!/ ~J' himse(f. ht' !'lallifi'sled to himself 
his OW1l Thoug/lt, so also Iht' Thoughtlhat 7.cas mall{/t'slc'd did 1101 make ''!e 
Father, but contemplating him hid him-Ihal is to sa)' the Po,,'er-11I 
herself, and is male-fl'lnalt-, PO •• 'i'" alld Thought. 

"How' thi}' pair 'ii'ith each olher bdng OIlC, for Iherc' is 110 diffcrmCl 
bel'ii'el'11 I'o'i,'er and Thought. Front tllC Ihings abo7.!C is disco'Z.'cred pO'ii'(r, 
andfrom IIlose below Thought. 

"III Ihe same mallner also thai ({'hieh ,{'as mallifested from Ihml.& 
although beillg olle is ~l'd fOlmd as lu'o, Ihe male:icmale ha'Z.'i1lg Ihe fCllUl/e 
hI ilse!/ 77tus "lilld is ill Thoughi-lhilll:S illseparab/e from OIIC allolluT
which althou!;'/l beillg olle are yetfound as "co." 

19. So then Simon by sllch inventions got what interpretation he 
---------- ----

1 Gt·'Il'~·iSf iii. 24. 
:! '\Oyo~; also rl:ason. 
3 tl.VTtITTOIxoi!VT£~; used ill Xellopholl lAna. \', 4,I2Joftwoballd.ordan~n facillg each otherin 

rows or pairs . 
• He who hR. stood, stands and will stalld. 
~ Thought. 
6 The ;\liddle Distance. 
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pleased. not only out of the writings of Moses. but also out of those 
of the (pagan) poets. by falsifying them. For he gives an allegorical 
interpretation of the wooden horse. and Helen with the torch, and a 
number of other things, which he metamorphoses and weaves into 
fictions concerning himself and his Thought. 

And he said that the latter was the "lost sheep," who again and 
again abiding in women throws the Powers in the world into confusion, 
on account of her unsurpassable beauty: on account of which the 
Trojan War came to pass through her. For this Thought took up its 
abode in the Helen that was born just at that time, and thus when all 
the Powers laid claim to her. there arose faction and war among those 
nations to whom she was manifested. 

It was thus, forsooth, that Stesichorns was deprived of sight when 
he abused her in his verses; and afterwards when he repented and wrote 
the recantation in which he sung her praises he recovered his sight. 

Aud subsequently, when her body was changed by the Angels and 
lower Powers-which also. he says, made the world-she lived in a 
brotht:1 in Tvre. a cit\" of Phrenicia. where he found her on his arrival. 
For he professes that"he had come there for the purpose of finding her 
for the first time. that he might deliver her from bondage. And after 
he had purchasc::d her freedom he took her about '"ith him, pretending 
that she was the "lost sheep." and that he himself was the Power 
which is over all. \Vhereas the impostor having fallen in lo\"e with 
this strumpet. called Helen. purchased and kept her. and being 
ashamed to have it known by his disciples. in\"euled this story. 

And those who copy the vagabond magician Simon do like acts, 
and pretend that intercourse should be promiscuous. saying: "All soil 
is soil. and it matters not where a man sows, so long as he does sow." 
Nay. they pride themseh'es on promiscuouS' interc:ourse. saying that 
this is the "perfect love," citing the text "the holy shall be sanctified 
by the . . . of the holy."1 And they profess that they are not in 
the power of that which is usually considered edl, for they are 
redeemed. For by purchasing the freedom of Helen. he (Simon) thus 
offered salvation to men by knowledge peculiar to himself.~ 

For he said that, as the Angels were misgoverning the world 
owing to their love of power. he had come to set things right, being 
metamorphosed and made like unto the Dominions. Principalities and 
Angels, so that he was manifested as a man although he was not really 
a man. and that he seemed to suffer" in Judrea, although he did not 
really undergo it, but that he was manifested to the Jews as the Son, 
in Samaria as the Father, and among the other nations as the Holy 
Ghost, and that he permitted himself to be called by whatever name 
men pleased 'to call him. And that it was by the Angels, who made 
the world, that the Prophets were inspired to utter their prophecies. 
Wherefore they who believe on Simon and Helen pay no attention to 
the latter even to this day, but do everything they like, as being free, 
for they contend that they are saved through his (Simon's) grace. 

For (they assert that) there is no cause for punishment if a man 
does ill, for evil is not in nature but in institution. For, he says, the 
Angels who made the world, instituted what they wished, thinking by 
such words to enslave all who listened to them. Whereas the dissolu
tion of the world, they (the Simonians) say, is for the ransoming of 
their own people. 

20. And (Simon's) disciples perform magical ceremonies and (use) 
incantations, and philtres and spells, and they also send what are 
called "dream-sending" dremons for disturbing whom they will. 

1 There i. R lacuna ill the text here, 
2 8L11. ri1~ l8{a~ bn'YvWu(w~. 
a l'ndergo the passion, 
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They also train what are called "familiars,'" and have a statue of 
Simon in the foml of Zeus, and one of Helen in the form of Athena, 
which they worship, calling the former Lord and the latter Lady. 
And if any among them on seeing the images, calls them by the naDle 
of Simon or Helen, he is cast out as one ignorant of the mysteries. 

'While this Simon was leading many astray by his magic rites in 
Samaria, he was confuted by the apostles. And being cursed. as it is 
written in the Acts, in dissatisfaction took to these schemes. And at 
last he travelled to Rome and again fell in with the apostles, and Peter 
had many encounters with him for he continued leading numbers 
astray by his magic. And towards the e\ld of his career going . . . 
he settled under a plane tree and continued his teachings. And 
finally running the risk of exposure through the lcougth of his stay. he 
said, that if he were buried ahve, he would rise again on the third day. 
And he did actually order a grave to be dug by his disciples and told 
them to bury him. So they carried out his orders, but he has stopped 
away I until the present day, for he was not the Christ. 

vi. Origenes (Colltra Celsum, i. 57; v. 62; vi. II). Text (edidit 
Carol. Henrie. Eduard); Lommatzsch; Berolini, 1846. 

i. 57. And Simon also, the Samaritan magician. endea\'oured to steal 
away certain by his magic. And at that time he succeeded in decei\;ng 
them. but in our own day I do not think it possible to find thirty 
Simonians altogether in the inhabited world. And probably I have 
said more than they really are. There are a very few of them round 
Palestine; but in the rest of the world his name is nowhere to be found 
in the sense of the doctrine he wished to spread broadcast cotlcernillg 
himself. And alongside of the reports about him, we have the accou.llt 
from the Ads. And they who say these things about him are Chns· 
tians and their clear witness is that Simon was nothing divine. 

v. 62. Then pouring out a quantity of our names, he (Celsus) says 
he knows certain Simonians who are called Heleniani, because they 
worship Helen or a teacher Helenus. But Celsus is ignorant that the 
Simonians in no way confess that Jesus is the Son of God. but th.ey 
say that Simon is the Power of God, telling some marvellous stones 
about the fellow. wlto thought that if he laid claim to like powers as 
those which he thought Jesus laid claim to, he also would be as power· 
ful among men as Jesus is with many. 

vi. I I. For the former (Simon) pretended he was the power of 
God. which is called Great, and the latter (Dositheus) that he too was 
the Son of God. For nowhere in the world do the Simonians any 
longer exist. Moreover by getting many under his influence Sil~)OI~ 
took away from his disciples the danger of death. which Chris!laU~ 
were taught was taken away, teaching them that there was 110 dl~er~ 
ence between it and idolatry. And yet in the beginning the Sintonlan~ 
were not plotted against. For the evil dremon who plots against th~ 
teaching of J t::sus, knew that no counsel of his own would be undone b) 
the disciples of Simon. 

vii. Philastrius (De Hansibus, i). Text: Faires Quarli Ecc/c.itF 
, Sfl'euli (edidit D. A. B. Caillau); Paris, 18.p. 

Now after the passion of Christ. our Lord, and his ascension il~~ 
heaven. there arose a certain Simon, the magician, a Samaritan _ ~ 
birth, from a \'illage called Gittha. who hadng the leisure necessary I~: 
---------------------' -_.-.. -. ---

1 Trapi8povr;; C. \V. King cans thl'~ ., A~ses!iior.;." (Till' &"lIt)~\II('\ alld !lul" !lrmatIlS, p. jO,l 
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the arts of magic deceived many. saying that he was some Power of 
God. above all powers. Whom the Samaritans worship as the Father, 
and wickedly extol as the founder of their heresy. and strive to exalt 
him with many praises. Who having been baptized by the blessed 
apostles, went back from their faith. and disseminated a wicked and 
pernicious heresy. saying that he was transformed snpposedly, that is 
to say like a shadow, and thus he had suffered, although, he says, he 
did not suffer. 

And he also dared to say that the world had been made by Angels, 
and the Angels again had been made by certain endowed with per
ception from heaven, and that they (the Angels) had deceived the 
human race. 

He asserted, moreover, that there was a certain other Thought, who 
descended into the world for the salvation of men; he says she was that 
Helen whose story is celebrated in the Trojan 'Var by the vain-glorious 
poets. And the Powers. he says. led on by desire of this Helen. stirred 
up sedition. "For she," he says, "arousing desire in those Powers, 
and appearing in the form of a woman, could not reascend into heaven, 
because the Powers which were in heaven did not permit her to re
ascend." Moreover, she looked for another Power. that is to say, the 
presence of Simon himself, which would come and free her. -

The wooden horse also. which the vain-glorious poets say was in 
the Trojan War, he asserted was allegorical, namely. that that mechani
cal invention typified the ignorance vf all the impious nations, although 
it is well known that that Helen, who was with the magician, was a 
prostitute from Tyre, and that this same Simon, the magician, had 
followed her, and together with her had practised various magic arts 
and committed divers crimes. 

But after he had fled from the blessed Peter from the citv of 
Jerusalem, and came to Rome, and contended there with the blessed 
apostle before the Emperor Nero. he was routed on every point by the 
speech of the blessed apostle, and being smitten by an angel came by a 
nghteous end in order that the glaring falsity of his magic might be 
made known unto all men. 

viii. Epiphanius (Colltra Hareses, ii. 1-6). Text: OPera (edidit 
G. Dindorfius); Lipsire, 1859. 

I. From the time of Christ to our own day the first heresy was that 
of Simon the magician. and though it was not correctly and distinctly 
one of the Christian name, yet it worked great havoc by the corruption 
it produced among Christians. This Simon was a sorcerer, and the 
base of his operations was at Gittha, a city in Samaria, which still 
exists as a village. And he deluded the Samaritan people with magical 
phenomena, deluding and enticing them with a bait by saying that he 
was the Great Power of God and had come down from above. And he 
told the Samaritans that he was the Father, and the Jews that he was 
the Son, and that in undergoing the passion he had not really done so, 
but that it was only in appearance. And he ingratiated himself with 
the apostles, was baptized by Philip with many others, and received the 
same rite as the res~. And all except himself awaited the arrival of the 
great apostles and by the laying on of their hands received the Holy. 
Spirit, for Philip. being a deacon, had not the power of laying on of 
hands to grant thereby the gift of the Holy SJ;>irit. But Simon, with 
wicked heart and erroneous calculations. perslsted in his base and 
mercenary covetousness, without abandoning in any way his miserable 
pnrsuits, and offered money to Peter, the apostle. for the power of be
stowing the Holy Spirit by the laying on of hands, calculating that he 
would give little, and that for the little (he gave), by bestowing the 
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Spirit on many, he would amass a large sum of money and make a 
profit. 

2. So with his mind in a vile state through the devilish illusions 
produced by his magic, and weaving all kinds of images. and being e\'er 
ready of his own villany to show his barbaric and demoniacal tricks by 
means of his charms, ~e came forward publicly and under the cloak of 
the name of Christ; and pretending that he was mixing hellebore' with 
honey, he added a poison for tho~e whom he hunted into his mis
chie\'ous illusion, under the cloak of the name of Christ, and compassed 
the death of those who believed. And being lewd in nature and 
goaded on through shame of his promises. the vagabond fabricated a 
corrupt allegory for those whom he had deceh·ed. For picking up a 
ro\'illg woman, called Helen, who originated from the city of the 
Tyrians, he took her about with him. without letting people know that 
he was on terms of undue intimac\" with her; and when he was im'olved 
in bursting disgrace because of his mistress, he started a fabulous kind 
of psychopompy2 for his disciples, and saying, forsooth, that he was 
the Great Power of God, he ventured to call his prostitute companion 
the Holy Spirit, and he says that it was on her account he descended . 
.. And in each hea\'en I changed my form," he 1'ay1', "in order that I 
might not be perceived by my Angelic Powers, and de1'cend to my 
Thought, which is she who is called Prunictu;S and Holy Spirit, 
through whom I brought into being the Angels, and the Angels 
brought into being the world and men," (He claimed) that this 
was the Helen of old, on who!'e account the Trojans and Greeks 
went to war. And he related a myth with regard 'to the~e matte~ 
that this Power descending from above changed its form. and that ~t 
was about this that the poets spake allegorically. And through thiS 
Power from above-which they call Prunicu!', and which is called by 
other sects Barbero or Barbelo-displaying her beauty, she drove them 
to frenzy, and 011 this account was she fent for the despoiling of the 
Rulers who brought the world into being; and the Angels themselves 
went to war on her account; and while she experienced nothing, th.ey 
set to work to mutually slaughter each other on account of the deSire 
which she infused into them for herself. And constraining her so that 
she could not reascend, each had intercourse with her in every body 
of womanly and female constitution-she reIncarnating from female 
bodies into different bodies, both of the human kingdom, and of be~5ts 
and other things-in order that by means of their slaying and belDg 
slain, they might bring about a diminution of themselves through the 
shedding of blood, and that then she by collecting again the power 
would be enabled to reascend into heayen. 

3. And she it was at that time who was possessed by the Greeks 
and Trojans; and that both in the night of time before the world exi~ted, 
and after its existence, by the invisible Powers she had wrought thtngs 
of a like nature. "And she it i .. who is now with me, and on her 
account have I descended. And she was looking for my coming. F~r 
she is the Thought,4 called Helen in Homer." And it was on thiS 
account that Homer was compelled to portray her as standing on a 
tower, and by means of a torch revealing to the Greeks the plot of t~e 
Phrygians. And by the torch, he delineated, as I said, the mani
festation of the light from above. On which account also the wooden 
horse in Homer was devised, which the Greeks think was made for a 
distinct purpose, whereas the sorcerer maintained that this is the 
ignorance of the Gentiles, and that like as the Phrygians when they 
-----------------------------------------------------------

, A medicinal drug used by the ancients, especiaUy as a specific against madness. 
S The conducting of souls to or from the invisible world. 
8 1I'PO~V"(~: 1I'POWEU(~ is one who bears burdens, a carrier; in a bad sense it meIId leWd-
4 Or the conception (of the mindl. 
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dragged it along in ignorance drew on their own destruction, so also 
the Gentile~, that is to say people who are "without my wisdom," 
through ignorance, drawn ruin on them~el"es. Moreover the impostor 
said that Athena again was identical with what they called Thought, 
making u!'e forsooth of the words of the holy apostle Paul-changing 
the truth into his own lie-to wit: .. Put on the breastplate of faith and 
the helmet of salvation, and the greaves and sword and buckler"; 1 and 
that all this was in the mimes of Philistion,2 the rogue!-words uttered 
by the apostle with finn reasoning and faith of holy conversation, and 
the power of the divine and heavenly word-turning them further into 
a joke and nothing more. For what does he say? That he(Philistion) 
arranged all these things in a mysterious manner into types of Athena. 
\Vherefore again, in making known the woman with him whom he had 
taken from Tyre and who had the same name as Helen of old, he spoke 
as I haY(: told you abm'e, calling her by aU those names, Thought, and 
Athena. and Helen and the rest. "And on her account," he says, .. I 
descended. And this is the 'lost sheep' written of in the Gospel." 
Morem'er, he left to his followers an image, his own presumably, and 
they worship it under the form of Zeus; and he left another in like 
manner of Helen in the guise of Athena, and his dupes worship them. 

4. And he enjoined mysteries of obscenity and-to set it forth more 
seriously-of the sheddings of bodies, emissiomtm 'Z!irorom, ./emillaru11I 
mmstntOnl11l, and that they should be gathered up for mysteries in a 
most filthy collection; that these were the mysteries of life, and of the 
most perfect Gnosis-a practice which anyone who has understanding 
from God would most naturally consider to be most filthy conduct and 
death rather than life. And he supposes names for the Dominions and 
Principalities, and says there are different heavens, and sets forth 
Powers for each firmament and heaven, and tricks them out with bar
barous names, and says that no man can be saved in any other fashion 
than by learning this mystagogy, and how to offer such sacrifices to 
the Universal Father through these Dominions and Principalities. 
And he says that this world (aeon) was constructed defectively by 
Dominions and Principalities of evil. And he considers that 
corruption and destruchon are of the flesh alone, but that there is 
a purification of souls and that, only if they are established in 
initiation by means of his misleading Gnosis. This is the be
ginning of the so-called Gnostics. And he pretended that the Law 
was not of God. but of the left-hand Power, and that the Prophets were 
not from the Good God but from this or the other Power. And he 
lays it down for each of them as he pleases: the Law was of one, 
David of another, Isaiah of another, Ezekiel again of another, and 
ascribes each of the Prophets to some one Dominion. And all of them 
were from the left-hand Power and outside the Perfection,· and every 
one that believed in the Old Testament was subject to death. 

5. But this doctrine is overturned by the truth itself. For if be 
were the Great Power of God, and the harlot with him the Holy Spirit, 
as he himself says, let him say what is the name of the Power or in 
what word 4 he discovered the epithet for the woman and nothing for 
himself at all. And how and at what time is he found at Rome succes
sively paying back his debt, when in the midst of the city of the 
Romans the miserable fellow fell down and died? And in what scrip
ture did Peter prove to him that he had neither lot nor share in the 
heritage of the fear of God? And could the world not have its 

1 Cf. I Tlu ••.• v. 8. 
t A famous actor and mime writer who ftourished in the time of Augustus (circa A.D. 7); there are 

extant some doubtful fragments of Philistlon containing moral sentiments from the comic poets • 
• 7f'A";'pwp.a. 
4 Scripture. 
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existence in the Good God, when all the good were chosen by him? 
And how could it be a left-band Power which spake in the Law and 
Prophets. when it has preached the coming of the Christ, the Good 
God, and forhids mean things? And how could there not be one 
divine nature and the same spirit of the Ncu' and Old Tes/amen/, 
when the Lord said: "I am not come to destroy the Law, but to fulfil 
it"?1 And that He might show that the Law was declared through 
Him and was given' through Moses, and that the grace of the Gospel 
has been preached through himself and his carnal presence, He said to 
the Jews: "If ye believe Moses. ye should also believe me; for he 
wrote about me."i There are many other arguments al~o to oppose to 
the contention of the sorcerer. For how will obscene things gh'e life. 
if it were not a conception of dremons? \\'hen the Lord himself answers 
in the Gospel to those who say unto him: .. If such is the case of the 
man and the woman. it is not good to marry." But He said unto them: 
.. All do not hold this; for there are eunuchs who made themselves 
eunuchs for the sake of the kingdom of the hea\·ens.'·· And He showed 
that natural abstinence from union is the gift of the kingdom of the 
heavens; and again in another place He says with respect to righteous 
marriage-which Simon of his own accord basely corrupting treats 
according to his own desires-"Whom God has joined together let no 
man put asunder. "4 

6. And how unaware is again the vagabond that he confutes him
self by his own babbling, not knowing what he gives out? For after 
saying that the Angels were produced by him through his Thought. he 
goes on to say that he changed his forn1 in every heaven. to escape 
their notice in his descent. Consequently he avoided them through 
fear. And how did the babbler fear the Angels whom he had himself 
made? And how will not the dissemination of his error be found by 
the intelligent to be instantly refuted by everyone, when the script~r~ 
says: "In the beginning" God made the hea\'en and the earth ? 
A!ld in unison wit11 this \\'ord, the Lord in the Gospel says. as though 
to his own Father: .. 0 Father, Lord of heaven and earth.'" If, there· 
fore. the maker of heaven and earth is naturall\' God, the Father of 
our Lord Jesus Christ, all that the slanderer SimO'n says is yaio; to wit. 
the defective production of the world by the Angels, and all the rest he 
has babbled about in addition to his world of D:.emons, and he has 
deceived those who have been led away by him. 

ix. Hieronymus (In ilIa tthtEU 111 , IY. xxiv. 5). Text: S. Euse6ii 
Hierollymi (ommt'llt.; Miglle Patrol. Grre .• VII. col. li6. 

Of whom there is one Simon. a Samaritan, whom we read of in 
the Acts of the Apostles, who said he was some Great Power. And 
among the rest of the things written in his volumes, he proclaimed as 
follows: 

"I am the \Vord of God; I am the glorious one, I the Parac1ete, 
the Almighty, I the whole of God." 

x. Theodoretus (Hccrdicarum Fabu/arum Competulittm, I. 1.). Text: 
OPera Onmia (ex recellsione Jacobi Simondi, denuo edidit Joann. 
Ludov. Schulze); HaIre, 1769. 

1 lllalth .• v. '7. 
2 Joh,., v. 46, 47. 
R }lfatth., xix. JO~12. 
4 Mallh., xix. 6. 
6 OpX~; the same word is translated" dominion" when applied to the a:ons of SimoD. 
G Gl'nelij", i. I. 

7 Malt"., xi. 25. 
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Now Simon, the Samaritan magician, was the first minister of his 
(the Dremon'sY evil practices who arose. Who, making his base of 
operattons from Gittha, which is a village of Samaria, and having 
rushed to the height of sorcery, at first persuaded many, by the wonder
working he wrought, to attend his school, and call him some divine 
Power. But afterwards seeing the apostles accomplishing wonder
workings that were really true and divine, and bestowing on those who 
came to them the grace of the Spirit, thinking himself also worthy to 
receive equal power from them, when great Peter detected his villainous 
intention, and bade him heal the incurable wounds of his mind with 
the drugs of repentance. he immediately returned to his former evil
doing. and leaving Samaria. since it had received the seeds of salvation, 
ran off to those who had not yet been tilled by the apostles, in order 
that. having deceh'ed with his magic arts those who were easy to 
capture, and having enslaved them in the bouds of their own legendary 
lore." he might make the teachings of the apostles difficult to be 
believed. 

But the divine grace armed great Peter against the fellow's mad
ness. For following after him, he dispelled his abominable teaching 
like mist and darkness, and showed forth the rays of the light of truth. 
But for all that the thrice wretched fellow, in spite of his :p'ublic ex
posure. did not cease from his working against the truth. untIl he came 
to Rome, in the reign of Claudius Cresar. And he so astonished the 
Romans with his sorceries that he was honoured with a brazen pillar. 
But on the arrival of the divine Peter, he stripped him naked of his 
wings of deception, and finally, having challenged him to a contest in 
wonder-working, and having shown the difference between the divint: 
grace and sorcery, in the presence of the assembled Romans, caused 
him to fall headlong from a great height by his prayers and captured 
th ~ eve-witnesses of the wonder for salvation. 

This (Simon) gave birth to a legend somewhat as follows. He 
started with supposing some Boundless Power; and he called this the 
Universal Root." And he said that this was Fire, which had a twofold 
energy, the manifested and the concealed. The world moreover was 
generable, and had been generated from the manifested energy of the 
Fire. And first from it (the manifested energy) were emanated three 
pairs, which he also called Roots. And the first (pair) he called Mind 
and Thought, and the second, Voice and Intelligence. and the third, 
Reason and Reflection. Whereas he called himself the Bonndless 
Power, and (said) that he had appeared to the Jews as the Son, and to 
the Samaritans he had descended as the Father, and among the rest of 
the nations he had gone up and down as the Holy Spirit. 

And having made a certain harlot, who was called Helen, live with 
him, he pretended that she was his first Thought, and called her the 
Universal Mother, (saying) that through her he had made both the 
Angels and Archangels; and that the world was fabricated by the 
Angels. Then the Angels in envy cast her down among them, for 
they did not wish, he says, to be called fabrications. For which cause, 
forsooth, they induced her into many female bodies and into that of 
the famous Helen, through whom the Trojan War arose. 

It was on her account also, he said, that he himself had descended, 
to free her from the chains they had laid upon her. and to offer to men 
salvation through a system of knowledge peculiar to himself. 

And that in his descent he had undergone transformation. so as 

1 "The all-evil Dremon, the avenger of men," of the Prologul'. 
2 Mythologies. 
8 "Rootage," rather, to coin a word. 

word used a few sentences later. 
pt,tup.t1 must be distinguished from ptJ:a., a root, the 
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not to be known to the Angels that manage the establishment of the 
world. And that he had appeared in ]udrea as a man, although he 
was not a man. and that he had suffered, though not at all sufferiug. 
and that the Prophets were the ministers of the Angels. And be 
admonished those that believed on him not to pay attention to them. 
and not to tremble at the threats of the Law, but. as being free. to do 
whatever they would. For it was not by good actions, but by grace 
they would gain sah-ation. 

For which cause, indeed, those of his association ventured on 
every kind of licentiousness, and practised every kind of magic, fabri
cating love philtres and spells, and all the other arts of sorcery, as 
though in pursuit of divme mysteries. And haloing prepared his 
(Simon's) statue in the form of Zeus, and Helen's in the likeness of 
Athena, they burn incense and pour out libations before them, and 
\yorship them as gods, calling themseh'es Simonians. 

G. R. S. MEAD, F. T.S. 

(To be cOlltitlttcd.j 

llasltbtbamanan,t; tn-, tht $tbitatitln tlf tbt5ubrba. 
Translatcd by T1("0 lffanbn"s of the Kmnlak.mam T.S. 

(CClZtill1tcd )iom P.3I5.j 

Y ARrXAKA VI.-( C{llIti1Zl1Cd.) 

NOW we find that in Sushupti (the dreamless sletping state) Joana 
and Aji'lanu both coexist without any conflict between them

selves. How then .:an wisdom remove non-wisdom? Though there 
is no opposition between J ilana and Aji'lalla by themselves. yet tllere is 
opposition between them when the former :s coupled with Yritti-jn3n3. 
As the wisdom that enters Yritti-wisdolll is Svaritpa-wisdo111 itself, 
how can there be a conflict between it and Ajiliina (non-wisdom)? As 
the rays of the sun do not burn cotton, dried grass, etc., though ex
posed to them, and yet do burn them when such rays are transmitted 
to them through a lens, so Svarupa-wisdom, though 110t by itself 
antagonistic to Ajliana (non-wisdom), becomes its enemy the moment 
the former commingles with Vritti-wisdom. 

Here occurs a difficulty: If through Vritti-wisdom Ajt'lana (non
wisdom) and its efft::cts are dc;stroyed, then there remain Vritti-wisdom 
and Jnana (pure spiritual wisdom), which entered the former. How 
then, in the face of these (two) can non-'duality (of Atma) be predi
cated? Like (the analogy of) clearing nuts (which being rubbed in 
water in a vessel precipitate the !'ediment to the bottom and then 
vanish along with them), Vritti-wisdom having annihilated non-wisdom 
and its effects, itself perishes. If Vrittis (mental actions) cease, then 
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the wisdom (Juana) which reflected itself in the Vrittis attains its real 
state-Svaritpa-wisdom. Then there remains the non-dual reality of 
Atma alone. Thus is Ajuana destroyed through j liana. 

Such a kind of (real) wisdom arises through an enquiry into Atma ~ 
alone, but not through Karmas, religious austerities or the practice of " 
Yoga. Juana (spiritual wisdom) is of (or proceeds from) Atma. 
Therefore it is impossible to add to or take from it, or change it into \ 
another. Yoga, invocation, and worship of deities and others are of 
(or originate from) men. Therefore it is possible to add to or take 
from them or change them into another. Through these a man is able 
to keep in the same state (or at one spot) his Chitta (or fluctuating 
thought), and to acquire the eight-fold psychical powers, such as 
Anima (making oneself small), etc., but he is not able to acquire jliana 
through them. As Yoga, etc., are merely the actions of the lower mind 
(internal organ), they are of the form of Karmas and do not therefore 
pertain to Atma. Therefore jl1ana (wisdom) which flows from Atma 
does not arise through Karmas, but only through the spiritual intuitive 
enquiry (into Atma). The excellence of Shalagrama 1 stones, rubies, 
gold, etc., can be tested only by an examination of their qualities and 
by a touchstone, and not by ablutions, performance of daily rites or 
Pranayama (control of breath), etc. Likewise the Juana (wisdom) of 
Atma can be obtained only through the discrimination of Atma and 
Non-Atma, and not through Yoga and other Karmas. Therefore an 
aspirant after salvation, baving relinquished all other duties, should 

1 always devote himself to the piscrimination of Atma and Non-Atma 
\ through the three methods of Shravana (hearing the Vedas), etc. 
Wh~eve~ pursues this line 'of enquiry alone,' is 'released ~ven in this 
life from all bonds of mundane existence, and becomes emancipated in 
an embodied state, and (then) in a disembodied one. Thus do all the 
Vedantas proclaim with one unanimous voice. Having heard and 
clearly understood all these with a willing mind he should be Absolute 
Consciousness itself. He should never arrogate to himself the functions 
of agent (or doer). 

VARUNAKA VII. 

OM. In this seventh chapter will be treated the true discrimi
nation of Atma and Non-Atma, the spiritual wisdom of Atma which 
flows from it and the Kaivalya (isolation or emancipation) of Brahma 
which results from the latter. 

Now it has been stated that the spiritual wisdom of Atma results 
from the discrimination of Atma and Non-Atma. What is the Atma 
(mentioned herein)? 

1 These are spherical stones found in the ri"er Gandaki and imparting a very pure magnetic 
influence. They are used by the Hindils in their Puja or worship. These stones have a .mall hole 
through which may be seen two spiral convolution. overlapping one another withi" and meeting , 
at their centre. ' 
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A tma has not the characteristics of the three bodies. It is witness 
to the three Avasthas (states). It is other than the five Koshas (or 
sheaths). It has the characteristic of Sachchidananda. Non-Atma. on 
the contrary, is only the three bodies. Its characteristics are unreality, 
inertness and pain. It is differentiated by (the two divisions of) the ma
crocosmic (or collective) and the microcosmic (or segregate). Though 
these two divisions were exposed in the first chapter, they are again 
exposed here (for a better understanding of the text). A forest is col
lective while a tree in it is segregate. All together are collective while 
each separately is segregate. Similarly the three bodies are co\1ective 
and segregate (or macrocosmic and microcosmic). There are six kinds 
of bodies (in all); the macrocosmic Gross, Subtle and Karana (Causal) 
Bodies, also the microcosmic Gross, Subtle and Karana Bodies. The 
state of Atma as ishvara through the vehicle of the macrocosm, and 
as Jiva through the vehicle of the microcosm, is not real, inasmuch as 
Atma is one only. It is only through th"e vehicle of Maya (matter) that 
Atma manifests itself as ishvara, and through the vehicle of A,idy§ 
that Atma manifests itself as Jiva (Ego). So long as one labours under 
the delusion that such manifestations are real, he is not liberated from 
the bondage (of worldly existence). The Shrutis. the mother of all 
men, inculcate as follows: "Himself (Atma), becoming Maya and 
Avidya, causes himself to be made Jivas (Egos) and ishvara." There 
is no Abhimana (the identification of self with all objects) for ishvara 
in his macrocosmic Causal Body, inasmuch as in Maha-Sushupti (the 
Great" Deluge") the notion of" I" perishes. This ishvara who presides 
over the macrocosmic Causal Body goes also by the names of A\'yakrita 
(the actionle!'s) and Antaryanu (the latent). He is worshipped by the 
best of devotees among men. Those who are unable to devote them
selves to contemplation upon ishvara in this state are enjoined by the 
Vedas to worship him in his macrocosmic Subtle Body. Then he is 
called Hiranyagarbha, Sutratma and Maha-Prana. Then has ish\'ara 
(now called Hiranyagarbha) any Abhimana in this macrocosmic 
Subtle Body? No. Though the notion of "I" which generates 
Abhimana is then present, 'Ishvara has 110 Abhimana in this Subtle 
Body, as it is then a Svapna (dreaming) state, and the Gross Body which 
is the seat of Abhimana is then not existent. On those that are unable 
to concentrate their mind on ishvara in this Subtle Bodv the Shrutis 
enjoin that they should worship him in his macrocosmi~ Gross Body. 
ishvara in this Gross Body goes by the several appellations of Vi rat, • 
Vi raj a and Vishvanara. Now if we enquire into the question as to 
whether he has Abhimana in this macrocosmic Gross Bod" there \\i\1 
be no reply, as he is the wle embodiment of the bodies of ~ll men and 
as there is no compeer of him in the field. 

Further, it is enjoined by the Shrutis that those who are unable to 
devote themselves to contemplation upon ishvara in the macroco!'mic 
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bodies referred to before, should devote themselves to worshipping 
Ishvara in his incarnation in the physical forms of (Matsya) Fish, 
(Kurma) Tortoise,l etc., for the purpose of extirpating the vicious and 
preserving the virtuous-which incarnations took place through the 
three Gunas, Rajas, Sattva and Tamas, as Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra 
(the thrt!e aspects of ishvara), who are respectively the creators, pre
servers and destroyers (or regenerators) of the Universe. Now ishvara 
that assumes to itself the several bodies of Brahma, etc., has Abhimana 
in the respective bodies it takes. Should he have no Abhimana in 
those bodies, he would not be able to perform the functions of creation 
etc., in them. Hence Abhimana does exist in them (the three bodies, 
Causal, etc.) for Ishvara. 

Then how are we to distinguish between the Abhimana of Jivas 
(Egos) and ishvara if it is to be found in both of them? The difference 
is as follows. In the case of men the conception or''' I" and "mine" 
is always existent in their bodies, but in the case of Ishvara, he 
assumes Abhimana through his own will whenever it is necessary for 
the preservation of the world, like as an opera dancer the dress he puts 
on. Thus there is a great difference between the Abhimana of Ishvara 
and of Jivas (Egos). 

Then again those that are unable to concentrate thus are asked to 
worship him in his embodied form of idols made of copper and other 
metals. Therefore, all who worship idols, do so thinking them to be 
ishvara himself. That sole and supreme Lord (Ishvara), who is latent 
in all forms and in all idols, bestows fruits on all devotees (according to 
their deserts). But fome ignorant persons not knowing the power of 
ishvara to manifest himself under all forms, make all sorts of wrangling 
disputations,9 as if there were many ishvaras in different places. 
ishvara that is latent in all is only one. 

If ishvara is one and the same, how are we to account for the 
differences of form and worship of Ishvara as ordained by the Shastras 
(and obtaining in the world)? The distinctions are made simply for 
the purpose of training the minds of people by slow' degrees from 
external sight (on idols, etc.) to introvision (of Atma), whereby they 
may be led on at last to cognize the identity of Jivatma and Paramatma 
(the lower self and the higher self). Therefore it is that the Hindu 
religious books, admitting (at first) the differences of form exist
ing in the minds of men from a very remote period, enjoin upon 
them the different forms of worship, according to their capabilities, 
and not on the ground that they should conform for ever to such a 
cOU'Tse. 

1 This refers to the ten incarnations of rtlaha Yishnu, or the Logos, as a Fish, Tortoise, Boar, 
Man.lion. "amana 'Dwarfl. Parashur;;ma. Rama, Krishna. Buddha and Kalki. of which the first 
nine have already taken place. 

2 The arguments in this chapter on idol worship by the author will dispel all the wrong notions 
entertained by persOIlS of the Hindus being idolaters. 
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Thus has been described the ways by which ish,"ara,l the Param
atma, attained the three states through the vehicles of the three bodies. 

N ow we shall describe how the one Paramatma attains the state 
ofJiva (the Ego) through the three microcosmic bodies. Paramatma 
associated with the microcosmic Karana (Causal) Body goes by the 
names of Praj~a, Paramarthika (the real), Avidya and Avachchhinna 
(lit., the cut off). When he (Paramatma) is associated with the micro
cosmic Subtle Body he goes by the names of Taijasa, Svapna-Kalpita 
(dream-maker), and Pratibhasika (the reflected, or the unreal). When 
he is associated with the microcosmic Gross Body, he goes by the 
names of Visva, Vyavakaraka (the worldly) and Chidabhasa (reflected 
consciol1sness ). 

Then of what avail are these three bodies to Jiva (the Ego)? They 
avail it much. That which is reflected in Antahkarana (the internal 
organs or the lower mind) is Jiva only. Therefore it is quite necessary 
that Jiva should at first possess a Subtle Body. Then (physical) actions 
have to be performed to gratify the desires emanating from the Subtle 
Body. Hence the necessity for a Gross Body wherewith to act. And 
as these two bodies which produce effects should have their cause, the 
Karana (or Causal Body) is inevitable. Thus it is necessary that Jh'a 
should possess these three bodies. 

Then comes the question. Does the Jiva possess any Abhimana 
in these three microcosmic bodies? On enquiry we find it does. (As 
has been proved before), if Jiva has 110 Abhimana for body in the per
formance of actions, no agency can arise to it; if no actions and agency 
are generated, then there can be no formation of body; and without 
hody the state of Jiva is impossible. Hence Jiva has Abhimana. Thus 
we find that the one Paramatma manifests itself as Jivas (Egos or men) 
and ishvara through the vehicles of the microcosm and macrocosm 
respectively. 

For instance, the same person going by the name of Devadatta is 
called father and grandfather through the vehicle of (his begetting) 
children and grandchildren; so also Atma through the vehicles of 
Maya and Avidya attains the state of ishvara and Jiva. This example 
only illustrates the fact that one may pass through many forms. 

Now we shall give an illustration exemplifying the universal 
wisdom (of ishvara) and the limited wisdom (of Jiva). The large 
expanse of water in a lake posses~es the power of preserving the 
inhabitants of a whole village, whereas the same water, though less in 
quantity, in a vessel, possesses the lesser power of preserving a family. 
Again the light of a large torch is able to illuminate a vast area, 
whereas the light from the small wick of a"lamp is able to illuminate 
only a house. In the same way the universal wisdom of ishvara arose 

I It is not ishvara in the fourth or Turiya state ("poken of by T. Subba Rowl. (or the author dots 
not take that state into consideration in this book. 
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through the vehicle of Maya, the grand cause, and the limited wisdom 
of Jiva through the vehicle of Avidya, the lesser effect. But it 111ust 
not be supposed that there are really two Atmas, one of universal 
wisdom and another of limited wisdom. Therefore it is that Vedantic 
books affirm the partless nature (or identity) of the terms "Tat" (That 
or ishvara) and "Tvam" (Thou or Jiva) through the three kinds of 
relationship. The three kinds of relationship (as. stated in Sanskrit 
logic) are the relationship of identity (or equality) of two (words or 
objects) in a sentence, the relationship of the existence of the qualifier 
and the qualified of two substances, and the relationship of Lakshya 
(that aimed at) and Laksha'~a (the characteristics) of Brahma to two 
words or two substances. Thus there are three- kinds of relation
ship. 

Take for example "Soyam Devadattah." Analyzing the sentence 
we get as its meaning "That (is) this Devadatta." Here the identical 
object conveyed by the two terms "that" and "this" is the body of 
Devadatta (a certain personaA"e). Therefore there is in this sentence 
the state of relationship (of identity pointing) to the same object 
between the two words. Likewise (in the sacred sentence, "Tattvam
asi," or "That art thou"), as the one consciousness is common to the 
terms "That" (Tat) and "thou" (Tvam), therefore there is here the 
state of relationship (of identity) between the two words. Coming to 
the second kind of relationship we find from the same sentence-"That 
(is) this Devadatta"-that'there is a contrast brought out between the 
meaning of the word "that," which stands for the Devadatta that was 
seen at one time and place and the meaning of the word "this," which 
stands for the Devadatta seen at another time and pllice. Therefore 
there is here the relationship of the existence of the qualifier and the 
qualified. Likewise (in "Tattvamasi "), when the difference in mean
ing between "That," which signifies the consciousness having uni
versal wisdom and direct cognition, and "thou," .which signifies the 
consciousness having limited wisdom and indirect cognition, is shown 
in relief, there is, then, here the relationship of .the existence of the 
reciprocity of the qualifier and the qualified. 'Coming to the third 
kind of relationship, we find we have to take into. consideration the 
whole mass of Devadatta alone which represents-the two words "that" 
and "this" in the sentence' or the meaning of those words, and to 
reject all dissimilars (or contraries) in the same sentence. This process 
of aiming at Devadatta alone, which is the one 09j~ct aimed at, is the 
third kind. So also (in "Tattvamasi") the third kind of relationship 
exists. As in taking into consideration the one partless Sachchid
ananda (of Brahma) which represents the two words "That" and 
"thou," or the signification of these two words, the one consciousness 
alone is considered without the dissimilars (or contraries) ("That" and 
"thou ") in the (above) sacred sentence. This third kind of relation-
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ship goes also by the names of Bhaga-tyaga-LakshaniP or Jaha-ajaha
Lakshana. 

(Now we shall dwell upon this more fully.) In Sanskrit logic, in 
order to truly understand the meaning of a sentence, there are three 
ways (Vrittis)-the Primary, the Guna (quality) and Lakshana (charac
teristics). In illustration of the first we may cite the sentence-"The 
King goes." Here when elephants, soldiers, flags, etc., are passing 
along, one man asks another-"What is all this?" The other replies
"The King goes." As the King is the chief of all these and represents 
them all, therefore the King is the primary or important Vritti (in this 
sentence.) As regards the second we may cite as example "Nilotpala" 
(blue lotus) and" Agni-manavaka" (shining lad). Here Nilotpala is 
compounded of the two words "Nila" and "utpala" which mean blue 
flower. Instead of this general signification this term should be taken 
to mean only a particular kind of flower which is blue, viz., the blue 
lotus, taking into consideration the Guna. So also in Agni-manavaka. 
it merely means-the lad (who is) fire itself. Instead of that we should 
take the Guna (or quality) of fire and mean by that word a lad who is 
shining like fire. The third kind is again subdivided into three, Jaha 
(giving up), Ajaha (not gh-ing up) and Jaha-ajaha (a mixture of both)_ 
In illustration of these three may be cited the following three sentences 
respectively-"There is a hamlet on the Ganges"; "The red runs"; and 
"That is this Devadatta." In the first case the hamlet cannot be on 
the current Ganges itself, but only on the bank near which the current 
flows. Hence there is the first Lakshana (characteristic) in- the sen
tence which gives up the current when referring to the real position of 
the hamlet. In the second case-when a question is asked by one as 
to whether a red cow or a black horse runs, another replies by saying. 
"The red runs." Here "the red" meaning only the red cow. the 
Lakshana is not gh-en up. In the third case there is both the gi,;ng 
up and the not giving up. \Ve first do not give up the difference in 
thought between "that" person whom we saw at one time and place. 
and "this" person whom we see now at another time and place. and 
then as it is impossible to identify those two as the one DevadaUa 
alone without giving up the conception of that difference, we am ,-e 
through such gh;ng up at the identical one only. Applying these 
tests (to the sentence before us), as there will ensue a contradiction by 
taking only the primary meaning (viz., the first means) we shall ha'-e 
to take up the last means only (viz., Lakshana). 

Now what are the expressed meaning (Vachyartha), and the indi
cated meaning (Lakshyartha) of the words "That" and "thou" in the 
above sacred sentence? Maya, that which is reflected in it (or ishvara), 
and Brahma the seat of Maya. are all the expressed meaning of U;e 

-------
1 A kind of Lak.hana or secondary use of a word by which it partly loses aud partl~· retains its 

primary meaning (vide Apte's Dictionary\. 
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word "That," while Brahma alone is its indicated meaning. AvidyA, 
that which is reflected in it (or Jiva), and the witness intelligence 
(Atma) that is the seat of AvidyA, is the expressed meaning of the 
word "thou," while the witness intelligence (SAkshi) AtmA alone is its 
indicated meaning. Therefore in the true understanding of the mean
ing of the words "That" and "thou," the sacred sentence ("Tatvam
asi") inculcates the identity of Brahma and Kutastha 1 (AtmA in man 
and others), through the indicated meaning of the oneness of the con
sciousness of them both, leaving aside all conception of dissimilarity 
betwe,en them which arises through their expressed meaning. Just as 
a person when he is freed from the vehicle of (or his connection with) 
son and grandson ceases to be called father or grandfather and remains 
the pure Devadatta (the personage he was born); just as water when it 
is freed from its vehicle (or environment) of a large lake or pot, remains 
the pure water having the qualities of cold, taste and volatility; just as 
fire when it is freed from the vehicle of a large torch or small wick, 
remains that pure fire, being red, hot and bright, so .also when one is 
freed from the vehicle MAyA or AvidyA, he becomes that pure AtmA 
which is SachchidAnanda. That exalted person in whom dawns the 
self-cognition that the "All-full Pratyagatma (Higher Self) is of my 
(viz., his) nature; I alone am, Brahma; Brahma alone is myself"-he is 
an emancipated per!'on. He alone has performed what ought to be 
done. He only is a BrAhman. Thus do all the Vedas. proclaim as with 
a trumpet. 

(To be conti1lued.) 

~btrtu()db. , 
TRANSLATOR',S L1\lTRODUCTOR\'. 

HERETOFORE I. have withheld from p~bHc:~tion such single ex
amples of ZUi'l1 folk-lore as tJle followmg, ~n order that a com

pleter serie!', only a part of whi~h is now accessIble to me, might be 
brought forth in the form of: atl unbroken cb1i~~tion, \~ith ample 
introductory as well as supplementary chapters, 'llbsplutely essential, 
it has seemed to me, for the proper understanding ,O)' .. ourselves of the 
many distinctively Zuni meanings and conceptions:; it1volved in the 
various allusions with which anyone of them teems: . 

Without such introduction or explanations the"sh~rtest tale must 
prove both misleading and obscure, however freely or fully translated. 

I KGtastha llit., that which remain. fixed) is defined in Sa,., asar(}pa"i, ".ad thU8-" Kulastha i. 
he who;s found animating \\;Ihout exception the mind of all creatures from Ilrahma to ants. who is 
the Atma which is the seat of the Sakshi (witness) of all (creatures). mind and who is (selfi shining." 
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Without them, also, much scientific data for a philosophical analysis 
of these myths, singly or as a whole, is unattainable. 

Yet, to avoid encumbering the present example with any but the 
briefest of notes, I must ask leave to refer the reader to more general 
yet detailed chapters I have already written in the main, and with 
which, there is reason to hope, r will ere 10llg be able to present all the 

'\ tales in question. Meanwhile I would refJr likewise to the essay I 
I have recently prepared, for a forthcoming report of the Bureau of 

\ 
Ethnology, on the ZUlii Myths of Creation and Migration in their 
Relation to Primitin Dance and other Dramaturgic Ceremonials. 

Ever one of my chief story-tellers was \Vai-hu-si-wa, of the 
priestly kill of ZUl1i. He had already told me somewhat more than 
fifty of the folk-tales, long and short, of his people, when, one night, I 
asked him for "only one more ~tory of the grandfathers." 'Wishing to 
e"ade me, he replied with more show than sincerity: 

"There is a North, :;nd of it I have told you tl-la-'p-lla-u.'c.1 There 
i,; a \Vest; of it also I have told you tf-la-'p-lla-wc. There are the 
South and East; of them likewise have I told you tl-la-'p-lla-uc. 
Enn of the Above have I not but lately told you of the youth who 
made 100'e to his eagle and dwelt a space in the Sky-world? And of the 
great World-embracing 'Waters, you have been told of the hunter who 
married the Serpent maiden and voyaged to the Mountain of Sunset. 
Now, therefore, my word-pouch is as empty as the food-pack of a lost 
hU,nter, and--" 

.. Fed in the bottom of it, then," interposed my "elder brother," 
Pa-lo-wah-ti-wa, who was sitting near, "and tell him of the Under
world! " 

.. Hi-ta! (Listen) brother younger," said \Vai-hu-si-wa. non
plussed, but ever ready j "did you enr hear tell of the people who 
could not digest, having, forsooth, no proper insides wherewithal to do 
so? Did you ever hear of them, brother younger?" 

"Nay, never; not even from my own grandfathers," said I. .. S01lS 

c-so to your story j short be it, or long?" I 
"Som (-so tsc-tul /"-" Cool your • som (-so /' and wait till I begin." 

ZUNI INTRODUCTOR ..... 

It seems-so the words of the grandfathers say-that in the 
Underworld were many strange things and beings, even villages of 
men, long ago. But the people of those villages were u1Zborn-madc
more like the ghosts of the dead than ourselves, yet more like ourselves 

1 Tj.la.·p.na.,,'e,-From ti.na.la·a. time or times of. and pe ... a· .. ~. words or speeches (tal~): 
II tales of time:' 

~ .. SOHS ;'$0 to your .tory."-The invariable formula for beginning a folk·tale is by the racon· 
teur ... SOn ah'/chi !" (U Let us take up "j-te·/a·'p·Ha·"I. or U a folk·tale," bring understood. To 
thi. the auditors or listeners respond, .. £·SO!" (" Yea, verily! "). Again by the raconteur: ,. Soru 
i."d.(}.td.",J! Tn"." etc .• U Let us (te11 of) the times of creation! When." dc. Again. by !be 
listeners," Sons I·so! n·jj·11i '" ("Yea, let us. ,..,rily! Be it so"), 
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than are the ghosts of the dead, for as the dead are more finished of 
being than we are, they were less so, as smoke, being hazy, is less fine 
than mist, which is filmy; or as green corn, though raw is soft, like 
cooked corn which is done (like the dead), both softer than ripe corn 
which, though raw, is hardened by age (as we are of meat). 

And al!'o, these people were, you see, dead in a way, in that they 
had not yet begun to live; that is, as we live, in the daylight fashion. 

And so, it would seem, partly like ourselns, they had bodies, and 
rartly like the dead they had no bodies, for being unfinished they were 
unfixed. And whereas the dead are like the wil~d, and take form from 
within of their own wills C)'an:'l' fSl'-mQll), these people were really like 
the smoke,! taking form from without of the outward touching of 
things, even as growing and unripe grains and fruits do. 

~. ell. in consequence, it was passing strange what a st.'.te they 
were in! Bethink ye! Their persons were much the reverse of our 
own, for whErein we are hard, they were soft-pliable. Wherein we 
are most completed, they were most unfinished; for not having even 
the organs of digestion, whereby we fare lustily, food in its solidity 
was to them destructive, whereas to us it is sustaining. 'When, there
fore, they would eat, they dreaded most the food it,elf, taking thought 
not to touch it, and merely absorbing the mist thereof. As fishes fare 
chiefly on water and birds on air, so the~e people ate by gulping down 
the steam and ~ayottr of their cooked things whilst cooking or still 
hot; then they thrtw the real food away, for~ooth! 

HOW THE TWIXS OF \VAR AND CHANCE, A-HAI-Yl:-TA AND MA-TSAI

LE-;\IA, FARED WITH THE 17NBORN-:lIADE !liEN OF THE 

UNDERWORLD. 

Now, the Twain Little-ones, A-hai-yu-ta and ~J:a-tsai-le-l11a,z were 
ever seeking scenes of contention; for what was deathly and dreadful 

! .. Thne 1<0P" "'0" t(a/~l' lilu the ~mokt."-The ZUI;i classification of states of growth or being 
is as elaborate as that of relative .pace in their mythology: both extremely detailed and systematic, 
yet ... hen nnderstood purely primitive and simple. The universe is supposed to have been generated 
from haze !~-"'ai-al produced by Light !of the All-container, Sun Father!, out of Darkness. The 
obsen-ed Rnal~y of this in nature is the appearance of haze {both heat and .teanl) preceding growth 
in Spring-time; the appt'arance of the world, of growing and living things, through mist seemingly 
rising out of the darkne.s ench mOMling. In harmony \\;th this conception of the universe i. the 
correlative ont', that every being (ns to soul at least) pas...,. through nlRny succe •• ive stRtes of be
coming, always beginning as a shl-u-IIa ",,-i (haze being) and passing through the Raw or .oft 
(k'ya-pi-"al, the Formative (k'.vai-)'"-,,a), Variable (t"li",-n'-IIa), Fixed or Done (ak-na), and Finished 
or Dead iii-shl-Il'yOI state"; whil.t the condition of the Surpassing being. (Gods! may be any ofthe_" 
it \\;11 ,I-thl''';-"a. or thl,m~"a"-"a, etc. I. There are many analogle. of this obsen'ed by the Zuni, 
likening as he does the generution of being to that of fire \\;th the fire-drill and stick. The most 
ob,'ious ofthe-8e i!l; the appearance. in volumes. of" smoke· steam II or haze just previously to ignition, 
and its immediate disappt'arance with ignition. Fnrth"r. the succession of being. in the beconling 
of a complete being may be regarded as an orderly pt'rsonification of growth phenomena 8S observed 
in plants and seeds. for example. in corn, which is characterized by no fewer than thirteen mystic 
names, according to its .tages of growth. This whole subject i. much more fully and conclusively 
set forth in the writing. to which I ha,-e already referred the render. 

S "A-hai-yu-ta and :\f;\-tsai-If-tna."-For the mythic origin of these two chief Gods under the 
Sun, as his Right-hand an:! Left-hand being, their relation to chance, war. games, etc., I again refer 
the reader to further writing •. 
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to others was lively and delightful to them; so that cries of distress 
were ever their calls of invitation, as to a feast or dance is the call of 
a priest to us. 

On a day when the world was quiet, they were sitting by the side 
of a deep pool. They heard curious sounds coming up through the 
waters, as though the bubbles were made by moans of the waters 
affrighted. 

" Uh I" said the elder. "What is that?" 
The youngH brother turned his ear to the ground and listened. 
"There is trouble down there, dire trouble, for the people of the 

Underworld are ~hrieking war-cries like daft warriors and wailing like 
murder-mourners. 'What can be the matter? Let us de!'cend and see!" 

"Just so!" !'aid A-hai-yu-ta. 
Then they covered their heads with their cord-shields1-tumed 

upside down-and shut their eyes and ~tepped into the deep pool. 
"Now we are in the dark," said they, "like the dark down there. 

Well then, by means of the dark let us go down" -for they had 
wondrous power, had those twain; the magic of in-knowing-how
thought had they! 

Down like light through dark places they went; dry through the 
waters; straight toward that village in the Underworld. 

"Whew! The poor wretches are already dead," said they, "and 
rotting"-for their noses were sooner accustomed to the dark than their 
eyes which they now opened. 

"We might as well have spared ourselves the coming, and stayed 
above," said A-hai-yu-ta. 

"Nay, not so," said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma. "Let us go on and see how 
they lived, even if they are dead." 

"Very well," said the elder; and as they fared toward the village 
they could see quite plainly now; for they had made it dark-to them
selves-by shutting their eyes in the daylight above, so now they made 
it light-to themselves-by opening their eyes in the darkness below. 
and simply looking. It was their way, you know! 

.. ·Well. well!" said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma as they came nearer and the 
stench doubled. "Look at the village; it is full of people; the more 
they smell of carrion the more they seem alive!" 

"Yes, by the chut of an arrow!" exclaimed A-bai-yu-ta. "But 
look here!' It is food we smell; cooked food, all thrown away, as we 
throwaway bones and corn-cobs because they are too hard to eat and 
profitless withal! What, now. can be the meaning of this f" 

1 "Cord'5hi~lds."-l'I-a-la-<u Icord or cotton Fhields), o"idently an ancient style of shield still 
snrvh'ing in the fonn. of sacrificial net-shield. of the l'ric.th.od of the Bow. But th~ shields of 
these two Gods were supposed to ha"e het:n SPUI! from the dOIl<!. which. supporting the Sky-~an. 
that, in tum, support~d ,he Sky-world as this world is belie"ed to be supported by under waters and 
clouds, were hence possessed of the: power of floating-upward whul turned up, downward whea 
re,..,rsed. 
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"What, indeed! Who can know save by knowing," replied the 
younger brother. "Come, let us lie low and watch." 

So they went very quietly close to the village, crouched down and 
peered in. Some people inside were about to eat. They took fine 
food steaming hot from the cooking pots and placed it low down in 
wide trenchers; then they gathered around and sipped in the steam 
and savour with every appearance of satisfaction; but they were as 
chary of touchin'g the food or of letting the food touch them as though 
it were the vilest of refuse . 

.. Did you see that?" queried the younger brother. .. By the delight 
of Death,' but--" • .. Hist!" said the elder. "If they are people of that sort, feeding 
upon the savour of food, then they will hear the suggestiolls of sounds ~ 
better than the sounds themselves, and the very Demon Fathers would } 
not know how to fare with such people, or to fight them, either!" 

Hah! But already the people had heard! They set up a clamour 
of war, swarming out to seek the enemy; as well they might, for who 
would think favo'uably of a sneaking stranger under the shade of a 
house wall watching the food of another! Why, dogs growl even at 
their own offspring for the like of that! 

"Where? Who? What is it?" cried the people, rushing hither 
and thither like ants in a shower. "Hah! There they are! There! 
Quick!" said they, pointing to the Twain who were cutting away to 
the nearest hillock. And immediately they fell to singing their war
cry. 

Ha-a! Sus:ki! 
O-ma-ta 
H4-wi-mo-a! 
a-ma-ta. 
O-ma-ta H4-wi-mo!:J 

sang they as they ran headlong toward the two, and then they began 
shouting: 

.. Tread them both into the ground! Smite them both! Fan them 
out! Ho-o / ha-a / ha-'wi-mo-o o-ma-ta /" 

But the Twain laughed, and quickly drew their arrows and loosed 
them amongst the crowd. Pit! tsok! sang the arrows through and 
through the people, but never a one fell! 

"Why, how now is this?" cried the elder brother. 
"We'll club them, then!" said Ma-tsai-Ie-ma, and he whiffed out 

his war-club and sprang to meet the foremost, whom he pommelled 

... HI-I .. -"a-pa i"-From III-I .. , or i-I .. , "hurrah," or "how delightful! "-and "a-pa, a Corpse 
demon: Death. 

S .. Ha-a / S"S~"i.' O-",a-Ia," etc.-This, like so many of the folk-tale songs, can only be trans
lated etymologically or by lengthy paraphrasing. Such songs are always jargonistic, either archaic, 
imitative, or adapted from other languages of tribes who possibly supplied incident. to the myths 
themselves; but they are, like the latter, strictly harmonized with the Dative forms of expression 
and phases of belief. 
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well and sorely over the head and shoulders. Yet the man was only 
confused (he was too soft and unstable to be hurt); but another, rush
ing in at one side, was hit by one of the shield-feathers and fell to thea 
ground like smoke driven down under a hawk's wing! 

"Hold, brother, I have it! Hold!" cried A-hai-yu-ta. Then he 
snatched up a bunch of dry plume-grass, and leaped forward! Swish! 
Two ways he swept the faces and breasts of the pursuers. Lo! right 
and left they fell like bees in a rainstorm, and quickly sued for mercy, 
screeching and running at the mere sight of the grass straws. 

"You fools!" cried the brothers. "Why, then, did ye set upon 
us? We came for to help you and were merely looking ahead as 
becomes strangers in strange places, when lo! you come running out 
like a mess of mad flies with your • Ha-a sus-ki ollla-fa'! Call tiS 

coyote-sneaks, do you? But there! Rest fearless! \Ve hunger; gh'e 
us to eat." 

So they led the Twain into the court within the town. and quickly 
brought steaming hot food for them. 

They sat down and began to blow the food to cool it; whereupon 
the people cried out in dismay: "Hold! Hold, ye heedless strangers; 
do not waste precious food like that! For shame!" 

"Waste food? Ha! This is the way 111( eat!" said they; and 
clutching up huge morsels they crammed their mouths full and bolted 
them almost whole. The people were so horrified and sickened at 
sight of this, that some of them sweated furiously-which was their 
way of spewing-whilst others, stouter of thought, cried, "Hold! 
Hold! Ye will die; ye will surely sicken and die if the stuff do but 
touch ye!" 

"Ho! ho!" cried the two, eating more lustily than ever. "Eat 
thus and harden yourselves. you poor, soft things you!" 

Just then there was a great commotion. Everyone rushed to the 
shelter of the walls and houses, shouting to them to leave off and follow 
quickly. 

"What is it?" asked they, looking up and all around. 
"Woe, woe! the gods are angry with us this day and blowing 

arrows at us. They will kill you both! Hurry!" A big puff of \\;nd 
was blowing over, scattering slivers and straws before it; that was all! 

"Brother," said the elder, "this will not do. These people must 
be taught to eat and be hardened. But let us take a little sleep first, 
then we will look to this." 

They propped themselves up against a wall, set their shields in 
front of them, and fell asleep. Not long after they awakened suddenly. 
Those strange people were trying to drag them out to bury them, but 
were afraid to touch them now, for they thought them dead stufl'
more dead than alive. 

The younger brother punched the elder with his elbow, and both 
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pretended to gasp, then kept very still. The people succeeded at last 
in rolling them out of the court, like spoiling bodies, and were about to 
mingle them with the refuse when they suddenly let go and set up a 
great wail, shouting, "\Var! Murder!" 

"How now?" cried the two, jumping up. \Vhereupon the people 
stared and chattered in greater fright than ever at seeing the dead 
seemingly come to life! 

"\Vhat's the matter, you fool people?" 
"Akaa! kaa!" cried a flock of jays. 
"Hear that!" said the villagers. "Hear that, and ask, 'What's 

the matter?' The ja)'s are coming; whoever they light on dies!-run 
you two Aii! Murder!" And they left off their standing as though 
chased by demons. On one or two of the hindmost some jays alighted. 
They fell dead as though struck by lightning! 

"Why, see that!" said the elder brother-" these people die if 
only birds light on them!" 

.. Hold on there I" said the younger brother. .. Look here! you 
fear-some things." So they pulled hairs from some scalp-locks they 
had, and made snares of them, and whenever the jays flew at them, 
caught them with the nooses until they had caught eyeryone. Then 
they pinched them dead and took them into the town and roastec. 
them. 

"This is the way," said they, as they ate the jays by morsels. 
And the people crowded around and shouted, .. Look! look! why they 
eat the very enemy-say nothing of refuse!" And although they 
dreaded the couple they became very conciliatory and gaye them a fit 
place to bide in. 

The yery next day there was another alarm. The two ran out to 
learn what was the matter. For a long time they could see nothing, 
but at last they met !'ome people fleeing into the town. Chasing after 
them was a cooking pot with earrings of onions. l It was boiling 
furiously and belching forth hot wind and steam and spluttering 111ush 
in every direction. If ever so little of the 111ush hit the people they 
fell over and died. 

"He!" cried the Twain. 

Te.k'ya.thla·k'ya 
{.ta.wa.k'ya 
Ash·she.shu·kwa! 

.. As if food-stuff were made to make people afraid!" "'hereupon 
they twitched the earrings off the pot and ate them with all the mush 
that was in the pot, which they forthwith kicked to pieces vigorously. 

1 "lhrrings of onions."-The onion here ref .. rred to is the dried, south·western leek·clo .... e which 
is 50 strong and indigestible that, when eaten raw and in quantity it gi .... es rise to great distress, or 
actnally pro\'eo fatal to any but mature and \'igorous persons. This, of course, explains why it was 
chosen for its value as " B)'mho! of the \-\gour (or "daylight perfection" and in\'incibility) of the 
h,in Gods. 
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Then the people crowded still 'Closer around them, wondering to 
one another that they could vanquish all enemies by eating them with 
such impunity, and they begged the Twain to teach them how to do it. 
So they gathered a great council of the villager:o, and when they found 
that these poor people were only half finished, they cut vents 
in them (such as were not afraid to let them), and made 
them eat solid food, by means of which they were hardened and became 
men of meat then and there, instead of having to get killed after the 
manner of the fearful, and others of their kind beforetime, in order to 
ascend to the daylight and take their places in men born of men! 

And for this reason, behold! a new-born child may ('at only of 
wind-stuff until his cord of viewless sustenance has been severed, and 
then only by sucking milk, or soft food first and with much distress. 

Behold! And we may now see why like new-born children are 
the very aged; childish withal-a-)'a-",i'il-not only toothless, too, but 
also sure to die of diarrhcea if they eat ever !'o little !'ave the soft parts 
and broths of cooked food. For are not the babes new-come from the 
S/d-u-lla (hazy, steam-growing) world; and are not the aged about to 
enter the Shi-po-Io-a (mist-enshrouded) world, where cookfd food un
consumed is ne\'er needed by the fully dead? 

There are others of these mythic "reasons" which throw still more 
light on primith'e observations and conceptions thereof, but which are 
better discussed more freely and at length in the general chapters to 
which I have before referred. 

FRAXK HAlIILTOX CrSHIXG. 

The Druids have been accustomed to ahsent themselves from war. nor do they 
pay taxes as others do. They have immunity from military service anti from all 
burdens. Allured by such great advantages, many submit themselves of their own 
free will to this training. or are sent by their parents and guardians. There they 
are said to learn a great number. of verses, and therefore many remain twenty years 
in training. lloreover they do not think it right to entrust these things (the 
teachings) to writing, for in almost all matters, public or private, they make use of 
Greek characters. They seem to me to have done this for two reasons: because 
they do not wish their teaching to spread abroad among the vulgar, nor do they 
\\;sh those who are studying to depend on manuscripts, and give too little attention 
to memory. Because, it often happens that many persons relying upon written 
information relax their diligence in learning and their memory. . • . Especially 
they (the Druids) teach that souls do not die. but transmigrate from one body to 
another after death; and they think that this induces greatly to bravery, since 
thereby the fear of death is removed. :Moreover. they argue upon, and teach to 
the young men (disciples), many things concerning the stars and their motions, 
concerning the size of the world and of countries, concerning the nature of things 
and concerning the strength and power of the immortal Gods.-C~SAR. Gallic 
War, book vi. c. 14. 

1 Dangttonsly snsceptible: tender: delicate. 
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(A Lecture ddh.'ered at Soutk Place bzstitllle.j 

IN dealing with a great theme within narrow limits one has always to 
make a choice of e\'ils: one must either substantiate each point, 

buttress it up with argument!', and thus fail to gh'e any roughly com
plete idea of the whole; or one must make an outline of the whole, 
leaving out the proof<; which bring conviction of the truth of the 
teaching. As the main object of this paper is to place before' the 
average man or woman an idea of Theosophy as a whole. I elect to 
take the inconvenience of t~le latter alternative, and use the expository 
instead of the controversial method. Those who are sufficiently 
interested in the subject to de!;ire further knowledge can easily pass 
on into the investigation of evidences, e\'idences that are within the 
reach of all who have patience, power of thought, and courage. 

We, who are Theosophists, allege that there exists a great body of. 
doctrine, philo!'ophical, scientific, and ethical, which forms the basis 
of, and includes all that is accurate in, the philosophies, sciences, and 
religions of the ancient and modern worlds. This body of doctrine is 
a philosophy and a !'cience more than a religion in the ordinary sense 
of the word, for it does not impose dogmas as necessary to be believed 
under any kind of supernatural pcnalties, as do the "arious churches of 
the world. It is indeed a religion, if religion be the binding of life by 
a sublime ideal; but it puts forward its teachings as capable of demon
stration, not on authority which it is blasphemy to challenge or deny. 

That some great body of doctrinc did exist in antiquity, and was 
transmitted from generation to generation, is patent to any investigator. 
It was this which was taught in the Mysteries, of ~\'hich Dr. Warburton 
wrote: "The wisest and best men in the Pagan world are unanimous 
in this, that the Mysteries were instituted pure, and proposed the 
noblest ends by the worthiest means." To speak of the Initiates is to 
speak of the greatest men of old; in their ranks we find Plato and 
Pythagoras, Euclid and Democritus, Thales and SOlOl1 , Apollonius and 
lamblichus. In the Mysteries unveiled they learned their wisdom, 
and gave out to the world such fragments of it as their oath allowed. 
But those fragments have fed the world for centuries, and even yet the 
learned of the modern \Vest sit at the feet of these elder sons of wis
dom. Among the teachers of the early Christian Church !'ome of 
these men were found; they held Christianity in its esoteric meaning, 
and used exoteric dogmas merely as veils to cover the hidden truth. 
"Unto you it is given," said Jesus, "to know the mystery of the king-

, 5 
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dom of God, but unto them that are without, all these things are done 
in parables" (llfark, iv. II). Clemens Alexandrinus and Origen both 
recognized the esoteric nature of the underlying truths of Chris
tianity, as before them did Paul. In \Vest as in East exoteric religions 
were but the popular representations of the Secret Wisdom. But with 
the triumph of ecclesiasticism, the Secret Wisdom drew back further 
and further into the shade, until its very exi~tf.nce slowly faded from 
the minds of men. Now and then one of its disciples appeared in 
Christendom, and gave to the world some "di!'cowry" which started 
thought on some new and fruitful line; thus Paracelsus, with his "dis
covery" of hydrogen, his magnetic treatment for the cure of disease, 
and his many hints at secrets of nature not e,'en yet worked out. 
Trace through the Middle Ages, too often by the lurid light of flames 
blazing round a human body, the path along which the pioneers of 
Science toiled, and it will be found that the "magicians" and "wizards" 
were the finger-posts that marked the way. Pa!'sing strange it is to 
note how the minds of men have changed in their aspect to the guar
dians of the Hidden Wisdom. Of old, in their pa~sionate gratitude. 
men regarded thtm as well nigh divine. thinking no honours too great 
to pay to those who had won the right of entrance into the temple of 
the Unveiled Truth. In the Middle Ages. when men. having turned 
from the light, saw devils everywhere in the darknes~, the Adepts of 
the Right-Hand Path were dreaded as those of the Left, and wherever 
new knowledge appeared and ob!'cure regions of nature were made 
visible, cries of terror and wrath rent the air. and men paid their bene
factors with torture and with death. In our own time, secure in the 
completeness of our knowledge. certain that our philo!'ophy embraces 
all things possible in heaven and earth. we neither honour the teachers 
as Gods nor denounce them as devils: with a shrug of contempt 
and a sniff of derision we tum from them, as they come to us with 
outstretched hands full of priceless gifts. and we mutter. "Frauds. 
charlatans!" entrenched as we are in our modem conceit that only the 
nineteenth century is wise. 

Theosophy claims to be this Secret Wisdom, this great body of 
doctrine, and it alleges that this precious deposit, enriched with the 
results of the investigations of generations of Seers and Sages, veri
fied by countless experiments, is to-day. as of old, in the hands of a 
mighty Brotherhood, variously spoken of as Adepts, Arhats. Masters. 
Mahatmas, Brothers, who are living men, evolved further than a,-erage 
humanity, who work ever for the service of their race with a perfect 
and selfless devotion, holding their high powers in trust for the 
common good, content to be ~ithout recognition, having passed 
beyond all desires of the personal self. 

The claim is a lofty one, but it can be substantiated by e\·idence. 
I leave it as a mere statement of the position taken up. Coming to the 
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Western world to-day, Theosophy speaks far more openly than it has 
ever done before, owing to the simple fact that, with the evolution of 
the race, man has become more and mor~ fitted to be the recipient of 
such knowledge, so that what would once be taught to only a small 
minority may now find a wider field. Some of the doctrine is now 
thrown broadcast, so that all who call receive it ma)',· but the keys 
which unlock the Mysteries are still committed but to few hands, 
hands too well tried to tremble under their weight, or to let them slip 
from either weakness or treachery. As of old so now, the Secret 
Wisdom is guarded, not by the arbitrary consent or refusal of the 
Teachers to impart instruction, but by the capacity of the student to 
understand and to assimilate. 

Theosophy postulates the existence of an eternal Principle, known 
only through its effects. No words can describe It, for words imply 
discrimination, and This is ALL. We murmur, Absolute, Infinite, 
Unconditioned-but the words mean naught. SAT, the Wise speak of: 
BE-NESS, not even Being nor Existence. Only as the Manifested 
becomes, can language be used with meaning; but the appearance of 
the Manifested implies the Unmanifested, for the Manifested is transi
tory and mutable, and there must be Something that eternally endures. 
This Eternal mllst be postulated, else whence the existences around 
us? It must contain within Itself That which is the essence of the 
germ of all possibilities, all potencies: Space is the only conception 
that can even faintly mirror It without preposterous distortion, but 
silence least offends in these high regions where the wings of thought 
beat faintly, and lips can only falter, not pronounce. 

The universe is, in Theosophy, the manifestation of an aspect of 
SAT. Rhythmically succeed each other periods of activity and periods 
of repose, periods of manifestation and periods of absorption, the 
expiration and inspiration of the Great Breath, in the figurative and 
most expressive phraseology of the East. The outbreathing is the 
manifested worlds: the inbreathing t.erminates the period of activity. 
The Root-Substance differentiates into "spirit-matter," whereof the 
universe, visible and invisible, is built up, evolving into seven stages, 
or planes, of manifestation, each denser than its predecessor; the sub
stance is the same in all, but the degrees of its density differ. So the 
chemist may have in his receiver water held invisible: he may con
dense it into a faint mist-cloud, condense it further into vapour, further 
yet into liquid, further yet into solid; throughout he has the same 
chemical compound, though he changes its condition. Now it is well 
to remember that the chemist is dealing with facts in Nature, and that 
his results may therefore throw light on natural methods, working in 
larger fields; we may at least learn from such an illustration to clarify 
our conceptions of the past course of evolution. Thus, from the 
Theosophical standpoint, "spirit" and "matter" are essentially one, 

• 
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and the universe one living whole from centre to circumference, not 
a molecule in it that is not instinct with life. Hence the difficulty that 
scientists have always found in defining "life." Every definition they 
have made has broken down as excluding some phenomena that they 
were compelled to recognize as those of life. Sentiency, in our mean
ing of the word there may not be, say in the mineral; but is it there
fore" dead" ? Its particles cohere, they vibrate, they attract and they 
repel: what are these but manifestations of that living energy which 
rolls the worlds in their courses, flashes from continent to continent, 
thrills from root to summit of the plant, pulses in the animal, reasons 
in the man? One Life and therefore One Law everywhere, not a Chaos 
of warring atoms but a Kosmos of ordered growth. Death it!'elf is but 
a change in life-manifestation, life which has outworn one garment 
and, rending it in pieces, clothes itself anew. When the thoughtless 
say, "He is dead," the wise know that the countless "lives" of which 
the human body is built up have become charged with more energy 
than the bodily structure can stand, that the strain has become too 
great, that disruption must ensue. But "death" is only transforma
tion not destruction, and every molecule has pure life-essence at its 
core with the material garment it has wo,·en round itself of its own 
substance for action on the objective plane. 

Each of the seven Kosmic planes of manifestation is marked off 
by its own characteristics; in the first pure" spirit," the primary eman
ation of the ONE, subtlest, rarest, of all manifestations, incognizable 
e,·en by the highest of Adepts save as present in its vehicle, the Spiri
tual Soul: without form, without intelligence, as we use the word-these 
matters are too high, .. I cannot attain unto them." Next comes the 
plane of Mind, of loftiest spiritual intelligence, where first entity as 
entity can be postulated; individualism begins, the Ego first appears. 
Rare and subtle is matter on that plane, yet form is there possible, for 
the individual implies the presence of limitation., the separation of the 
"I" from the "not I." Fourth, still densifying, comes the plane of 
animal passions and desires, actual forms OIl their Oietl plalu. Then, 
fifthly, that of the vivid animating life-principle, as absorbed in forms. 
Sixthly, the astral plane, in which matter is but slightly rarer than 
with ourselves. Seventhly, the plane familiar to all of us, that of 
the objective universe. [I have reckoned the planes here from one to 
seven in order of increasing density. It is more usual to start from the 
densest and count upwards to the most subtle. Thus: first, the phy
sical; secondly, the astral: thirdly, the life-principle; fourthly, the 
passional j fifthly, the mind; sixthly, the Spiritual Soul j seventhly, 
the Spirit. ] 

Let us delay for a moment over this question of "planes," for on 
the understanding of it hinges our grasp of the philosophical aspect of· 
Theosophy. A plane may be defined as a state marked off by clear 
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characteristics; it must not be thought of as a place, as though the 
universe were made up of shells one within the other like the coats of 
an onion. The conception is metaphysical, not physical, the conscious
ness acting on each plane in fashion appropriate to each. TIm,; a man 
lllay pass from the plane of the objective in which his consciousness 
is generally acting. on to the other planes: he may pass into the astral 
in sleep, under mesmerism. under the influence of various drugs; his 
consciousness may be removed from the physical plane, his body 
passive, his brain inert; an electric light lea,·es his eyes unaffected, a 
gong beaten at his ear cannot rouse the organ of hearing; the organs 
through which his con~ciousness normally ac!s in the physical universe 
are all useless. for the consciousness that uses them is transferred to 
another plane. But he can see, hear. understand, on the astral plane, 
see sights invisible to physical eyes, hear fOunds inaudible to physical 
ears. Not real? \\'hat is "real"? Some people confine the real to the 
tangible, and only believe in the existence of a thing that can knock 
them down with a lesion to prow the striking. But an emotion can 
slay as swiftly as an arrow; a thought can cure with as much certainty 
as a dntg. All the mightiest forces are those which are invisible on 
this plane, visible though they be to sen!'es subtler than our own. 
Take the case of a wldier who in the mad passion of slaughter, the 
lust for blood, is wounded in the onward charge, and knows not the 
wounding till his passions cool and the fight is over; his consciousness 
during the fight is transferred to the fourth plane, that of the emotions 
and passions, and it is not till it returns from that to the plane of the 
physical body that pain is felt. So again will a great philosopher, his 
consciousness rising to the plane of intelligence, become wholly ab
stracted-as we well say-from the physical plane: brooding over some 
deep problem, he forgets all physical wants, all bodily appetites, and 
becomes concentrated entirely on the thought-plane, the fifth, in 
Theosophic parlance. 

Now the consciousness of man can thus pass from plane to plane 
because he is himself the universe in miniature. and is built up himself 
·of these seven" principles," as they are sometime,; called, or better, is 
himself a differentiation of consciousness on seven planes. It may be 
well. at this stage, to give to these states of consciousness the names by 
which they are known in Theosophical literature, for although some 
people shrink from names that are unfamiliar, there are, after all, only 
seven of them, and the use of them enables one to avoid the continual 
repetition of clumsy and inexact descriptive sentences. To Macrocosm 
and Microcosm alike the names apply, although they are most often 
found in relation to man. The Spirit in man is named Atma. cog
nizable only in its vehicle Buddhi. the Spiritual Soul; these are the 
reflexions in man of the highest planes in the universo:. The Spiritual 
Intelligence is Manas, the Ego in man. the immortal entity, the link 
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between Atma-Buddhi and the temporary personality. Below these 
come in order Kama, the emotional and passional natnre; Prana, the 
animating life-principle of the personality; Linga Sharira, the" astral 
body," the double of the physical, but formed of the somewhat more 
ethereal "astral" matter; lastly, Sthula Sharira, the physical body. 
These seven states are grouped under two heads: Atma-Buddhi-Manru; 
make up the trinity in man, imperishable, immortal. the" pilgrim" that 
passes through countless lives, the illdit'idual, the True Man. Kama, 
Prana, Linga Sharira, and Sthula Sharira form the quaternary, the 
transitory part of the human being, the j>crsoI1, which perishes gradually, 
onwards from the death of the physical body. This disintegrates, the 
molecules of physical, astral, kamic, matter finding all new forms into 
which they are build ed, and the more quickly they are all resolved into 
their elements the better for all concerned. The consciousness of the 
normal man resides chiefly on the physical, astral, and kamic planes, 
with the lower portion of the Manasic. In flashes of geniu~, in loftiest 
aspirations, he is touched for a moment by the light from the higher 
Manasic regions, but this come~-only comes-to the few, and to thes~ 
but in rare moments of sublime abstraction. Happy they who even 
thus -catch a glimpse of the Divine Augoeides, the immortal Ego within 
them. To none born of women, save the Masters, is it at the present 
time ginn by the law of e\'olutiOll to rise to the .Atnric-Buddhic planes 
in man; thither the race will climb millenniums hence, but at present 
it boots not to speak thereof. 

Eac1~ of these planes has its own organisms, its own phenomena. 
the laws of its own manifestation; and each can be investigated as 
exactly, as scientifically, as experimentally, as the objective plane with 
which we are most familiar. All that is necessary is that we should 
use appropriate organs of sensation, and appropriate methods of investi
gation. On the objecth'e plane we are already able to obey this rule; 
we do not use our eyes to listen to sounds. and then deny that sounds 
exist because our eyes cannot hear them; nor do we take in hand the 
microscope to examine a distant nebula, and then say that the nebula 
is not there because the field of the microscope is dark. A very slight 
knowledge of our own objective universe will place us in the right 
mental attitude towards the uJlknown. \Vhy do we see. hear, taste, 
feel? ~Ierelr because our physical body is capable of receh-ing certain 
impressions from withcut by way of the avenues of sense. But there 
are myriads of phenomena, as .. real" as those we familiarly cognize. 
which are to us non-existent, for the very simple reason that our organs 
of sensation are not adapted to recei"e them. Take the air-vibrations 
which, translated into terms of consciousness, we call sound. If an 
instrument that emits successh'e notes be sounded in a room with a 
dozen people, as the notes become shriller and shriller one person after 
another drops out of the circle of auditors, and is wrapped in silence 
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while still a note is sounding. audible to others there; at last a pipe 
speaks that no one hears, and though all the air be throbbing with its 
vibrations. silence complete reigns in the room. The vibration-waves 
have become so short and rapid that the mechanism of the human ear 
cannot vibrate in unison with them; the objecth'e phenomenon is there, 
but the subjective does not respond to it, so that for man it does not 
exist. Similar illustrations might be drawn in connection with every 
sense, and it is surely not too much to claim that if on the plane to 
which our bodies are correlated. phenomena constantly escape our dull 
perceptions, men .shallnot found on their ignorance of other planes the 
absolute denial of their existence. Ignorance can only justify silence, 
suspension of judgment; it cannot justify denial. Knowledge is 
necessary for rational belief, but the verifiable assertions of those who 
claim such knowledge are surely more weighty than the mere denial of 
ignorance. As in all other branches of scientific enquiry. investigation 
should precede the formation of opinion. an i tho3e who w:lald under
stand and experiment in the Occult regions of nature must, by long, 
steady, and patient cotlnl'ge. become Occultist:;. Only informed opinion 
is of any weight in discussion. and in Occult Science. as in every 0~her, 
the mere chatter and vituperation of uninformed criticism do not count. 
The Occultist can be no more moved thereby than Professor Huxley by 
the assertions of a fourth-standard schoolboy. Those who have time, 
ability, and courage, can develop in themselves the senses and the 
capacities which enable the consciousness to come into touch with the 
higher planes, senses and capacities already evolved and fully at work 
in some, and to be in the course of ages the common inheritance of 
every child of man. All the so-called phenomena which have been so 
llluch spoken of in connection with H. P. Blavatsky were but the simple 
outcome of her highly evolved nature, her control over the forces of the 
objective plane being exercised as naturally and carelessly as the elec
trician utilizes his knowledge to bring about results that would seem 
miraculous to the African sa,·age. They were but sparks flung out
wards by the fire that ever steadily burned within, as difficult for her 
to smother as for us to live down to a level of civilization far below our 
own. I know that the exercise of these powers often arouses in the 
minds of people c011\·inced of their reality an eager desire to possess 
them, but only those who will pay the price can attain possession. 
And the first instalment of that price is the absolute renunciation of all 
that men prize and long for here on earth; complete self-abnegation; 
perfect devotion to the service of others; destruction of all personal 
desires; detachment from all earthly things. Such is the first step on 
the Right-Hand Path. and until that step is taken it is idle to talk of 
further progress along that thorny road. Occultism wears no crown 
save that of thorns, and its sceptre of command is the seven-knotted 
wand, in which each knot marks the payment of a price from which 
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the normal man or woman would turn shuddering away. It is because 
of this that it is not worth while to deal with this aspect of Theosophy 
at any length. What does concern Us is the general plan of e\·olutioll, 
the" pilgrimage" of the Ego, of the indiddual, encased in the outer 
shell of the personality. 

The evolution of man consists in the acquirement by the Ego of 
experience, and the gradual moulding of the physical nature into a fornl 
which can readily re~pond to every prompting of the Spirit within. 
This evolution is carried on by the repeated incarnation of the Ego, 
over-shadowed by the Spirit, in successive personalities, through which 
it lives and acts on the objective plane. The task before it when it 
starts on the wheel of life on this earth, during the present cycle, is to 
acquire and assimilate all experience, and so to energize and sublimate 
the objecti,·e form of man that it may become a fit instrument and 
dwelling for the Spirit; the complete assimilation of the Ego with the 
Spirit, of Manas with Atma-Buddhi, being the final goal of the long 
and painful pilgrimage. It is oln·ious that such work cannot be 
accomplished in one lifetime, or in a few. For such gigantic task 
countless lins must be required, each life but one step in the long 
dimbing upward. Each life !'hould gamer fame fresh experience, 
should add !'ome n( w cafacity or strengthen some budding force; thus 
is builded up through num berle~ s genel ations the Perfect Man. Hence 
the doctrine of Re·incarnation is the very core and es~ence of Theosophy, 
and according to the hold this belief has 011 life, so will he the grasp of 
the learner 011 all Theo~ophic truth. 

The term Re·incarnation-expressive as it is of the encasing of the 
Ego in the man of flesh-is \"ery often misunderstood. It implies the 
indwelling of the Ego in many successh·e personalities. but it does not 
imply the po~sibility of its incarnation in the brute. In many places 
and at many times this travesty of the doctrine has pre,·ailed, and it 
has been taught that the re·incarnating Ego may, as penalty for the 
transgressions of the human personality with which it has been linked, 
be flung into the vortex of the brute world and inform some lower 
animal. But this idea is against Theosophical teaching, according to 
which the :Manasic entitv can inhabit only man; it is, indeed. the ill
dwelling of this entity ,,:hich is the disti~ction between the man and 
the brute, a distinction which is ever preserved. 

There is no doctrine in the range of philosophy which throws so 
much light 011 the tangled web of human life as does this doctrine of 
Re·incarnation. Take. for instance, the immense difference in capacity 
and in character found within the limits of the human race. III an 
plants and in all animals the characteristic qualities of a species lila)" 
vary, but within comparatively narrow limits; so also with man. sO far 
as his outer form. his instincts, and his animal passions. are concerned. 
They vary of course, as those of the brute vary, but their broacl ou tline 
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remains the same. But when we come to study the differences of 
mental capacity and moral character, we are struck with the vast 
distances that separate man from man. Between the savage, counting 
five upon his fingers, and the Newton who calculates the movements of 
a planet and predicts its course, how wide and deep a gulf as to intellect! 
between a barbarian dancing gleefully round the bleeding body of his 
foe, as he mangles and torments the living tissues, and the Howard 
who gives his life to save and aid the lowest fallen of his people, how 
vast the difference as to character! And this leaves out of account 
those living men, who are as far ahead of Newton and of Howard as 
these are above the least evolved of our race. Whence the great 
divergencies, unparalleled among the rest of the organisms on our 
globe? Why is man alone so diverse? Theosophy points in answer 
to the rei"ncarnation of the Ego, and sees in the differing stages of 
experience reached by that Ego the explanation of the differing 
intellectual and moral capacities of the personality. "Baby Egos"-as 
I have heard H. P. Blavatsky call them with reference to their lack of 
human experience-inform the little-evolved humanity, while those 
who dwell in the more highly de,·eloped races are those who have 
already garnered much rich harvest of past experience and han thereby 
become capable of more rapid growth. 

The Ego that has completed a span of earth-life. and has shaken 
off the worn-out personality that it informed, passes into a subjective 
state of rest, ere reassuming "the burden of the flesh." Thus it 
remains for a period varying in length according to the stage of 
evolution it has reached. \Vhel1 that period is exhausted. it is drawn 
back to earth-life, to such environment as is suitable for the growing of 
the seed it has sown in its past. As surely as hydrogen and oxygen 
rush into union under certain conditions of temperature and of pressure, 
is the Ego drawn by irresistible affinity to the circumstances that yield 
opening for its further evolution. Suitable environment. suitable 
parents to prm·ide suitable physical body, such are some of the con
ditions that guide the place and time of reincarnation. The desire for 
sentient life, the desire for objective expression, that desire which set 
the universe a-building, impels the Ego to seek renewed manifestation; 
it is drawn to the surroundings which its own past has made necessary 
for its further progress. Nor is this all. I have spoken of the fact that 
each plane has its own organisms, its own laws; the Munasic plane is 
the plane on which thoughts take forms, objective to all who are able 
to perceive on that plane: All the experiences of a life, gathered up 
after death, and the essence, as it were, extracted, have their appropriate 
thought-forms on the 1Ianasic plane; as the time for the re·incarnation 
of the Ego approaches, these with previous unexhausted similar 
thought-forms pass to the astral plane, clothe themseh·es in astral 
matter, and mould the astral body into form suitable for the working 
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out of their own natural results. Into this astral body the physical is 
builded, molecule by molecule, the astral mould thus, in its tum, 
moulding the physical. Through the physical body, including its 
brain, the relucarnated Ego has to work for the term of that incarnation, 
and thus it dwells in a tabernacle of its own construction, the inevitable 
resultant of its own past earth-lives. 

To how many of the problems that vex thinkers to-day by the 
apparent hopelessness of their solution, is an explanation suggested 
if, for the moment, Re'incarnation be accepted even as a possible 
hypothesis. Within the limits of a family hereditary physical likeness, 
often joined by startling mental and moral dh'ergencies; twins, alike 
as far as l-egards heredity and pre-natal environment, yet showing in 
some cases strong resemblance, in others no less dissimilarity. Cases 
of precocity, where the infant brain manifests the rarest capacities pre
cedent to all instruction. Cases of rapid gain of knowledge, where the 
knowledge seems to be remembered rather than acquired, recognized 
rather than learned. Cases of intuition, startling in their swiftness and 
lucidity, insight clear and rapid into complicated problems without 
guide or teacher to show the way. All these and many other similar 
puzzles receive light from the idea of the persistent individual that 
informs each personality, and it is a well-known principle in seeking 
for some general law underlying a mass of apparently unrelated 
phenomena that the hypothesis which explains most, hrings most into 
accord with an intelligible sequence, is the one most likely to repay 
further ill\-estigation_ 

To tho!'e. again, who shrink fro111 the idea that the Uni,-erse is one 
"~ast embodiment of injustice, the doctrine of ReIncarnation comes as a 
111 ental relief fro111 well-nigh un bearable strai n_ When we see the eager 
mind imprifoned in an inefficient body; when we note the differences 
ot mental and moral capacity that make all achievement easy to one, 
impossible to others; when we cOllie across what seems to be un
deserved suffering. disadvantageous circumstances; when we feel 
longings after heights unattainable for lack of strength; then the 
knowledge that we create our own character, that we have made our 
OW11 strength or our own weakness, th:lt we are not the sport of an 
arbitrary God or of a soulless Destiny, but are verily and indeed the 
creators of ourselves and of our lot in life-this knowledge comes to us 
as a support and an inspiration. gh-ing energy to improve and courage 
to endure. 

This imlllutable law of cause and effect is spoken of as Karma 
(action) in Theo~ophr. Each action-using the word to include all 
forms of activity. 111<:nta1, moral, physical-is a cause and must work 
out its full <:ffect. Effect as regards the past, it is cause as regards the 
future, and under this sway of Karmic law 11I0,·es the whole life of man 
as of all worlds. E,-ery debt incurred must be duly paid in this or 
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in some other life, and as the wheel of life turns round it brings with it 
the fruit of every seed that we haye sown. Reincarnation under 
Karmic law, such is the message of Theosophy to a Christendom which 
relies on a "icarious atonement and a swift escape to Paradise when the 
grave clo!=es on the dead. ReIncarnation under Karmic law, until the 
fruit of every experience has been gathered, every blunder rectified, 
every fault eradicated; until compassion has been made perfect, 
strength unbreakable, tenderness complete, self-abnegation the law of 
life; renunciation for others the natural and joyous impulse of the 
whole nature. 

But how, it may be asked, can you urge to effort, or pre!'s responsi
bility, if you rt;g-ard every action as one link in an infrangible chain of 
cau!'e and effect? The answer lies in the sevenfold nature of man, in 
the action of the higher on the lower. The freewill of man on this 
plane is lodged in the Manasic entity, which acts on his lower nature. 
Absolute freewill is there none, save in the Unconditioned. When 
manifestation begins, the Universal Will becomes bound and limited 
by the laws of Its OW11 manifestation, by the fashion of the expression 
It has chosen as Its temporary vehicle. Conditioned, it is limited by 
the conditions It has imposed on It!'elf, manifesting under garb of the 
universe in which It wills to body Itself forth. On each plane Its 
expression is limited by the capacities of Its embodiments. Now the 
Manasic entity in its own sphere is the reflexion, the image, of the 
Universal \Vill in Kosmos. So far as the personality is concerned, the 
promptings, the impulses. fro111 the Manasic plane are spontaneous, 
have every mark of freedom, and if we start from the lowest plane of 
objecth'e nature, we shall see how relative freedom is possible. If a 
man be loaded with chains, his muscles.will be limited in their power 
of movement. They are constrained in their expression by the dead 
weight of iron pressing upon them; yet the lllUsCtllar force is there, 
though denied outward expression, and the iron cannot pre\'ent the 
straining of the fibres against the force used in their subdual. Again, 
some strong emotion, some powerful impulse from the Kama-Manasic 
plane, may hold rigid the muscles under lesion that would make every 
fibre contract and pull the limb away from the knife, The muscles 
are compelled from the plane abO\'e them, the personal will being free 
to hold them rigid or leave them to their natural reaction against 
ItlJury. From the standpoint of the muscles the personal will is free, 
and it canl10t be c~ntrolled sa\'e as to its material expression on the 
material plane. \Vhen the Manasic entity sends impulse downwards 
to the lower nature with which it is linked, conflict arises between the 
animal desire and the human will, Its interferences appear to the 
personality as spontaneous, free, uncaused by any actions on the lower 
plane; and so they are, for the causes that work on it are of the higher 
not the lower planes. The animal passions and desires may limit its 
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effective expression on thei r own plane, hut they cannot either prompt 
or prevent its impulses; man's true freedom is found when h:~ lower 
nature puts itself into line with the higher, and gins free COtlN to the 
will of the highcr Ego. And ~,o with that Ego itself: able to act freely 
on the planes below it, it finds its own best freedom as channel of the 
Universal 'Vill frol11 which it springs, the conscious willing" harmony 
with the All of which it is part. An effect cannot be altered when the 
cause has apI;ean:d; but that effetf is itself to be a cause. aud here the 
will can act. Suppose a gn:a~ sorrow falls 011 some shrinking human 
heart; the effect is there, cannot he avoided, but its future result as 
cause may be one of two things: Kama may rebel, the \\'hol~ personJI 
nature may rise in passionate rC\'olt, and so, warring against the 
Higher \Vill. the new cause generated will be of dishanllol1Y. bearing 
in its womb new evil to be born in days to come. But Kama lIlay 
range itself obediently with Karmic action; it may patiently accept the 
pain, joyfully unite itself to the Higher "'ill, and so make the effect as 
cau~e to be pregnant with future gooel. 

Remains but space for one last word on that which is Theo~ophy 
in action-the Cni\'ersal Brotherhood of ~Ian. This teaching is the 
inevitable outcome of the doctrines of the One l"ni,'ersal Spirit common 
to all humanity. Re'incarnation and Karma. E\'ery distinction ot" race 
and sex. of cla~s and creed, fades away before the essential unity of the 
indwelling Spirit. before the countkss incarnations under all forllls ot" 
outward ganllenture. making the experience of prince and beggar part 
of the training of all in tUTll. Here is to he fotllld the moti\'e-~pring of 
action-love for all mankind. In each child of man the true Theo
sophist recognizes a brother to he loved and sen-ed. and in the Theo
sophical Society, Theosophists, tinder the direction of the ){asters. 
ha"e formed a nucleus for stich Brotherhood of Humanity. and hJH 
made its recognition the ollly obligation binding on all \','ho enter. 
Amid class hatreds and warring sects it raises this sublime banner of 
human love. a continual reminder that essentially all humanity i, one. 
and that the goal to which we travel is the same for all. Without this 
recognition of Brotherhood all science is useless and all religion is 
hypocrisy. Deeper than all diversity. mightier than all animosity. is 
that Holy Spirit of Love. The Self of each is the Higher Selt" of all. 
and that bond is one which nothing in all worlds can a\'ail to break. 
That which raises one raises all; th;t which degrades one degrades all. 
The sin and crime of our race are our ~in and crime, and only a, we 
sa\'e our brethren can we save ourselves. One in onr inception. one 
in our goal, we must needs be one in our progress; the "cuN o!' 
separateness" that is on us it is ours to remove. and Theosophy alike 
as religion and philosophy will be a failure sa\-e as it is the embodiment 
of the life of Love. 

ANNIE BESANT. F.T,S, 
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islam aub iEhrosaphn. 
AMONG the great religious teachers known to history there is, 

probably, none who has been so thoroughly and grossly mis
represented and misunderstood by Christian writers as Mohammed, 
and among the maf"SeS of the English-speaking world ignorance as to 
the true character of his life and teachings. and deep-seated prejudice, 
born of bigotry and intolerance, have heretofore prevented many, who 
were anxious to learn the tmth. from infm,ing- into their investigations 
the proper spirit of enquiry. The "'estern half of the world has become 
so closely wedded to the idea that Mohammed was a sensual, ambitious 
materialist and impostor tl1at it has considered it a waste of time to 
give the subject anything like an independent, earnest, unprejUdiced 
investigation, and has acnpted the current opinions and writings of 
prejudiced Christians without question. 

This statement should; of course, be accepted in its general sense, 
for there have been some notable exceptions to the nlle, and there is, 
at this time, thanks to the Theosophical Society and other liberal 
movement!', a rapidly growing disposition manifesting itself among the 
broad-minded thinkers of Europe and America to rise above the en
slaving prejudices of the past, to accept so-called history rum grano 
.~alis, and to look facts, concerning the Oriental religion s, squarely in 
the face without regard to the opinions of others. Islam certainly is an 
Eastern religion, and it and its literature must surely come within the 
purview of the second object of the T. S. 

Before proceeding further it may be proper to interject the ex
planation that I am writing for Theosophists, and those generally who 
ullderstar.d the meaning of the three objects of the T. S., and who are 
willing to accept tmth wherever it may be found. Those who believe 
that the prime purpose of the Society is to propagate any exoteric form 
of religion will find nothing in this article of any value to them. It is 
not my purpose to enter into an exhausth'e description of the liie of 
Mohammed. nor an extended dissertation upon the doctrines of the 
system he taught, but I desire simply and plainly to point out a few 
facts which may guide the Theosophist in his investigations, if he is 
disposed to make any, in the direction of Islam. If I could take the 
reader by the hand and lead him along the path I have travelled, 
pointing out and explaining the different landmarks in passing, I feel 
assured that I could convince him that, to be a Theosophist, one must 
be a follower of Islam. 
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It is also unnecessary to attempt to refute any of the accusation .. 
made by Christians. and ignorant people generally. against the 
Arabian Prophet. for he who seeks calmly and honestly and eame,tly 
for the truth will find them amply refuted by the well-authenticated 
facts with which he will come into contact. even among the writing; of 
those whose ostensible purpose has been to bring Mohammedanism 
into ridicule and contempt. One cannot expect an orthodox Christian 
to know much about Islam. or to write fairly concerning it; but if the 
latter dips into history at all he mu!'t handle facts which have a ten
dency to invalidate his opinions and arguments. and he is reasonably 
sure to embody them in his work. in spite of himself. This fact is fully 
and perfectly illustrated in the works of Sale and In;ng on Islam. 
Both declare their belief that Mohammed was an impostor and a bad 
man generally. and in the next breath admit that they are utterly 
unable to comprehend or analyze his character. much less his teachings. 
Had they been attentive students of the spiritual philosophies of the 
East they would not have been forced into such a humiliating and 
contradictory position. 

Circumstantial eddence is entitled to our confidence and respect 
if it is consistent with reason and harmonizes with what we have come 
to understand as common-sense. If we are told that the moon is made 
of green cheese we are justified in doubting the truth of the a~sertion. 
because we can see nothing in the moon nor in its manifestations that 
harmonizes with what we know. from actual experience. to be the 
properties or attributes of a green cheese. Again. if a man declares 
that he is a Spaniard and he speaks no language but the Spanish, and 
has the national characteristics of the Spaniard. we are forced to believe 
that he really is a Spaniard. 

In our investigations of Mohammed's life and teachings we have 
the advantage of a reasonable degree of assurance that there are on 
record a series of well-authenticated facts which. if carefully weighed, 
cannot fail to giye us a clearly defined idea of the truth as to the 
Prophet's mode of life, the nature of his teachings. the kind of people 
who were taught by him, the prevalent social customs. and his own 
personal characteri!'tics. 

Dr. Leitnt"r \·ery truthfully says: .. Fortunately we are not dealing 
with a legendary individual but with a historical personage whose 
~lmost eyery act and saying is recorded into the Hadllscs, or collections 
of traditions, which. next to the Kora11, form a rule of Mohammedan 
conduct. These' Acts of the Apostles' are SUbjected to the most 
stringent rules of criticism as to their authenticity, and unless the 
story of an act or saying of the Prophet can be traced to one of his 
own companions. it is thrown out of the order of traditions which 
form the subject of critical investigation, as to their actual occurrence. 
adopted by Mohammedan commentators. \Ve have certainly farless 
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authority, of a secular character, for the sayings and doings of our 
Lord Jesus Christ." 

Sir Syed Ahmed, and other erudite Moslem writers, show even 
more explicitly the extreme caution used in recording words and deeds 
of the Prophet, and we are thus in possession 'of a chain of facts which 
are indisputable in themselves. The character of the conclusions 
drawn from those facts depends. of course, largely upon the condition 
of the investigator's mind, the character of his previous reading~, .the 
strength and nature of his prejudices, the, degree of intelligence with 
which he is endowed, and the extent of his ability to analyze facts and 
theories. Viewed from the standpoint of the Theosophist, there is 
nothing in the life or teachings of Mohammed that is not strictly in 
harmony with an intelligent conception of the requirements of spiritual 
development. 

Mohammed was born at a time when the religious systems of t]1e 
East were grossly cormpted and perverted, and when the masses of the 
people of Arabia were giyen up to the coarsest idolatry and the most 
degrading vice!". There was nothing in the pre,'alent religious or 
social custom!", with which he came into contact, calculated to lead 
anyone to the higher life. \Ve find him, as a boy, distinguished above 
his playmates for his quiet. thoughtful demeanour, and. as a youth, 
for his chaste and refined manner, and for his singular fr ~edom from 
the vices and frivolities of the time. There is abundant evidenc;! to 
show that his life was a model of chastity, purity of thought, charity, 
industry, honesty and probity. And this fact puzzles some of the 
Christian historians greatly, for they cannot understand how fO good 
a young man could turn out as badly in his old age as they try to 
belie,'e he did. They take it for granted that he must have been a bad 
man, because he was not an orthodox Christian. In fact his reputation 
was free from reproach, and he was regarded with the greatest love, 
re!'pect :l11d esteem until be began his work of religious reform. 

Between the age of thirty and forty we find him turning aside 
from his commercial career, in which he had been so remarkably 
successful that he was the second richest man in Mecca, and devoting 
himself to protracted prayer, fasting and meditation. He battled 
earnestly and persistently with the weaknesses of humanity within 
himself, and showed conclusively that his sole purpose was to arrive 
at a complete realization of spiritual tmth. 

He sacrificed all that man holds dear in this life, and became a 
poor man, bitterly despised and cruelly persecuted by those who had 
been his friends, and yet he persisted in preaching a pure doctrine of 
brotherly love and perfect devotion to God. 

Some of the Christian writers, notably Washington Irving, assure 
11S t11at Mohammed lived a chaste and holy life until he was past fifty 
years of age, when his whole character changed and he became ambi-
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tious and sensual to the last degree. The absurdity of this opinion is 
manifest in view of the authentic record. It is clearly established that 
up to the last day of his lift! he persistently avoided display, dressed 
modestly and poorly, gave. away to the poor all the money and property 
that came to his hands, except what he used for his own actual and 
meagre necessitie,;, and supported life almost exc1ush'ely with milk, 
dates and boiled barley. It is needless to say that h:! might ha\'e lived 
amidst the most luxurious surrollndings and with the means of grati
fying, to the fullest extent, e"ery po,;sible sensual desire had he been 
inclined to such a life. The last years of his life were largely giren up 
to prayer and meditation, and he died in a hut the floor of which was 
the bare ground and the furniture barely sufficient for his actual needs. 
These are facts beyond dispute. \Vas there anything in such a 
coursc of life indicath'e of the ambitious, intolerant fanatic or the 
lx·stial sensualbt? There certainly is in it Illuch that should com
mand the most careful thought and searching in\'cstigation on the 
part of the Theosophist who has gh'cn any attention to Eastern spiri
tual philosophy. 

And here let us touch hriefly the subject of polygamy over which 
the average Christian becomes intensely horrified. It is a question 
which has too many sides to permit of its extended discussion here; 
when one becomes familiar with it and its effects and bearing upon the 
social systems of the East, it presents quite a different aspect from 
that which it seems to assume when viewed from the standpoint of 
"'estern Christian civilization . 

.. It has been shown," says Dr. Leitner, .. that living among the 
'heathen' Arabs, when the grossest sensuality pre\·ailed. Mohammed 
remained perfectly chaste until, at the age of twenty-fi\·e. he married 
a woman of forty (equivalent to one of fifty in Europe) because she 
was his benefactor; that during the whole period of his marriage with 
her-twenty years-he remained absolutely faithful to her, and that it 
was not until he was fifty-five, and after her death, that he took unto 
himself other ",h·es. But is it not fair to assume that in the case of a 
man who had shown such self-control till that age, there may be 
reasons other than those assigned by Christian writers for his many 
marriages? \Vhat are these reasons? I believe that the real cause of 
his many marriages, at an old age;was charity, and in order to protect 
the widows of his persecuted followers." 

Here is the starting point of a train of investigation which, if 
followed in the proper spirit, will surely overturn the accusation of 
lustful wedlock. 

Every student of the world's religions, and every observer of tbe 
methods and practices of r.:!ligious controversy, recognizes the value
lessness of mere assertions, as well as th ~ futility of attempting to 
establish spiritual or doctrinal truths in the minds of others by argu-
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ment. The average man stands on his own ground, folds his arms 
and shouts: "Bring on your factsl" when he should, metaphorically, 
take off his coat, roll up his sleeves, and go out into the fields in search 
of facts, if he is mentally capable of analyzing them fairly after he has 
found them. This, I take it, is the course usually adopted by the 
Theosophist, and hence I feel that making assertions regarding 
Mohammed, without attempting to support them by argument, will not 
be a waste of time, as some of the members of the T. S. will undertake 
to ascertain for themselves whether these assertions are true or false. 

A course of investigation extending over a period of nearly three 
years led me to the positive conviction that Mohammed was all that he 
ever claimed to be, i.e., a man who had so developed his nature that he 
came into communion with God, and obtained a degree of the higher 
spiritual knowledge which no man can acquire unless he lives a pure 
and holy life and cultivates his higher aspirations. With the attain
ment of that knowledge came the wisdom which led him to formulate 
a system of religious worship suited alike to the people of his time and 
country and to the natural instincts and inclinations of humanity in 
general. He never claimed to be a God, nor to differ physically or 
mentally from those around him, but he repeatedly declared that he 
was only a preacher of the religion of Abraham, of Moses and of Jesus. 
His whole career showed that he understood the spiritual needs of 
humanity and that he fully comprehended the difficulties lying in the 
way of bringing all mankind into the path of life and truth. The 
belief that he did not teach publicly to the masses all he knew, is well 
founded, and the conclusion is inevitable that he taught just so much, 
and in such a manner, as would secure the best results. His wisdom 
in this respect is apparent when one comes to a full understanding of, 
and familiarity with, the inherent tendencies of the Moslem system of 
worship, and its social laws and usages, and the beneficial effect upon 
the morals of its followers in all parts of the world. 

But with exoteric or popular Mohammedanism we need not deal 
further now. Syed Ameer Ali, in the preface to his most excellent 
work, The Spirit of Islam, very wisely says: "Unitarianism and Theism 
are neither more nor less than the Islam of Mohammed, shorn of the 
disciplinary rules framed for the guidance of the common folk. For 
these, in every land, something more is needed than mere philosophy; 
they require practical rules and positive directions for their daily life." 
And there is no religious system that presents a more rigid and un
alterable code of such rules than Mohammedanism. 

The very meaning of the word" Islam"-resignation to the will ot 
God-is suggestive of a direct and positive development of the higher 
spiritual principles and the cultivation of ideas which have held a 
prominent place in The:>sophi:alliterature for many years. 

Manila. AI.EXANDER RUSSELl. WEBB, F.T.S. 
6 
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A NEW CREED.I 

THIS is a book that may throw light on some great facts in Nature. 
for those who have not studied the Esoteric Philo!Oophy. The author, 
in his Introduction, postulates the existence of a universal element, 
which "has not even been recognized." "It is a volatile and spiritual
like substance pervading the realms of !Ooul and body, and is highly 
sensitive to every emotion and thought-a latent force in which lurk 
all the psychological secrets of nature." Every !Otudent will see, as he 
reads the description that follows, that the author is merely de!'crlbing 
one of the forms of Akasha; and one can only suppo"e, when he says 
that its existence has not yet been recognized, that he has confined his 
reading wholly to modern \Vestern literature. He rightly says that the 
"vibrations of a nation's feelings are com-eyed through it, national 
emotions are thrilled upon it like telegrams over the wire," for these 
are among the functions di!'charged by the Akasha in its lower pla~e 
of Ether or Astral Light. A curious idea of "God" comes out In 

connexion with this element: 
The Deity is a Pet'Son in whose image we are made: no person can be in t\\'o 

places at one time: much more imFossible is it for a ""noli to be diffused over 
space. The Deity-our Father, being a person, cannot be everywhere, and is nC?t 
therefore, in the ordinary sense of the word, omni/,resml. Yet, bv means of thiS 
Etheriform element (whose tint!" and space as we understand them are annihilated). 
He is in constant communication and contact with every thing and being. and, by 
it, is ever cognizant of everything, and thus is justly said to be everywhere. 

Anthropomorphism can scarcely go further, and we need not say 
that we whollY di!'sent from this view. 

This universal element is called "sympathy" by the author, a 
somewhat awkward name, con!'idering the ordinary connotations, of 
the word, as expre!'sing a feeling rather than the medium by which 
feelings are conveyed from one to another. But the fact is the im~r
tant thing rather than the name, and this univer!'al element does eXist, 
and does far more than our author dreams of. 

The "new creed" is based on this belief, and has three axioms: "All 
men suffer; all men worship; all men believe union is strength." Th,e 
first statement is certainl" true; the second would be better worded If 
it stood: "all men aspire;'; the third is true, taken as explained by the 
writer as the "necessity for society." Suffering, the author argues. 
can be diminished by sympathy, which is "the requisite motive power 
for producing true human happiness," and "sympathy is the bonded0 
true life between God and man, and man and man." Christ is regard 
as "the highest possible medium through whom sympathy can come to 
man from its divine source; and therefore human happiness, irres~
tive of the question of religion, is best attainable through Him and the 
etheriform element." Such is the author's theory, and while it ha} 
elements of truth in it, it is not one, with its dwarfing conceptions 0 
.Akasha, of the Divine Life, and of a unique "Christ," which the student 
of the Esoteric Philosophy will be likely to accept. To many, howe''e~, 
as being a wider conception than the ordinary ecclesiastical one, It 
may be helpful, and it is for such that it is written. 
-----------------------------------------------------------

I Anonymous. Digby Long and Co., 18, Bouvmc Street, Fleet Street. London. 
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LOVE'S SEASONS.l 

MOST of this book runs on lines far away from the subject to which 
this magazine is devoted, but we notice that ReYncarnation forms part 
of the author's thought, and he has some pages of argument on the 
existence in man of the higher brain, as showing that man is more 
than a brute and has a higher nature for the manifestation of which 
this brain exists. This "spirit-man," Mr. Hyatt argues, has the soul 
for its body-"vehicle," the Hindu would say-and is himself "the 
breath of God"; "eternal life" means the continuance of the Divine 
Breath in the soul. the latter being dead separated from the Divine 
spark. This" spirit-man" dwells in the human body, part of the 
animal world, and by overcoming matter wins' immortality for the 
soul. 

The poems, of which the bulk of the book is composed, shew con
siderable literary faculty, but have been hastily thrown off and lack 
polish. This is frankly admitted in the preface, and thus criticism is 
warded off. 

~heG5Gphical J\,ctibitit5. 
INDIAN SECTION. 

NOTE FROM COL. OLCOTT. 

GULISTAN, OOTACAMUND, INDIA, 
May 25th, r8q2. 

To Theosophists. 

I have just received a digest of the Resolutions passed by the 
American Convention relative to my retirement and Mr. Jud~e's re
election as General Secretary of the Section. As my resignatton was 
not thoughtlessly offered nor without sufficient reasons, I shall not 
cancel it-save as I have been forced to do temporarily in the financial 
interest of the Society-until a long enough time has been given me 
to see what effect the invigorating air of these lovely mountains will 
have upon my health. and I become satisfied that a return to executive 
work is essential to the welfare of our movement. Besides the meeting 
of the European Convention in July, I am expecting other important 
events to happen and I shall give no answer until then. Meanwhile, 
however. my heart is touched by the universal tokens of personal 
regard and official approval which have reached me from all parts of 
the world. 

H. S. OLCOTT. 

"White Lotus Day" was celebrated in many of the Branches. 
Dr. Rakhal Chander Sen. of the Bengal T. S. (Calcutta). read a bio
graphical sketch of H. P. B., translated into Bengali. There were also 
read portions of the Vish1lu Puralla. which were printed and distri
buted at the expense of Bro. Goswami, and extracts from the Bhagavad 
Gila and L(t;ht of Asia. The speech of the President. Babu Norendra 
Nath Sen, editor of the India1l Ilfirror, was a touching tribute to the 
memory of H. P. B. The Bangalore Cantonment T. S. decorated the 

1 By Thaddeus Hyatt. Fowler alld Wells, 175, Broadway, New.York. 1.. N. Fowler, l.udll'ate 

Circus. 
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Society's premises ,with white flowers. And in addition to portionsof 
the Gila and LiKlt1 of Asia read the Cremation Address, and the con· 
cluding words of H. P. B., in the Key 10 TlteosopItJ', on the future of 
the Societv. 

The General Secretary, Bertram Keightley, has been doing good 
work, and we regret that fuller reports have npt been issued. At 
Muttra he spoke on Mesmerism; Clain'oyance and the Nature of the 
Mind; Has Man a Soul; Karma and ReIncarnation; Modern Science 
and Occultism. The lectures were also translated into the vernacular 
by Pandit Jaynarain. At Fategarh, Mr. Keightley s:poke on The Path; 
the Seal of the T. S.; Theosophy, Religion and SCIence; Karnta and 
Rebirth. 

The Bengal T. S. have obtained new rooms and arranged for a 
series of monthly public lectures. Rs. 142 were subscribed for the 
purchase of Theosophical books. The Poona T. S. hold weekly meet· 
lOgs and discuss the Kt'J1 and articles from the magazines. The Satya 
MArga T. S. (Luknow) is reorganized and meets weekly in the Jalsu 
Tabzib Rooms. 

We deeply regret to have to announce the disincarnation of our 
Brother Rustomji Ardeshir Master, a 1110St enthusiastic and devoted 
Theosophist and one of the original founders of the Bombay T, S. 
He was a man of exemplary life and pure character, whose fiery elo· 
quence has brought many into the path of Theosophy. 

The President-Founder is now established in his quiet cottage at 
Ooty, engaged in literary labours. 

INDIAN LETTER. 

GULISTAN, OOTAcAMrND, 

NILGIRI HILLS, 

1.f.11t JUIlt', 1892. 

The soft velvety mist is creeping up the valleys hiding from sight 
the Mysore plains far below; onward it comes, and circling round the 
mountain tops wraps them in a robe of snowy l'plendour. The world 
below and around IS hidden from our view, and but a small space seems 
left to us-a petty territory, yet sufficient to contain the small e\'ents, the 
few duties, the hopes and fearl', that go to make up the life of man. 
Nearly eight thousand feet down there on the plains the Indian sun 
is pouring down in all the might of its June heat, scorching and wither
ing up what little grass is left after the long-continued drought; while 
up here the trees, shrubs and verdure have taken on the freshest 
possible shades of green. 

As I lay down my pen for a moment, and gaze out through a tem
porary rent in the nil sty curtain, those lines of Byron in "Childe 
Harold's Pilgrimage," come forcibly to mind: 

Tome 
High mountains are a feeling, but the hum 
Of human cities torture; 

and a certain sense of gratitude to our President-Founder steals O\'er 
me, for it is owing to his kindness that I am writing the present in the 
cool library of Gulistan, with faculties braced up by the mountain air, 
instead of in the heat of the Ad\'ar Office. 

But the readers of LUCifet·, like Dickens' imlllortal character, whose 
name I unfortunately cannot recall, want .. facts, facts, facts," and not 
rhapsodies, so like the pig in the fairy story I will proceed my tale 
to unfold. 
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Col. Olcott, I am happy to say, is now enjoying excellent health, 
and if events demand hIS return to office I fancy he will be able to 
respond to duty's call with all his old energy. By the way, the Akyab 
Buddhists are beginning again to clamour for his presence in Burmah, 
as they have important work waiting for him. Possibly he may at no 
distant date accede to their requests. 

This little cottage of his is a charming place, simply and in
expensively fitted up, and yet everything pleases the artistic eye. 

Por what is worth ill anvthing, 
But so Dluch Dloney as 'twill bring? 

says an old poem, but it certainly isn't the case here. Nothing has a 
pecuniary value, but everything has its intrinsic Theosophical worth. 
The place is in fact swarming with mementoes of the past history of 
the Society-photographs of past Conv;;ontions, leading Theosophists, 
famous men, curios from Japan, Bllrmah and other countries, and all 
those other things which mark out t!'te dwelling place of a man who 
has travelled and seen much of life. 

To pass to graver matters. The death of Rustomji Ardeshir 
Master, of Bombay, has been a grief to all of us, for an old and self
sacrificing member has passed away in his death. Like many another, 
he was, I have too good reason to believe, a devoted adherent of asceti
cism, and this has deprived his fellow-workers prematurely of a valu
able colleague. The case points its own moral, but one can hardly 
refrain from once more emphasizing the fact that for ordinary workers 
-beginners-as the majonty of us are, the right manner of living is 
the one that enables us to do the most on this physical plane for our 
cause. 

Brother Dharmapala, writing from Calcutta, gives some interest
ing news of doings in the Buddhist world, which will probably reach 
you through other channels. I notice among other things that Babu 
Sarat Chandra Das, C.I.E., has discovered in an ancient Tibetan book 
a prophecy of the revival of Buddhism. The prediction states that the 
wave of Bnddhism will take its rise in Ceylon, and pass through India 
to the extreme north. This prophecy is particularly interesting, as it 
exactly foreshadowed the actual course the Buddhist revival has taken 
in connection with our Society. 

Some weeks ago, in Madras, I had the pleasure of attending a 
large Mohammedan meeting, before which a lecture on Islam was to 
be given by a famons speaker. The chair was taken by H. H. the 
Nawab of Arcot, and the hall was crowded. Unfortunately the prin
cipal speaker gave his address in Hindustani and consequently the 
Colonel and I were left rather in the cold. 

However, one had the opportunity of judging of the Hindustani 
tongue, and I must say the language is preeminently fitted for oratory. 
An amusing incident terminated the meeting. After the principal 
speaker had concluded, another speaker, also a mouh'i (priest), arose 
and proceeded to unburden himself. He was evidently wound up to 
the tull, for his eloquence outlasted the patience of his hearers, and, 
after futile efforts to check his .. heavenly eloquence," the meeting 
broke up in confusion, and it is to be presumed that the orator wasted 
the remainder of his sweetness on a collection of somewhat unsym
pathetic and unresponsive benches! 

Speaking of Islam recalls to my mind that Mr. Alexander Russell 
Webb, United States Consul at ~[anila, Philippine Islands, an F.T.S. 
who takes a deep interest in Theosophy, has now become a convert to 
Islam, and is going to America to preach that faith. 

One still hears tales of the witchcraft practised among the native 
tribes on these hills, such as are contained in Mrs. Morgan's article, 
.. Witchcraft 011 the Nilgiris" ill Fiz'e Yt'ars 0/ Theosopll)I. A tribe 
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called the Kurombers appear to excel most in the black art, and they 
consequently are a terror to the others. The tribe of the Badagas 
(mispronounced Burghers) seem to suffer the most. I have plenty of 
evidence that these Kurumbers ha\'e some power over the other two 
tribes, but of its nature it is impossible to judge. There are many 
ca!'es on record of deaths being caused by the black arts of the 
Kurombers, but such is the terror that the other tribes feel for them 
that it seems quite possible that the" die out of sheer terror-by "sug
gestion" in fact. As long as the Kurombers can continue to live on 
their reputation of magicians, they will have but little difficulty in 
.. suggesting" death to their enemies. There are no cases on record, 
I believe, in which a white man has succumbed to the magic of this 
hill tribe. 

S. V.E. 
CEYLON LETTER. 

(From our O1C1l Co rrespoI1dent.) 
JUlie, llo'q2. 

The month of May with the Buddhists ·is a very memorable one. 
It is called here by the Eastems Wesak, and Wesak now means among 
man\' a festival-for it was in this month the Lord Buddha was born, 
and the day is celebrated as a festival day. 

On the 7th and 8th of May was held the long-talked-of fancy 
bazaar in aid of the Sangamitta Girls' School. I regret to say that it 
was not so great a success as we all thought it would be. The proceeds 
realized nearly Rs. 200. On the second day of the bazaar a magic 
lantern exhibition was given-the lantem, by the way, was a gift from 
our good sister Miss Emily Kislingbury, of London, to the Sangamitta 
Girb' School. 

The 8th was \Vhite Lotus Da,', and it was observed bv us at the 
Sangamitta Girls' School. The inusic-root1l of the schooi. which is 
also the drawing-room, has in a prominent place a large picture of 
H. P. B., a personal gift from our dear departed teacher to Mr~. 
Higgins. It is the largest picture of H. P. B. in Ceylon, and beau~l
fully mounted in a gold frame. On the moming of the 8th the mUSIC

room and the picture of H. P. B were prettily decorated with lotuses by 
Mrs. Higgins, and at ten o'clock in the moming Mrs. Higgins and her 
twelye boarders, all dressed in white, assembled in the music-room 
with the teachers. l\Ir. Peter de Abrew read a select passage from the 
Bhaga'l'Qd Gila, and Miss Roberts and Mr. Robert de Fonseka gare 
addresses on the life of H. P. B. Mr. de Abrew then read a passage 
from the L(l[ht qf Asia, and with the chanting of the ]ayamangala by 
all those assembled in the room, the celebration of "\Vhite Lotus Day" 
was concluded. 

Three days after, the \\'esak festival, before described in ?ur 
columns, was celebrated in Ceylon. The girls trained by Mrs. HiggIDs 
sang very well, and it ought to be recorded that this was the first 
occasion in the annals of Ceylon on which Buddhist girls sang carols 
before a public audience. . 

Six weeks ago, Her Highlllss the Maharani of Cooch Behar ID 
India. who is the eldest daughter of the late lamented Keshub Chunder 
Sen of Bengal, arrived at Colombo with a large suite. Soon after h:J 
arrival Mrs. Higgins, Miss Roberts and Mr. Peter de Abrew, call 
on the Maharani. She was too unwell to receh'e them. but her 
brother, Mr. Karuna Chundra Sen, welcomed the visitors 1110St co~
diaBy, and they had a very interesting talk about the status ofwomens 
education in Ceylon, and the work the Thf'osophists are doing. )Irs. 
Keshub Chundra Sen and her daughters and SOilS and ~Iiss Hammon1 
called at the school 011 the day of the fancy bazaar, and made a tour 0 
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the Institution, escorted by Mrs. Higgins. They were highly pleased 
with what they saw, and leffthe Institution promising to call again. 

Friend~ of the Sangamitta Girls' School will be pleased to learn 
that the Institution is making rapid strides; there are now seventy
seven girls, of whom twelve are boarders. The work has increased so 
much that Mrs. Higgins has been obliged to add to her staff of 
assistants. 

Several weeks have now elapsed since the death of the President 
of the Buddhist Branch of the T. S .• and no successor to him in the 
office of Registrar of Marriages has been selected. A certain Govern
ment official has shown much reluctance to fill up this office, and there 
is a great sense of dissatisfaction among the Buddhists. The bigotry 
of Christian officialdom and the unchristian-like doings of the narrow
minded missionary, are two great opposing forces to good work being 
done in Ceylon, and the poor natives have a hard struggle. It is an 
open secret at Colombo that there is a strong body of Christians who 
are working against our poor Girls' School and every other work con
nected with the T. S. 

SISHALA PUTTRA. 

EUROPEAN SECTION. 

ESGLAND. 

The European Section Convention will be in session when this 
number of Lucifer reaches our readers' hands, and in our next issue 
we hope to report a successful gathering. W. Q. Judge, President
Elect, will be with us, being now on the Atlantic; representatives from 
Spain, France, Germany, Holland, will soon be starting hitherward; 
and all promises well. 

The meetings of the Blavatsky Lodge have been very :"ully attended 
during the past month, and extreme interest has been shown in the 
discussion of the subjects. The new syllabus for July, August and 
September is issued and is as follows: July 7th, Rci"1lCamaliotl. Kate 
Hillard; July 14th, A 1l11l1al Com'mlioll; Speeches by W. Q. Judge, 
Miss Hillard, Selior Xifre, M. Coulomb, G. R. S. Mead. W. R. Old, 
Herbert Burrows, Annie Besant, and others; July 21st, Jlesmerism and 
Il.y/molis1ll alld their ExPlaitur, Theosoph)', W. Q. Judge; July 28th, 
((mew/ra/ioll itl Daily L~(e, W. Q. Judge; August 4th, Rclaliation or 
Forgiveness- Wldeh? Annie Besant; August 11th, The Secolld Object of 
the Socie/)', G. R. S. Mead; August 18th, The Comillg Race, Herbert 
Burrows; August 25th. The Jf)'Stie Side of Christiani/}', Emily Kisling
bury; September 1st, Dea/h and Af/cr? Annie Besant; September 8th, 
The Morality of E,·olufioll. Herbert Burrows; September 15th, The 
r es/ures of the Soul, G. R. S. Mead; September 22nd, OIl Tao, W. R. 
Old; September 29th, Thcosophic Prilleiplcs alld Thcosophie Life, Annie 
Besant. 

It will be noticed that the names of the openers appear in this 
syllabus, a reversion to the old plan, made in order that the Lodge 
may know that the July meetings will be opened by American visitors, 
and especially to give members an opportunity of attending when Mr. 
Judge leads the discussion. The plan of omitting names, however, 
answered very well, as all the meetings held under it were full, and 
none was overcrowded. 

The Saturday evening discussions draw the studious members 
regularly together, and rouse much interest. 

Earfs COllrt Lot(s;e.-During the summer the meetings are being 
held on Fridays at M.30 p.m. instead of on Sundays, at 3, Scarsdale 
Studios, Stratford Road, Earl's Court Road. The Library is open for 
lending books on Fridays from 8 to, 8.30 p.m. 
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Clziswick Lodge.-The following is the syllabus just issued for the 
alternate Monday evening meetings at .~7. Ban'owgate Road. at 8 p.m.: 
July 11th, Practical Tluosoph)', R. Machell; 25th, The Ethics of Theo
soPhy, W. Q. Judge; August 8th. Paracdsus, L. W. Crippen; 22nd, 
Theosophy and Socialism, A. A. Harris; Sept. 5th, Astrolog)l, W. R. 
Old; 19th, Tlte 1 'esltlres of the Soul, G. R. S. Mead; Oct. 3rd. Frenck 
Spiritism,· 17th, Spiritualism and TluosoPhy, F. L. Gardner. Visitors 
are invited to take part in the discussIon after each address. The 
intermediate Mondays are devoted to studying the Secret Doctrine. and 
form a more advanced class. They are open to members and asso
ciates only. 

Binllitl,f(ham Lodge.-The interest shown at Annie Besant's lectures 
at Baskerville Hall was so grt~at that the Lodge has taken the Me
<:hanics' Institute for July 24. on which day it is arranged that Annie 
Besant and William Q. Judge will visit the town. The Lodge. under 
the presidency of Mr. Duffel, has. we hope. a useful career before it in 
the capital of the Midlands. 

A/allcheslcr Lodge.-The Hon. Sec .• Bro. H. L. Price. has resigned 
the Secretaryship to Bro. John Barron. 56, St. Bees Street, Moss Side. 
a gentleman by whose cfforts much interest in Theosophy was aroused 
in the \\~orkington district. Bro. Barron left \\·orkington for }lan
chester, and Bro. Price thinks his services should be utilized as Secre
tary, as he himself has comparatively little time to gh'e to the work. 

IRELAND. 

The Dublin l\~}rlh emtre has issued the following syllabus for its 
fortnightly discussions during July. August and September: July 5th. 
A Lecture, Mrs. Dickson; July 19th. Some ThouglltS 0/ a Catholic on 
Tkeosoph)·, R. Coates; Aug. 2nd. The Rdaliolls qlthe Sexes, P. Jackson; 
Aug. 16th, The Lo/us. Mrs. Dunlop; Aug. 30th, 1171)' I am a Theosophist. 
J. Coates; Sept. 13th, Buddha and Christ. D. N. Dunlop; Sept. 27th, 
Latter-Da.l' Dt"Z'dl'/J1IlClIls ill Ps)·chie Pht'llotnma. Miss Lawrence. 

SWEDEN. 

Our Lodge has now finished its work for the season and will recom
mence work on the second Sunday of September. All ~ur meetings 
have been very well attended. A change has been deCIded on as to 
our meetings. and while we shall continue to hold them twice a month. 
one will be restricted to members only. and the second will be public. 
The lodge consists now of one hundred and ninety-eight members. 

Our new reading-room, thanks to the generous gift of the Countess 
Wachtmeister, who has always shown a warm interest in our lodge, 
will be opened at 28, Sturegatan. in October. This room is intended to 
be used tor small meetings. as a reading-room for members. and as a 
centre at which information can be obtained and questions answered. 
The lending library will be managed by some of the members, and 
books will be shown in one of the windows. 

The translation of the Secret Doctrine is decided on, and one of our 
most able members, Dr. F. Kellberg. is to undertake this tremendous 
work, which will claim his time and strength for several years. Lists 
for SUbscription for the publication are now circulating. as at least 
three hundred and fifty names are wanted belore the work can be 
definitely put in hand. 

The Centre in Kalmar is now in working order, and a new centre 
has been founded at the University of Lund. Mr. Bengtson. well 
known to some London members. has been elected president, Dr. B. 
Gadelius, vice-president. Mr. Uddell, secretary, Mr. Rosengren. 
treasurer, and Mr. Ohlin, librarian. 
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Our Gottenburg brethren send very favourable reports, they will 
soon have their own room and lending library . 

. White Lotus Day was duly observed, Dr. Zander speaking in terms 
of love and regret of our departed teacher, H. P. B. 

Both translations and original articles have been read at our 
meetings during these last months. Among the original papers we 
had an answer by Mr. George Ljungstrom to an attack made on us last 
winter by Mr. Geijerstam in a book called Modern Supers/ilion. Also 
a second paper by the same author on .. Images in the Astral Light," 
and one "On Dreams and their Importance," by Mrs. Cederschiold. 
Baron V. Pfeiff gave a public lecture on Vegetarianism, and it was well 
reported in the newspapers, the movement interesting many in this 
country, especially in connection with Theosophy. 

Several members have kindly presented our lending library with 
interesting books. Mrs. E. Kjerner presented five valuable works by 
Swedenborg, Mrs. Deutgen one by "Justus" on Na/ure's Medicine, alld 
Medic;,ze/rotn the Apo/hecar)l, and Mr. Algren a large work by Hallen
berg, on RC'lIc/alion. 

AMERICAN NOTES. 

A. C. 

NEW YORK, 

JUIU Ii/h, IScp. 
Greetings from the \Vest to the East. Theosophical activity here 

increases hourly. 

Dr. Allen Griffiths still steadily threads his way through the Pacific 
Coast cities on theosophic lecturing intent. Last 1110nth he addressed 
crowded house!; at Ventura. Santa Barbara. San Francisco. Oakland, 
Victoria, receiving good notices in almost e\'ery case from the press. 

Bro. Jerome A. Anderson has been compelled through ill health 
to cease his connection with The 1\"t'U' Cali/omiall as editor. It now 
passes into the hands of Miss L. A. Off. th~ \vell-known Theosophist of 
Los Angeles. __ 

The newspapers here ha\'e begun to discover that it 'is a paying 
game to get articles on Theosophy and kindred subjects, and just now 
it is exceedingly easy to obtain insertion of almost anything touching 
on these matters. 

The last batch of press matter sent oat by "F.T.S." to papers all 
oyer the countrY, resulted in no less than t;;,'(1 hU1Idred insertions in 
different magaziiles and journals during the sp:1ce of a week. 

E;;pecially are Theosophists look~d up to by newspaper men as 
specialists in the domain of the occult. Thu ... a few weeks ago the 
~-Vor/d found it expedient to interview Bro. Judge concerning a re
markable case of clairvoyance which had come to the knowledge of the 
press. Some little children had unaccountabh' disappeared. and were 
seemingly lost for good. Suddenly the mother fancied she saw them 
locked in a room in a deserted house. Her notion was pooh-poohed at 
first, but upon examination the childrt!n were discovered where she 
had seen them. Needless to say that Bro. Judge complied with the 
interviewer's request, and f.l\·oure~l him with the ratiollah- of such 
occurrences. The lime-light of Theosophy reflected itself from off the 
~Vorld's screen a few days later. 

A Secret Doc/rillC Class has been organized at Headquarte:-s. It 
meets from eight to ten Saturday evenings. At its second meeting 
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twenty persons were in attendance. The class considers itself purely 
informal, elects its reader for each evening. and has no permanent 
chairman or secretary. The method of study at present adopted con
sists in the reading of the volumes paragraph by ~aragraph. the mem
bers asking questions, making suggestions, or giving information as 
they think well. As ever\'body has some remark or another to make, 
the interest is well maintained. 

The Arvan T. S. listened to a most valuable address from Bro. 
Judge on Tuesday evening, the 14th June, on "Our Inheritance from 
the Moon." A thunderstorm lessened the attendance. 

The American Section Headquarters room Ins now the nucleus of 
a reference library. Over forty books have been presented, these in
cluding bound volumes of the Path. Lucifer, and TIU'osophisl. Besides, 
the table in the centre of the room is covere1 with monthh' and 
weekly periodicals. . 

Brother Jndge leaves us for Europe on the 29th inst. He lectured 
on May 29th to the Brooklyn Spiritualist Society on Theosophy. 

Dr. J. D. Buck has made a visit to \Vashington and addessred the 
Branch there. 

Some Theosophists here are wondering if the great and unusual 
heat of the past few days is to be taken as a sign of the times-as the 
commencement of the strange things which are to happen all over the 
world towards the end of the century. 

The American papers just now teem with ghost stories, and seem
ingly will accept any light literature of this nature for publication. 

CLAUDE F. \VRIGHT. 
NOTICE ABorT ORIENTAL DEPARTMENT. 

In LUCIFER for June, 1892, Bro. G. R. S. Mead. General Secretary 
European Section, gh'es notice on this subject and makes an apology 
referring to. the Oriental Department and invoh'ing me in confession 
of error in these words: 

But ill the case of the Oriental Department hoth my respected colleague, 
William Q. ]lHlj.{e, the General Secretary of the American Section, and myself have 
erred through too great lo\'e for the East rather than from any other cause.. 

I do not agree with this statement, nor with the apology found in 
the n:st of the notice, and reiterate what was said in my annual report 
to the COil vention of 1892. 

I have ha~l from many quarters in the Society expre!'sions of apl,lreciation of 
the work of tIns Department. . . . In the course of tllne the work 01 the fJepart
lIIent will he found to he of the greatest usc. Meanwhile those Theoso'phists who 
do not wish to read the opinions of thl' an dent Hitllhis. from whom. mcleed. the 
Theosophical philosophy has COllie, can easily r,iraill ji-olll l'tildill.~ 111,' publica/ions 
oj /Ilis Dt,/,ar/11IC11t. 

\Ve must take the Indian works as we find them, being only com
pelled by our laws to omit such portions as appear, to the hypocritical 
and o\'er-prndish modern \Vestcrn mind, to approach the line of iiii:" 
propriety; and if the judgment of the editor of this department is 
against some or an~' Yoga treatises, those can be omitted. But I deny 
any error and make no apology. All that I regret about this Depart
ment, in America, is its grt:at lack of funds. The thanks of America 
are extended to the Hindits who have helped us. 

WILLIAM Q. J-CDGE. 
Gf1l{ral S((rdal]' Americall Sc"clion T. S . 

.iVai' } '(lrk, JUIl<' 28th, I8Q.:? 
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~lttn5nphirnl 
AND 

ffigstic taubliratinns. 
THE THEOSOPHIST (lJ/adras). 

Vol. XIII, No. 9:-{. Old Diary Leaves, 
IlL-H. S. Olcott. 2. Shri Shankarl1. 
cluirya's l\Ia1:iiviikyadarpanum: or. The 
Mirror of M~'stic Expressions-B. P. 
Narasimmial~, B.A. 3. First Celebration 
of "White Lob:s Day." 4. The Mystery 
Cards. II. SaDIe Hints as to th~ Method 
of using them-Sydney V. Edge. 5. A 
Translation of the Siinkbya·'fattva·Kau. 
muadiofVachaspati llishra-Ganganatha 
Jha, B.A. 6. Elemental and Elementary 
Pranks-Po R. \'~nkatarama J~·er. 7. 
Analysis of Rtimayol/o, 1st Canto-A. 
Nilakanta Sastri. 8. The lIystical Mean· 
ing of the White Lotus-S. E. Gopala. 
charlu. 9. A Catechism of the Arya 
Dharma of Gautama Buddha-S. T. 
Kristnama Charya. 10. Spiritualism in 
its Relation to Theosophy (Reprint from 
TlieoJotllictI/ 5;i/Ii,I/:S;--E. Kislinghury. 
I I. Reviews. 12. Ccrrespontlence. 13. 
Supplement. 

I. A most interesting' account of phI." 
nOlllena which took place in H. P. B.'s 
presence at Philadelphia, with sOllie 
suggestions as to their ralitmllk. 2. Of 
interest for students, hut difficult for 
ordinary n:a<lers ignorant of Sanskrit. 
The editorial attention paid to the pub
lishing apFears to he at a minimulII. 
The !<alll~ criticism. however, might 
justly he lIIade on all translations alld 
ori"rinal lIath'e papers that appear ill 
Tilt' TIt,·oso/,lIist. E \"ell though no 
attempt were lIIade at correct tralls
Iiteration, attentioll might nevertheless 
be pai'l to correct English. 3. The 
account of a memorable meeting, well 
worth perll!m1. The passa/{es from the 
Gila recite.l 011 this occasion "w~re 

chanted in Sallskrit with careful ohsen'
ance of the S"am, or rhythmic swin/{. 
which is healT61 in /{reatest perf~ction in 
South ... rn I ndia, nine or ten Briilunan 
gentlemen taking part in the recitation." 

6. A curiosity for "spookologists." 7 
SOllie useful hints for students of the 
Ramtiyalla from the mystical standpoint 
Sita, the ","yollija or "un.womb-born," 
the wife of the Avatara Rima. is taken 
to correspond with Buddhi, and the per: 
son ages and events of the epic at once 
fall into their rroper places. It is to be 
regretted that Westerns unacquainted 
with the ori/{inal ha\'e only the French 
translation of Hippolyte Faucbe to de· 
p~nd on. Will none of our Indian col
leagues essay the task? 8. A paper 
containing much infornlation; the writer 
concludes with drawing a distinction 
between the symbolical meanings of the 
red an(l white varieties of the mystic 
flower. 

Th" red is n .. odAted in the Indiall writings on 
symhologywith ewrything material. The female 
deities Are all represente" with red lotn,,,s. Red 
lotl1~e:'O. red tlowe:-rs and fruits, and red articles 
including the 1I100d. ore ohjects tit for the wor
~hip of the Ta111Rt-'ic deitic!". 

The white colour, n~s()ciated as it is ,,-jtlt the 
ic1c:a of l)urity, tutt:rs largely iuto the composi
tion uf .utich:s used for the wor~hip of SaU",ic, 
or I1t'lltfic ddti(:~. Vishnu. ghh'a \ in his quiescent 
state I nre worshipped with the wh:tc lotlls. The 
white lotll'. therefore. is the .ymhol of Pllrity 
and ~piritual progn:ss, and it WAS due to 110 

chane'! that ont' of the mOJiit precious allegories 
iu onr ·rheo!'iophical literature was nnme(l after 
it; mul, what is nlort'. the day 011 which a soul 
left the ~arth. wll0 lahoured .0 much for the 
sl)iritnal wdfare of tnal1kind and the n:suscitn· 
tion of the ancient world religions. 

THE PATH (SaL' lork). 

Yo1. YII. No. 3 :-1. Misunderstood 
Editorial. 2. The Horoscope of the New 
York Headquarters- Astrolabe. 3. Habi· 
tations of H. 1'. B., II.--The Witness. 
4. YOj{a: The Science of the Soul, 1.
G. R. S. Mead. 5. What is Electricity? 
-J. H. Connelly. 6. Probation (COIl

dlldcdl-I.ily A. Long. i. "She being 
Dea.l, yet Speaketh"-J. Campbell 
Keight1ey. 8. Literary Xotes. 9. Mirror 
of the llovement. 
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2. The editorial note says: .. It is not 
alTered to show a belief in astrology. but 
as an interesting matter to record." 3. A 
description of H. P. B.'s rooms at Adyar. 
4. A paper read at the RIavatsky Lodge. 
S • .. Some Oriental Ideas on the Subject:' 
taken from an article of T. Subba Row in 
one of the early numbers of The TIlL'o
sophist. It is clearly written and a con· 
trast to the latest Western definition that 
Electricity is "the name gh'en to the 
unknown thing, matter, or force, 01" both, 
which is the cause of electric pheno. 
mena." 6. The conclusion of a beautiful 
story with much truth in it. 7. Quota
tions from some characteristic letters of 
H P. B. \\'e wonder who of the readers 
will understand the reference to the 
.. Star Rishis." An explanatory note 
would ha\'e been helpful. 

THE Bt7DDHIST (C%mbo). 

Vol. IV, Xos. 19.21 :-1. t"lIImaga Ja
taka-To B. Yatawara. 2. Blucher's 
Dream. 3. The Arraignment of Ortho· 
doxy-Robert G. Ingersoll (Reprint). 
4. The Buddhist Era-l'hilalethes. S· 
Children's LO\'e of Poetry. 6. The 
Sangamitta Girls' School. 7. The Buddh
ist Defence Committee. 8. A Talk about 
Theosophy-Ella Wheeler Wilcox (Re
print). 9. Astro-Physics. 10. llan's Re· 
sponsibility for Religious Belief (Reprint). 
II. The l'ali College at Ratmalalla. 12. 

The Crucifixion. 13. Christianity and 
Human Life. 

3. Can Ingersoll believe in Kamla? It 
would seem so to judge by the following: 

There i. no Being hi the uni,·er.., who rewards, 
and there is no Being who punishes-I:"ery act 
has it. consequences. If the act is good, the con· 
quence. are good: if the act i. bad, the conse· 
quences are bad; and these cous::quetlce~ must be 
home by the actor. It says to every human 
being:-·You must reap what you sow. There is 
no reward, there is no punishment, but there are 
consequeJlC~s. and these consequencH are the 
invisible and implacable police of nature. They 
caunot be a\·oided. They cannot he bribed. No 
power can awe theIn, and there is not gold 
enough in the world to make them pause. E"en 
a God cannot induce them to release for one 
nstant their victim. 
This great truth is, in my judgment, the gospel 

of morality. If all men knew that they must 
ine"itably bear the consequences of their own 
actions-if they absolutely knew that they could 
not injure anoth~r \\;thout injuring thetnseh'es, 
the world, ill Illy judgmenl. would be far better 
than it is. 

4. An interesting contro\'ersy OD the 
date of Buddha's ~irvana. 7. L. C 
Wijesinha lludaliyar and A. E. Buult
jens, B.A., have been elected respecth'ely 
President and Vice· President in place of 
our respected and deceased Brothers, 
Palulits Batuvantu'lave and Epa Appu
hl1l1li. 9. By the author of The Light oj 
Egypt; we had thought, however. that 
this fraud had been sufficiently exposed. 

LE LOTt"S BLEtT (Paris.) 

Troisicllle Annee, Xo. 4:-1. L'Homme, 
I. Sthl11a Sharira-Dr. X. 2. L' A.deptat
C. S. \"on Seeheilll (Tr. from the ... ;/'.kin.r 
by GUYllliot). 3. Le llicrocosme Egyp. 
tien -AlIlaravella. 4. Lettres qui m'ont 
Aide---(Tr.,. s. Introduction A L'Etude 
de la Doctrine Secrete: Troisicme Logos 
-t"n Disciple. 6. La Clef de la Theo
sophie «(v'IIi/IIIM) - (Tr.). 7. Tribune 
Tlu!osophique. S. Ilchos du Monde 
Theosophique. 

I. A most careful and scientific paper 
from the point of view of the Esoteric 
Philosophy - well worth reading. 2. 

Another good sound paper. 3. Careful 
and scholarly. S. Excellent, like all its 
prec!ecessors. 

Lt' Lolus !Jlt'II requires but one thing 
to make it entirely first·rate; and that is 
-a new cover. 

THEOSOPHICAL SIFTI~GS (Londolll. 

Yo1. Y, No. 6:-The Philosophy of 
Self-Knowledge-Franz Hartmann, l\l.D. 
A good paper, written by a mall who 
evidently is tired of the mere show of 
things and longs for the reality. It will 
doubtless he of much service to many, 
though some m.ly think it too vague. 
The doctor en tis as follows: 

LeI then the" sludellt of Occultism" cease I" 
run after chimt'rcls atilt (audc.-s. and Sit'f'k by he~ 
coming true t.J J'~a1ize tht! nature of dh'ine truth. 
l.et him """k I" fadlilat" the manifestation of 
Iruth ill him, and illl·rease its POWf'T by ncting 
accordillg to trlllh uno.! doing his duty 011 all 
planes of existcu~e. 4t him not f('ar to act 
wrollSly if h" a~~cc.;;:;u;;-g to the dlct3tes-:,!!" 
Iht: lruth ill him. He who acls according to hi. 
isl1110st con\'ictiur;-of truth is a saint: he who lift'S 
in fear is a fool. The highe.t \\isdom is obedi· 
,,"ce to dh'ine hlW, nnd from Ihe ckath of egcti.m 
arises the trlle realizatioll of the highest ide?I, 
tht: self-knowledge of <th'ill" wisdom in mall. 
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THE V AHAN (London). 
Second Series, Vol. I, No. 12. Ques

tions LXI-LXVI :-:\n interesting num
ber of much diversity. The answers are 
marked with nlOderation, if not always 
with clearness. The answer of J. W. B-1. 
as to the ideas of advanced and liberal 
Christians on the subject of prayer is 
especially interesting, though the fol
lowing argument can hardly, we think, 
be considered convincing: 

If a man considers. hoWt"'"ft' mistakenly, that a 
victory of his countrymen's arms over their ene· 
mies will he for the unmixed goo:! of humanity, 
he will endeavour to procure that advantage by 
all means. o:cult or otherwise, within his power, 
anel will he quite right in .., doing: since none of 
us can do more than endeavour. to the hest of 
our light .. , to carry out the highest good we are, 
by our development. Rhle to recognize. and it 
certainly is not for ollr neighbour who thinks he 
can see a higher good thAII we can see to gird at 
us on that Rccollnt. for there certainly are those 
to whom his conception. of the highest good 
appear as fault,· and imperfect as ours do to him. 

Very true we are all ignorant, but there 
are degrees of ignorance. The whole 
teaching of Christ is in condemnation of 
war. How then from that which is 
entirely bad can anything be produce:! 
which is for the unmixed good of hu
manity? We are thus placed on the 
horns of the dilemma that either Christ 
is wrong or the professing Christian, and 
we prefer the latter alternative. The 

t, suppressed argummlutn ad nominem in 
I the word "gird" should not be used to 

obscure the direct question at issue. 
I Excuse and justification are not identi

cal ternlS. 

THE THEOSOPHICAL I'"ORUM 
(New York). 

No. 35. Questions CLXXIV
CLXXVIII:-Deals with the danger of 
"circles"; theabsurdityofbelie"ing in me
diumistic communications from H. P. B. 
the unphilosophical position of attribut
ing sex to the Ego and the mischievous 
outcome of such theories; happiness in 
obelience tothe laws of existence; and the 
question as to whether men or women 
have naturally the higher idea of justice. 

ESTUDIOS TEOSOFICOS (Barcelorla). 
Second Seriu, No. II :-1. Francisco 

de l\Iontoliu y de Togores--The Editor. 
2. The t:nforgettable Friend and Brother 
-Vina. 3. Don Francisco de Montoliu-

from La Moralidad of Barcelona. 4. 
Rosicrucian Letters-from Ti,e Theoso
phist (Tr. by Nemo). 5. True Progress
Bryan Kinnavan (Tr.). 6. The Theo
sophical Movement. 

This is for the most part a .. memorial 
number" in honour of our deceased 
friend and brother Montoliu. It also 
contains an excellent photograph of the 
staunchest "pioneer of Theosophy in 
Spain:' 

PAllSES (Bombay). 
No. 10:-1. In Defence of Theosophy 

-Annie Besant (Reprint). 2. A Bewitched 
Life-H. P. B. (Reprint). 3. The Wisdom 
Religion-H. T. Edge. 4. Sorcery in 
Science-Anna Kingsford, M.D. (Re
print). 5. Universal Brotherhood-Claude 
F. Wright (Reprint). 6. Acthities. 

THE NEW C:\LIFORXIA~ (San 
Frallriscoj. 

Vol. Y, ~o. 12:-1. Reincarnation (a 
Poem)-Jerome A. Anderson. M.D. 2. 

Bulwer Lytton's Zanoni-Sarah A. Harris. 
3. Change (a Poem)-Rose Mavnard 
David. 4. Studies in Isis Unz'rikd-G. 
A. Danziger, M.D. 5. Letters to a Stu
dent-Jasper ~iemand. 6. Indian Letter 
-So V. E. 7. Crystals-L. D. Bothwell. 
8. Memorial Day-E. B. Rambo. 9. Re
views. 10. Notes and News. 

2. An interesting paper. 4. A most 
scholarly and discriminating paper, well 
worth perusal. 

\Ve are exceedingly sorry to see that 
Dr. Jerome A. Anderson is compelled by 
ill health to resign the editing of the 
magazine. Miss Louisa A. Off. of l.os 
Angeles, will he the succeeding editor. 
And though we are confident that Miss 
Off will discharge her new office with her 
well-known energy and de\'otion. we 
cannot help expressing a hope that t!te 
reco\'ery of health will once more see our 
able friend and colleague Dr. Anderson 
in the editorial chair. 

THEOSOPHIA (Amslt't·dalll). 
No. 2:-1. A Golden Foreword-Afra. 

2. The Key to Theosophy-H. P. Bla\'at
sky (Tr.). 3. All Allegory. 4. Epitome 
of TheofOphy-William Q. Judge (Tr.). 
5. Glossary of some Theosophical Terms. 
6. Stray Thoughts. 7. White Lotus Day. 
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TEOSOFISK TIDSKRIFT (Slockholm). 
MaY:-I. To Everyone--Editor. 2. 

An Outline of the 5;en'e/ /Joe/rifle-C. J. 
(Tr.). 3. A Study from the XIUth 
Chapter of the A't'Y 10 Tht'osophy--C. S. 
4. From the Vtihall. 5. Theosophical 
Activities. 

In the announcements we notice a good 
plan which is to be adopted in Sweden 
this summer-a fonn of propaganda 
which might be tried with benefit in 
other countries. A colporleur will travel 
round to the different watering places 
and sea·side resorts. He will sell Theo, 
sophical literature, gh'e lectures, and 
holtl himself in readiness to answer 
questions allli COli verse with those in· 
terested in Theosophy. The "colpor. 
Imr" for this year is to be our colleague 
and brother Baron PfeilI'. This will be 
somewhat of a startling departure for 
conservative Sweden. 

LOTPSBLl'THEN (Ldp=ig). 

No.1 :-LollIs Blossoms is a well'printe,i 
and artistically covered little mal(azine 
in Gennan, In fact, the design on the 
cover is the prettiest we have yet seen 
for any Theosophical magazine. The 
first Lotus Blossom that the ettitor 
gi\'es us is the "Voice of the Silence"
the first Fral(ment from the /look oflhe 
Go/dm J>nwpls, which H. P. 3. has 
t.ll1ght us all to love so much. It is 
excellently translated by Dr. Franz Hart. 
mann, and published by Wilhelm Fried· 
rich, Leipzig. Price 1 m. May the 
career of LollIsbliilhl'1l be 10llg and 
prosperous. 

JOl'RNAL OF THE MAHA BODHI 
SOCIETY (Ca/mlla). 

No. 2:-1. \\,110 destroyed Buddhism 
in India? 2. Who were the "Bauddhas"? 
3. Rules of Life. 4. The attributes of 
Buddha. 5. The Daily Life of Buddha 
from the Dharma Pradipikti. 6. The 
Dasa Dhamma Sutta. 7. Notes and 
News, both general and from Japan, 
Siam, and Nepal. 

Sanskrit literature were not Budcihists. 
and shows that the source frolll which 
this misunderstanding has arisen is 
tainted. Learned Ved:intin scholars 
assert that the famous Shallkara'~'ijaJ'a 
of Anandagiri is spurious, and that the 
section of Madhavacharya's San·adar. 
shalla Sa"graha on the Baudllhas is a 
criticism of second·hand infonnation 
drawn from the above and other spurious 
sources. 4. The following is a summary 
quotation. leaving out many technical 
P:ili terms, of the attributes of Buddha: 

I. Ahsolutely f,..,., fronl all pa .. ions. committing 
110 evil even in secret, and constitutionally in· 
capable of doing anything wrong. 

2. Without a teacher. by self· introspection hast 
he reached the .tate of Sup",nle Enlightenment. 

J. By mean. of hi. dh';ne eye. he look. into the 
remote .. t past and future. Knows the ways of 
enlal1cipatioll and has accomplished the th~ 
Vidyas and gained perfect wisdom. Is in pas""
sion of all psychic powers: always willing to H ... cten. 
full of energy. ,,;sc.iom and Uhyana. 

4. Has realized ~in'al1a and walks in the Perlect 
Way and shows others the Perfect Path of Virtue. 

S. Knows the three states of being; first the 
realnt of ditrerentiatec\ indi\"idualize'ft consciou!Oo 
UC'SSt second the realnt of space. third the ~aJm 
of undifferentiated organisms. 

o. Is incomparahle in purity and holiness. 
7. Is Teacher of god5 and Joen. 
S. He "xhurts gods and men at the proper time 

according to their indh;dual temperaments. 
9. He is the supremely enlightened teacher and 

the perfect embodiment of all th., ,-irtues. Th .... · 
fure is he called Buddha. 

THE SAN:\I..\RGA BODHIXi. (Bella,),: 
.-llIglo.Tdugu.) 

Vol. II, Xos. 19-22:-To be noticed: J. 
Alldhraprakasikll (a Telugtl paper) t'. Col. 
Olcott. 2. Some ancient Hindu Institu· 
tions. 3. Sweden borg and Blavatsky
I'hilangi Dasa. 4. 1\Ir. Satbyakarman ,'. 
Theosophy. 5. The Spiritual Struggle. 
6. Study of Occultism. 

BRA~CH WORK PAPERS. 

Indian Section, Paper XVII:-J. Self· 
Abnegation, the First Step to Di,;ne Wis· 
dom-A paper read before tbe Gyli T. S. 
by Baij Natb Singh. 2. "The SeMis the 
friend of Self and also its Enemy"-A 

I. An exceedingly interesting article of paper read before the Aryan T. S. by 
much research. The blame is laid at the William Q. Judge. 
door of Mohanllnedan fanaticism. 2. 

Another interesting and scholarly article 
on another disputed question. The 
writer contends that the Bauddhas of 

Both good papers; the writers taking 
their stand on the teaching of the Bhagll. 
t'ad Gila. 
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THE GeL AFSHA~ (Eombay: A1lglo. 
Guj'"rali). 

Almost all the articles are in Gujerati, 
some by our Bombay members; in Eng. 
lish we have: 1. Jugglery r'. :\Iagic. 2. 

A Suicide's Gl:ost by the Wayside. 

:MISCELLA~EOl"S NOTES A~D 
Ql'ERIES (J/anchcstl"r, l'.S.A.). 

Vol. IX, Nos. 4·6:-To be noticed: 1. 

A Talk about Theosophy-Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox (Reprint). 2. A Chapter of Quota. 
tions on the Devil (most interesting). 3. 
Theosophy and Ethics-E. T. Sturdy iRe· 
print). 4. Was tl:ere a Continent Atlantis? 
5. y. Tragical Tale of y. Ancient Hiram. 
6. Gems from the Orient. Also llIuch out· 
of.the.wayinformatiotl. and mathematical 
problems on Platonic solids and Pytha. 
gorean numbers. 

TRANSACTIONS OF THE SCOTTISH 
LODGE T. S. (Edillbll1;I;h). 

Pt. III:- 1. Our Calendar. 2. The 
Kabalah-The Vice· President. 3. Health 
and Disease-:\I.D. 4. The Possibility of 
Precipitated Letters--The President. 

I. The President has lecturell to a 
gathering of some thirty of the clergy of 
the Scottish Church on Theosophy with 
much good result. 2. A good paper. 3. 
A. strong paper by a learned physician, 
it contains the following oft re'iterated 
warning: 

I nlust refer for a motnent to accidental dis
eases, among which I included insanity. not be· 
cause it is always accidental. for. of course, it luay 
be inherited. I llu:ntioll it in ordt"T to gh-e you 
all a warning \\~th regard to the study of Occul· 
tisn1. You cannot go into it with itllpunity. It 
requires a very le,-el-headt:d. pure-tllinded IleTSOn 
(perhaps one only ill ten thotl'3ndi to dare to 
know, to venture to invoke, unseen power.;;, and 
far be it from me to persuade anyone to make the 

attempt. I. as a doctor, know the danger, and I 
venture to give each one here a solemn warning. 
Let thent exanline thetuselves. and if not stimu
lated by the purest of power to resi.t temptation, 
by al1 that you hold ,acred. stop-it may not he 
too late, and it may save you an amount of lnisery 
which words would fnil me to descrihe. 

A healthy warnin,l{ to mediums and so· 
called .. Occult Societies,': indeed! The 
President subsequently explained that 
the warning applied to the practice 
rather than the study of Occultism. 4. 
A most interesting and instructh'e paper. 

ORIE~TAL DEPARTi\IE~T (Lolldoll). 

~ew Series. Vol. I. ~o. J :-1. .\ Few 
Simple Rules for the Pronunciation of 
Sanskrit \\'ortls, 2. Dz'ddasham<llljarika· 
slolru1ll; or. A Cluster of Twelve Prayers. 
by Shri Shankaracharya-Tr. by R. 
J agannathiah. 3· Evolution in the 
illat.~l'a Pltrlilll/-P. Baijnath. 4. Ex· 
tract from the Eluigamta Pllralla-K. P. 
l\Iukerji. 5. Extract from the Bhagaz'ad 
Gild-G. R. S. M. 6. Some Extracts from 
the Wisdom of Chuang Tsu-Giles' Trans. 
lation. j. Vedantic Teachers- V. C. 
Lonakar. 8. l'iz'da·Chiidamalli; or. The 
Crest.Jewel of \\'isdom. by Shri Shank. 
aracJuirya-Tr. by l\Iohini l\I. Chatterji. 

An exceedingly interesting and instruc· 
th'e number. There is no doubt that 
this Department can be made of much 
utility. and that the ~ew Series is a step 
in the right direction. It is difficult and 
perhaps irn'idious to select anything for 
especial notice; but Chuang 1'su is un· 
doubtedly a book to be rea,l in the West. 
and makes one long for more translation~ 
of a like nature. \\'e are ignorant enough 
of the treasures of Sanskrit Literature. 
but of the mass of Chinese philos0phy 
and wisdolll we hardly possess a "finch 
egg." Alas, poor" foreign devils." 

A SIlIIILE often used in the Eastern books, with regard to the upper and lower 
mind, is that of the moon reflected in the waves of a lake. So long as the surface 
is disturbe,l. the moonlight will be seen only as a hroken and unsteady reflexion, 
and not until every ripple is gone will a true image of the di\'ine man be reflecte,1 
into our souls. Again, the lower mint! is as a metal mirror, covered with dust and 
rust; and until this is remo\"t~d 110 image will be seen; or, again, the mind must be 
as steady as the flame of a lamp in a place sheltered from our wind. 

IN the .. I will not" of renunciation and self·control morality tegins.
B. W. Bells. 
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E. 
Lad\" Fenton • 
J. Morgan, jun .• 
F. L. Gardner • 
Mrs. Gardner 

BOW CLUB. 

SAXGAMITTA GIRLS' SCHOOL. 

Two Realers of LUCIFltR 
B. 
M. 
J. Oettl (Ca1.) 
Mrs. Shoultes (Ca!.) 

£ s. d. 
500 
010 0 

050 
I 0 
I 0 

£7 17 0 

A. Desant. 

£ s. d. 
0 5 0 
010 6 
0 5 0 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 

£1 4 6 

E. Kislinghury. 
SEXT FOR THE PUBLICATION OF H. P. B.'S 1\ISS. 

~a £1 0 0 

CRECHE. 
RECEIPTS. 

£ s. d. \
' EXPENDITURE. 

Subscriptions and Donations • 78 0 0 Furnishing 
Donation for Rent·· 70 0 0 Salaries. etc. 

Printinl/: • 
£148 0 0 Sanitation. 

Ad"anced by llrs. lIarshall 50 II 3 Solicitor's and Agent's Fees 
Insurance and \Vater Rate 

Balance in hand 

£~~ II 3 

A. Desant. 

£ s. d. 
• 29 16 8 
• 25 3 6 

060 
• 92 12 0 

• 27 19 3 
o 13 2 

£176 10 87 
• 22 0 

£198 II 3 

This account shows' that though there is still a balance in hand for working 
expenses, there is a debt of £50 owing to Mrs. lIarshall, who kindly advanced the 
money for the heavy expenses of putting the house at St. John's Wood Terrace 
into good sanitary condition; and the Committee is desirous of discbarging this 
obligation as quickly as possible. As it is near]y a year since the first subscriptions 
were paid, the Committee earnestly beg for further belp towards carrying on the 
work now really started. All subscriptions should be paid to the treasurer, Miss E. 
Kislingbury, 19, Avenue Road, N.W. Friends are invited to visit and inspect the 
Creche. 

EDITORIAL NOTICE. 
I haz'e 10 apologize jor a slupid hltmder, arisillg jrom a mislmderslandillg, in last 

1II01llh's LUCIFER. A paragraph jmIH Plotilllls 011 Silicide, illit'ntUd to fill up a 
couple oj ;'ld,tS on p. )26, 'Was accidelltal(v inserlt"d a/):Jv! illr. JI«i.tre'S siglfailire as pari 
(Ifllis article. lIlr. jlldg~s article ends willi Ihe «'ortis: "Any other sort oj practice 
kads ollly 10 additional bewilderment." 
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